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OF CARP EMI ER
MAY BE ENDED
Anuoc-iute-

STRIKE IS PREDICTED
1
HARD COAL FIELDS
New York, March 16.

Operators
ct seventy-fou- r
anthracite coal
mines went into secret session here
tonight to frame their answer to
the nineteen wage demands submitted yesterday by leaders of organized labor in the coal fields.
Whether they will accept, reject
or counter the demands of the
miners will not be made known
until tomorrow, when owners and
workers will hold a joint session.
Regardless of the outcome of th's
conference, it is generally predicted
on both sides and try official observers of the United States department of labor, that the anthra
cite mines will suspend operation?
after April 1. The object of tomorrow's session will be to determine whether a protracted- - suspension or strike may be averted
by an offer to compromise the
wage question.
Secretary of Labor Davis here today, banished all probability of
in the
intervention
government
present negotiations.
"Unless a protracted suspension
or lengthy strike rosults, reaching
a climax which will result in direct
injury to the consuming public, we
shall not intervene," he said.
Although It had been reported
that Mr. Davis would confer with
John L. Lewis, president of the
international organization of the
United Mine Workers he declared
lie would not participate in the
controversy nt present, and that,
his trip to New York was in no
way connected with the coal question.
Mr. Davis' personal representatives. , Dr. F. G. Davis and William
Roget-sof the department of labor
tonlRht predicted that the demands
of the miners would be rejected by

WEATHER
1

FOHECAST.
Denver, Colo., March 16. New
Mexico: Unsettled
Friday witn
occasional rain or snow; Saturday,
colder
east portion.
probably fair;
Arizona:
Unsettled
west, rain
east portion Friday. Saturday fair,
no decided change in temperature.
LOCAL nEPOUT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
68
Highest temperature
41!
Lowest ,
22
Range
Mean
57
6
m
a.
at
.
su
.
Humidity
..
18
Humidity at. 6 p. m
. . None
Precipitation
Maximum wind velocity
20
Direction of wind
. .South
Character of day
Cloudy
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Prom.)

March 10. There
Washington,
were just two developments today
In the soldiers' bonus muddle. Onj
was tho filing by Chairman Foni-neof the ways and means committee of tho majority report on
which
bill,
tho
compromlso
was estimated to cost the government a total of $4,098.71 9, 3S0. The
other was the circulation of a petition by Representative Lineberger of California, a former service
man, for a conference of house republicans for next Tuesday evening to discuss tho bonus legislation.
Sixty Sign Petition.
Mr. Lineberger announcedt onlght
that there wero sixty signatures to
tho petition, or ten more than the
number required under the rules
for a conference call. He pa'd.
however, that he hoped it would
not be necessary to present the peTowner
tition to Representative
chairman of the republican house
lis presentation, he
organization.
added, would depend upon the outcome of the conference between
house leaders and Speaker Gillett
for the calling
regarding procedure
up of the bill on the floor.
If there is a dec'sion at that conference to consider the bill under a
suspension of the rules, , Mr. Lineberger said tho petition would be
presented. There was some speculation as tn whether a formal conference call would operate to delay
consideration
of the legislation.
Chairman Ford ney declared it vm
still his determination to bring the
bill up Monday under a suspension
of the rules, if that could he dene,
and if not to call it tip Tues lay
under a special rule, if such rule
could be oblalned.
(illicit Due Home Today.
Speaker Gillett is due to arrive
tomorrow from Florida and at thit
time the question of whethe, the
bill will be taken up Monday will
Mr. Fordney said th?
be settled.
conference with the speaker would
bo in "perfect harmony" and that
it Mr. Gillett held nstainst a suspension of the rules he would proceed with plans to bring the measure up under a special rule.
Tho chairman went on to say
that it was not his desire to limit
debate; that If the measure was
taken up under a suspension of the
rules ho would nsk unanimous consent for two days of discussion,
which would throw the final vote
Should
over until late Tuesday.
his request be denied, debate would
be limited to forty minutes under
tho house rules.
Two OpIMtfe Report.
The majority report on the bill
was approved by ail of the repub
licans of the ways and means committee except two Representative
and
Treadway of Massachusetts
Tilson of Connecticut, who i oted
against the measure In committee
and who were not present i:t the
session of the majority today when
the report was finally revised.
Estimated Cost.
The estimate In the leport that
the total cost of the bon:s would
be $4,098,719,350 was based upon
the assumption that seventy per
cent of the 4,458,199 veterans who
will be eligible for compensation
would accept adjusted service certificates and two and a half per
cent vocational training aid, ten
per cent farm and home aid nnd
seven and
per cent land
settlement aid. Tho ten per cent
in
cash
after paswould be paid
sage of 4,he bill under a provision
requiring veterans whose adjusted
compensation would not exceed JD0
to accept cash.
Total costs under the various
options of the bill were estimated
as follows: Cash payments,
certificates, on account of
deaths, $577,671,000; and on account of maturity, $3, 154, 82b, 350
vocational
training $52,325,000;
farm and home aid, $186,000,000
land settlement $112,000,000.
Greatest Cost in Ycnr.
The greatest cost in any single
was
estimated at $3,154,823,-S5- 0
year
in the fiscal year 1943, when
the certificates then outstanding
would mature. Tho costs under all
other options except tho certificate would cease, the report said,
lf

0;

0;

expenditures

OF THREE HOURS

ASSAILS PACTS;
INTEREST WANES

doned, Acting Secretary
Senate Chamber Most of the
Wainwright Says.
lime Is All But Deserted
(By 'J'h AiuHirliilrtl PreM.)
As
Missouri Senator De16.
March
Washington,
Acting
said today
Secretary Wainwright
livers Tirade,

propriation bill submitted for pay
of reserve officers
to $250,000
would prevent tho carrying out of
0
plans for the training of some
reserve officers
during the
year.
The $ 1,000,000 Item, he said, was
submitted to cover pay of tho of
ficers when railed to active service
for their annual fifteen day training period. With the sum the committee proposed to allow, he added,
it would be impossible to give this
training except to such officers of
tho reserve corps as were willing
to attend without pay and at their
own expenses.
Matter Is Serious.
He said the matter was serious
from the point of view of the war
lepartment since it teneded to dis
courage men with adequate war
experience or other military train
ing from
entering the reserve
corps. I'pon the successful com
pletion of that corps, ho added, depended the whole national defense
project worked out in tho act of
1920.

It has been computed that when
the new army plan providing for
development of the national guard
and the organized reserve has been
made fully effective that a total of
reserve
officers will be
150.000
needed for the various divisional
units so that they can be mobilized
quickly in the event of war.
There are now enrolled in the
reserve some 65,000 officers and
the reserve officers training corps
the redesigned to supplement
serves has been erected to produce
officers
reserve
additional
2,000
tliis year about double that number next year, 6,000 in 1924 and by
1928 to turn out 10.000 new reservThis figure would
ists annually.
provide. It has been estimated, for
the retirement from the reserve of
officers who gave their experience
during the war nnd would keep the
reserve corps itself at its full

strength

of 150,000.

Outlines Summer Plans.
In ord r to give the present reserve officers "refresher" courses
and developments in the military
art, growing out of the post war
study of that struggle. It had been
planned, Secretary Wainwright explained, to assemble 2.000 men of
the corps In each of thet corps areas
this summer to witnes-- demonstrations by regular troops and to take
such Instructions as has been provided for. If the cut In appropriations recommended by the apof the
committee
propriations
house is made by congress, Mr.
Wainwright added, it would be impossible to carry out even thi limited project.

WILL PETITION
EOR REWARDS IN

JERSEY MURDER

j

effortIvTade to
ANSWER

THE ATTACK

Administration Regard Ratification of the Four Power
Pacific Treaty As a Foregone Conclusion,
(By The Asncintr(l l'rrm.)
16.
March

Washington,
of
campaign

the

The.

irreconeiIable
Pacific
without
abatement in tho sena'. today despltu
signs of waning interest' and tho
disposition of leaders to regard
ratification of tho pact as a foregone conclusion.
For more than three hours, In a
senate chamber which most of the
time was all but deserted, Senator
Reed, democrat. Missouri, assailed
botli the
and naval
treaties, which he said would fit.
together to put tho United States
In a position of "helplessness" In
the Pacific. He charged that tho
facts underlying the
naval
settlement had been misrepresented, nnd put into the record figures
of his own designed to show that
superiority of speed, armament and
auxiliary craft would greatly Increase the relative strength of the
British and Japanese navies.
Senator Reed's address was Interrupted but a half dozen times
by senators who questioned him on
minor
points of information regarding the naval estimates he
submitted and when he had finished tlie debate drifted to other subjects.
The administration loaders made
no effort to reply to tho attack,
maintaining that yesterday's agreement to vote finally on the treaty
on March 24 had crushed all possibilities of an adverse vote.
I'luys Republicans.
Toward the end of his argument
Senator Reed turned his fire on
tho apparent diminution of Interest
In the debate, noting for tho record
that only two republican senators
were present, and flaying the republicans who had stood with him
against the Versailles treaty hut
now were supporting the
pact. These men. he said,
tied heard the "commanding voice
of their political parly, but kept
away from the debate on the senbecause
ate floor
thoy were

against the
treaty continued

four-pow-

four-pow-

four-pow-

er

--

ashamed."

In the view of senators who have
canvassed the situation carefully,
the two big issues remaining' to be
settled In the
treaty
fight revolve about the foreign relations committee's "no alliance"
reservation and the compromise
reservation that Is to be proposed
regarding participation of outside
powers in conference over Pacifio
A group of republican
questions.
senators are still said to be strongly opposed to all reservations and,
inclined to work against the committee proposal even though administration leaders fear that it.j
defeat might endanger ratification
of the treaty itself. The "conference" reservation has not yet been
offered, but an effort will be made
to put it in a form acceptable to
various senators who had objected
to the proposal when It wa3 before
the senate In the shape of a textual
amendment.
four-pow-

Authorities Continue Their
' Efforts to Locate Circus
Chef in Connection With HARDING

Brunen's Death.
(Bv The Asmicliited

Trcm.)

Riverside, N. J., March 16.
Prosecutor J. H. Kelney, of Burlington county, announced tonight
that he would petition the board
of freeholders and Governor Edwards to offer rewards for the
capture, dead or alive, of the slayer of John T. liruncn, circus proprietor, killed in his home last Friday night.
Under the New Jersey law the
board is authorized to offer $")00
to $2,000 and tho state from $500
to $2,500 in cash in such cases.
Word was anxiously awaited by
authorities from County Detective
Ellis 1'arker, who left with a state
trooper today for an unknown destination on what he characterized
"one of the hottest" tips yet received. Parker said that on the
surface tho tip appeared of fair
value and he hoped to return with
a prisoner or evidence that would
warrant an arrest.
Meanwhile authorities continued
their efforts to locato George L.
Ecrner, circus chef, who was said
to have been discharged from the
winter quarters of tho Mighty
in 1927.
The last payments under voca- Doris and Colonel Ferrari shows
be
in
tional training would
1925; about a week prior to Brunen's
under farm and home aid in 1926 death.
and under land settlement ln 1927.
After that time the only cost each MAN PLEADS THAT HE
year until the year of maturity of
the certificates would be payments BE HANGED FOR MURDER
on account of death of holders of
certificates.
Prei.)
(By Tbr Ai-IteThe cost in the fiscal year 1923,
10. Getting
March
Chicago,
the first after tho bill came Into down
on his knees before Jude
operation, would be $74,279.00(1 John J. Sullivan in criminal court.
the report said, and tho costs for Patrick Paul Tlerncy today pleadeach succeeding year up to. hut ed that he he
for the murexclusive of 1943, would be: 1924 der of his wifehanged
and
son,
$124,440,000; 1925, $121,370,000; whom he hacked to death with a
1926, $136,825,000; 1927. $42,936,-000- ; hatchet several months ago. Tler1928, $27,046,000; 1929,
ncy said he was guilty and wanted
1930,
$27,415,000;
1931, no counsel, but Judge Sullivan in$27,674,000.
1932;
$27,932,000; formed him that the Irw required
1933, $28,265,000; 1934, $28,600,-00that ho have an attorney, appoint1936. $29,004,000; 1936,
ed one for him and set the trial for
1937, $30,003,000; 1933. March 25.
19S9,
$30,593,000;
$31,333,000,
Tlerney said he committed the
1940. $32,144,000; 1941, $33,103,-00- 0 murders
because he thought his
and 1942, $34,251,0 0.
wife was going to leave him. He
No New Revenue.
himself up to the police the
The report said no provision gave
next day, voluntarily confessing.
had been made for raising revenue
to meet the first year's cost, beCLERGYMAN DIES.
cause a majority of tha committee
New York, March 16. The Rev.
was satisfied that "no new taxation
Charles
Eugene Bettlcher, Episconor special provisions are needed
until after the expiration of that pal clergyman and editor of "The
Spirit of the Missions," died last
fiscal year."
at Cos Cob, Conn., friends
It added that any estimate of night
here were advised
today. For
for eleven
government
years he was a missionary in
1924 and the amount of revenu-where he met and married
needed on account of the bonus Alaska,
Miss Margaret C. Graves, of BaltiConUuud on ttiso Two.)
also
a missionary at tha time.
more,
one-ha-

REED IN SPEECH

that the proposal of the house appropriations committee to cut the NO
$4,000,000 item in the army's ap-

Pe-

sary, that they should have been
would effer a compromise set oi enforced, but
now In peace times
counter proposals.
there was no
reason for keepThe owners have intimated thai ing war time good
offenders in jail.
the
they would seek a revision ofthan
'
Clashes.
Many
,
av;
wage scale downward rather
There wero many clashes between members of the committee
upjvard.
The miners base their claims for and
witnesses.
Representative
a higher scale on assertions that Yates, republican, Illinois,
charged
wages have not advanced in pro that Representative London soNew York, author of' the
portion with living costs.
cialist,
The owners claim that the con- resolution, who declared he would
sumer is paying too much for the free men convicted of violence
If
product, and that excessive wages they did so because of a deep reA drawing of S
f
in the mines is responsible.
was advocating violigious
feeling,
St. Patrick, apostle of Ireland laken on board as a servant and in
Heads of the district unions to- lence, which Mr. London was quick
three
and patron of Australia in whose
days landed at tho mouth of
day asserted that the miners "are io neny.
e.
Then for tweniigh.
over
all
Irish
people
i,
verbal
preparing for a little vacation
centered
jhonor
clah
Another,
a wild country
days he traveled
after April 1, when the preesnt around
New world celejiato today,' was bor
a
Harry
Weinberg,
w.lh the ship's compuiy until the
It 's York lawyer, one time counsel for
wage agreement expires.
some his'.oriuns, in came to Marseilles.
to
Here he
according
looked upon as certain that should Grover Cleveland
the 373, but tho place of ma birh is ed Hum his companions and purl
went
negotiations toward a compromise draft dodger, who added that he a mooted question. Italy. Scotland to Tours
where the famous Martin
he undertaken at tomorrow's ses- had "nothing whatever to do with and France are among tho coun-Uic- s was
bishop.
sion they will require at least four Rergdoll's escape" In a tilt with
which claim him.
"if, as some accounts state, his
weeks for settlement.
to an aut. blo-j- r iphy mother was a sisler of this Martin,
RoprP'enlnt've
According
republican
This would cause a temporary Nebraska. Weinberg said he would he left Banavem Taberniae. Scot his
going to Tours was the more
shutdown of the mines for at least express his "opinion on political ; land, prcbably identical Willi the natural.
He
with Martin
three weeks. It is held, since work, and economic questions nt any1 modern DumbarUr a few miles four yenrs. Atlived
last he returnel
ers' organizations have already de- place, despite the supreme court northwest of Glasgow
was his to Scotland. Lut the desire to de
cided to suspend April 1, unless nli of the Unifcl States."
birthplace. Tho same authority ote himself to preaching the gospel
demands arc
of their nineteen
nia father was Oi'pon.lus, a to the Irish was strengthened by
Referring to release of some
a
once
and
nt
with
complied
fenders, Weinberg
liu''c!l. "iao a
visions and voices and he went to
charged thatdeacon ln tlle
contract signed by the operaa man of moans and Auzerre In France- to be conse
obtained his
through cur'on a,1('Ilia
tors on that basis.
tho intercenvlnn of liberty
was
name
crated by Bishop Amator.
baptismal
tho Italian
bassador, and some of his
"it was tn this occasion that he
ment drew from members the ro-- l
Tho International Encycloptt'ia assumed the name of Patrick, by
-Mi.mmr mat tnev iiniiiri
nt
which he is now exclusively known.
it sayb
GET
mero and hear the. presldeut-wn- d
ncn f atncK was sixteenrHW.rtn 405 lie b'wn his missionary
the attorney general
waa
old
ho
and
lWork
cal,ture'1
in Ireland and the rest of hi
by
piratrs
criticized.
t C lire was rpent in Incessan'
hum wiJM aiicr
inn linivn.
auicn u iiruiuu, nnvic ill-- n
stated that one of the nvn'ln whose flol1 to MililK'' chieftain of Nortn lannrs with commensurate success,
behalf he had annealed did not uet
aaraa- m the c'tinty Antrim lie came to Ireland with a thorough
out, because he' did not
to'North Il'ell",(1- employed in tend-b- d nowlpd.-- e of the language and of
ln
cat,,e- His rod condition
"a trust magnate " Weinbera
the people and seems to have en
him to find conoiation in God. and countered
nnv' fViro to
little opposition.
lie
het0
dIv
on
wait
the
found no Christians and left no
Time
was called on him
,Iearne(J
president.
heaihen. It is probable that he died
mine ne was still trying to speak
"In obedienre to a divine intima- - at Armagh in 463. His bell is in
Miss Caroline Lowe nt
...
nn
t
II".!... counsel. Tor a
,mn
fvnm ha rvir,u..
on., ,l
inu uini-i'it""" I, a f11 n.lBouth
ui oris nnai sciences in
numhor of
w
p.jiy,
200
miles. H'jDubHn. His crosier was preserved
1ollrnp'ed
'W. members
tried
at
Wichita
Comto
Prosceutor
Deputy
"
""' 111 "
until ine retormrtion, out men l
enargeu that men arrested tn tho
Oklahoma ease" vara nil France and after a little parley was was unfortunately burned."
plete His Argument This "famous anil
tne animus back of
Morning; Sufficient Evi- - their arrest "was the determination
on
the
of the operators
- dence to Convict,
Says. to crush any part
attempt on the part DODGE IS
of the workers to organize."
(Bj The Astmclnted rrrm.)
References to Debs' Pnrdon,
Los Angeles, Calif., March 16.
references were made
Asa Keyes, deputy district attor- to Frequent
the pardon of F.ugene V. Debs
5 DAYS
ney, was Hearing the close of the and on this point some
of the witfinal argument in the trial of Mrs. nesses expressed
views.
conflicting
obenchaln, charged Many agreed,' however, that PresiMadelynno
Uy The
1'ress.)
with the murder of J. Belton Ken- dent
Harding's list of Christmas
Paris, March Hi (by tne Asnedy, when an adjournment was pardons contained the names of
AND
sociated
Georges
Press.)
declared by
Judge Sidney N. persons who should have served
world's light
tho
Indications terms, which
Reeve late today.
heavyweight
champion pugilthey insisted were
i
were Keyes would complete his ad- for
offenses more
never
ist,
serious
than
may
tiht again.
dress tomorrow morning n:.d th" those charged
against "the politi- Son of Auto Manufacturer This was tho opinion expressed
jury would retire by noon.
cal prisoners."
by medical men in close touch
It was contended
keyes replied to defense arguAdmits in Court That He with Carpentier ns he left tono overt acts were committed
ments that no motive had been that
his country
the
latter.
by
day
shown for Mrs. Obenchaln to conWas Exceeding the Speed home,for LaGuerche,
he purposes to reFrank P. Walsh of New York,
spire with Arthur C. liurch to slay who had been expected to attend
cuperate for a few weeks and
Limit in His Car.
Kennedy, by declaring it had been the hearing, sent a letter in which
then go into training for a
shown the had been spurned by he said
bout with Ted "Kid'' Lewis, at
ho was "strongly of the
(By The Amwcluted I're.)
lie reviewed the rela- opinion that all political prisoners
Kennedy.
London ln May.
Detroit, March 16. John Duval
tions between the defendant and should be released."
"Tho boy does not realize
the slain man from 1917 to August
Dodge, son of the late John F.
the shape he is ln," said one
5, 1921, the date of the shooting
millionaire automobile man
doctor, who examined him.
and read from the letters which WOMAN IS OPJ AN 8,000 Dodge,
itfiiotnt-oi- .
tn fiVi?
ur.iu H.mi iiimorl
"His great courage and utmost
passed between them. It was the
confidence in himself is reund
PlIILE RACE WITH DEATH d.a' in
hljUSU oi correction
fifth time during the trial Mrs.
plucky attioy
iineu j.uu
iiuuicahere sponsible for his
juuge
Obenchaln heard these missives
tude, but he is a very sick
Honolulu, March 16. Mrs. Will-la- Bartlett, in recorder's court
read: "Kennedy turned her down,
man."
Belth is expected to arrive at today when he admitted driving his
not once but three times," the
The actual weight of Carmiles an
New York Friday in an 8.000 milo automobile twenty-thre- e
prosecutor declared.
the
excess
of
after the recent operain
miles
hour
three
pentier
race with death from London to
Letters Show Slotlvp.
tion he underwent was given at
the bedside of her husband.
She speed limit. He wus immediately
160
Keyes said Mrs. Obenchaln's let- will
pounds; but close friends
take a
train taken to jail.
ters "speak more truthfully than
also recommendsay he was below 150 pounds.
Bartlett
Judge
to
connect
with
the
immediately
her lips," and argued to the Jury
be
Phllilppe Roth, promoter,
Matsonla, departing from ed that Dodge's driver's license
that the letters showed the motive steamer
who is an intimate friend of
Francisco March 22. Belth, revoked for a year, Dodge's wife
for the crime in Kennedy's refusal San
on
Carpentier, said to the Assowhose home Is in London, arrived wept as sentence was passed
to marry her.
ciated Press today;
her husband.
on
here
from
tho
Australia
Niagara
The Jury was told that Mrs.
"It would be cruelty to
As Dodge was being escorted
from the
Obenchaln held Kennedy, Burch Marchto 5,a and was taken
match Georges in his present
Hi3 condition from the court room he was served
hospital.
and Ralnh Obenchaln "In her ship
condition
suit
a
with
summons
a
in
damage
against Dempscy. but
is serious.
God forbid that he should be
grasp and turned every one of
for $10,000 instituted in behalf of
them Into love slaves."
newsdefeated by Lewis."
Edwin Schultz,
Speaking of .Mrs. Obenchaln's
boy, who is said to have been run
What Day of the Mouth down
driven
an
automobile
by
testimony, Keyes said:
by
"When Madalynne
Obenchaln
Will Two Weeks From Dodge several weeks ago.
tells you she never was in Burch's
The speeding charge was filed
room while ne was in Los Angeles
Next Wednesday Be?
against Dodge March 0. Thisa
except on one occasion she is tellmorning his counsel asked for
ing you a deliberate falsehood, and
continuance, saying his client was
You
don't
know!
And
it
may
He
if sh will
about that she will be necessary to know. How unavoidably detained in KalamaRUN
lie about anything in this case."
was arrested
you find out? Ypu can zoo, where hewith
In opening h!a argument this can
driving an nuto- charged
count
on
up
laboriously
your
morning, Mr. Keyes told the Jury fingers, with a good chance of bile while Intoxicated and illegally
that there was "sufficient evidence
liquor. Judge Barta mistake. Or else you transporting
to convict Mrs. Obenchaln of the making
lett refused to grant the continucan
a
have
calendar
hanging
ance.
crime of murder." and said they
The Kalamazoo case is the out-- j
would "be false to their oaths" If on tha wall, and see at a
glance.
growth of a rida from the dance
they let the fact that the defendant
Is the better way?
Which
was a woman affect their verdict."
Sunday in which Dodge, Rex Sends a Terrific Liner Over
reader can secure a lenrly
Any
Wntclics Keyes Intently.
Earl, of Kalamazoo, and three
of
tho
copy
Navy
calendar,
Mrs. Obenchaln watched Keyes
girls, students of Western State
Deep Right Field Fence
free, which is decorated by a normal
participated, and which
intently as he argued, but It was Leyendecker
in Game With New Orpicture in colKwakerneck.
in
not apparent that his statements ors,
Emmellne
by sending In his name to one of the girls, jumping from the
concerning her actions or her tesleans Nine.
our Washington
Information
automobile and sustaining serious
timony affected her. She
Bureau, accompanied
by two injuries. Dodge Is under $7,000
toyed with a small silcents
in stamps for return jbond to
rrens.)
ver pencil.
appear for hearing there Now Hy The Auoclutcd March
16.
postage. Write name and adOrleans, La.,
March 81.
Jud Rush, senior counsel for the dress
clearly.
e
were
Eabe"
Twenty-onKuth made a home run
other motorists
defense, completed his argument
sentenced today to terms in ths here todc when with the bases full
this morning In an eloquent plea
house of correction.
in the fifth inning, he drove a ter
FREDERIC .T. nASKIX,
that brought tears to Mrs. ObenDirector.
rific liner over deep right field
chaln's eyes as she sat bes.'dj him
InThe Albuquerque Journal
He asked the jury to return a verfence, contributing largely to the
IN
WOMEN
ON
4
JURY
formation
Yankees' 9 to J victory over the
dict that "would open tho barred
Bureau, Washingdoors for this woman who has sufton, D. C:
3RD ARBUCKLE TRIAL New Orleans Southern association
team.
I enciose herewith two cents
fered bo much."
ln stamps for return postage
(By Th Amwmtrfl TreM.)
MAY SETTLE STIUKE.
on a free copy of the Calendar
ADVANCES APPROVED.
Ran Francisco, Calif., March 16.
for 1922. '
Providence, R. I., Mnrch 16.
The Jury In the Ttoscoe Arbuckle
Washington, March 16. Anoro
Hope of early settlement of the tex
ease was finally completed and val of ninety-si- x
advances for agri
Name
, ,
tile strike in Rhode Island, now in
sworn in at the conclusion of the cultural and livestock purposes ag
its eighth week, was revived today
film
court
The
session
was announced
today.
$2,312,000
jgregatlng
Street
when the state board of medintion
comedian is facing his third trial tonight by the war finance corporaand conciliation announced it would City
on a manslaughter charge in con tion. The loans included:
Calirenew Its effort to persuade mill
nection with the death of Miss
fornia, $22,000; Colorado. $19.000;
owners und strikers to compromlso
Slnlo
New Mexico, $12,000; Texas, $2SS,- actress.
Four
film
Rnppp,
their differences.
women are on tho completed jury,
two-yea-

HOUSE

conference

hold

'

DISRUPTS

TRAINING PLANS

republica"nsmay

four-pow-

st

BILL

Compromise Measure Will
Cost the bovernment a
Total of $4,098,719,350,
Committee Estimates.

16. In the
Washtngto ,'cJfi-cface of ap'y'j?
and outspoken
opposition, 'Vf rs and reprcsenta- a liber;
fives ot
organiza
' with the house Ju
tions plc.
to
ittee today
diciary
report
a reso' ,vv asking the president
to gi
;C reful consideration" to
tho '
ely of granting immedl-at- o
jty to 113 political prisoner
ing long terms for viola-tithe espionage act.
Coii.mitteemen
indicated
that
the resolution would not pass, inno
that
had
congress
sisting
right
to direct the president in such matters, especially because of the lack
of opportunity to review the cases.
Gilbert E. Roe, an attorney of New
York, who advocated .the general
principio of amnesty, said when
questioned that ho eaw no impropriety in requesting the president,
tho attorney general and the secretary of war to look into the appeals because "the resolution seems
as harmless as tho

.'

SLASH IN ARMY

01 THE

BlLLm

Washington, March 16. Bituminous coal miners who
have voted to cease work April 1, "come what may, will
have the support of the American labor movement in
their struggle," President Gompers of the American Federation of Labor said in a statement tonight. Coal mine
owners, "bound by a solemn agreement to confer with
the workers upon the terms of a new wage agreement,"
"after that date, have refused to abide by the terms of
their own pledge," he declared, adding that "no group treaty."
.Speaking for the American Fedof employers in any industrial controversy in this coun eration
of Labor
Kdgar Wallace
more
a
m
inaeiensiDie
ever
itselt
declared
has
position
that war laws were necestry
placed
can the operators, but that tho latter
r

America
"The citizenship
draw from this conduct but one
conclusion," Mr. Gompers continued, "and that Is that the mine
owners wish it to be understood
that the pledge of the mine owners is valueless.
They are willing
to break their word if by so doing
can
reduce
wages or weaken
they
the union.
Miners' Record Honorable.
'.'Profits and power with the
Th?
mine owners come first.
1'nited Mine Workers of America
have an honorable record of agreements honorably kept. The Industry for 20 years has been conducted upon the basis of negotiation
The mine
and joint agreement.
workers have met every demand
made in those agreements.
what they ask now is negotiation
The thing they
and agreement.
want least of all is to be comas a final pro-tocease
to
work
pelled
against tho dishonor of employers. The cause of tho miners
is Just and In that just cause they
will have the united and unswerving support of the great labor
movement of our country."
No action was taken today by
the government affecting the probable break in the Industry and officials conversant with the situation appeared convinced that noth
ing more should be done to ad
in advance
Just i,
of its final development.
"Erroneous Versions."
J. A. Morrow, vice president of
Coal
tho National
association,
made public tonight copies of a letter he has addressed to John L.
Lewis, president of the United
Mine Workers, complaining
that
the union had "sent broadcast"
erroneous versions of testimony
given by coal witnesses, seeking
railroad rate reductions before the
interstate Commerce commission.
lie had
Mr, Morrow declared
never testified that average selling
coal were
prices of bituminous
$10. DO during 1921, out of which
the miners received $1.97, as labor
costs, but had fixed the total cost
of mining bituminous coal (luring
October as averaging $2.59 per ton,
against an average selling price
received by the mine owners of

MAJORITY FILE

SOLDIER BONUS

Would Appeal to Harding to!
oonsmer trie propriety or
Granting Amnesty to 113

EDITION

Dnllf by Carrier or Muft nrc B Month
Single tople. So

REPOR T

Prisoners.

Profits and Power With the Operators Come
First, Labor Leader Asserts; Have Refused
to Abide By the Terms of Their Own
Pledge; Position Is Indefensible.
I By

St. Patrick, Apcstle cf Ireland
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EO
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AND PARTY
LEAVE FOR NATIONAL
CAPITAL ON FRIDAY

rr0

(By The Aflocl,'e,'
St. Augustine, Fla., March 16
(by the Associated Press.) Decision of President Harding to
add one more day to his vacation
ln Florida was announced
today
by Secretary Christian who said
the presidential party instead of
leaving here tomorrow, planned
to leave Saturday nnd arrive in
Washington Sunday. The president
is obtaining as much rest as possible, playing golf this morning
and spending the afternoon in his
hotel apartment.
Speaker Gillett of the national
left tohouse of representatives,
Before
night for Washington.
leaving ho satd he expected to
confer with Chairman Fordney of
the ways and means committee
and other houso leaders on the
parliamentary situation as it affects the soldiers bonus bill. Ho
will speak in Springfield, Mass.,
Sunday on the armament conference treaties.
Governor Hardvvick. of Georgia,
who Is on a trip through Florida,
called on
President
and Mrs.
Harding today.

BLUEC0ATS DISCOVER
BOOTLEGGERS' CODE
(By The Aniwrlutrd I'reM.)

Cedar Rapids. Iowa, March 16.
"Two large chickens" means two
quarts of wine; two large hens two
quarts of "hooch" in a bootlegger's
code discovered by local police to
Frank
day when they arrested
Pavlis when an order was placed
for "poultry" yesterday.
An officer who had just finished
taking a course in the
"code," called up Pavlis ami
told him to deliver "two large
chickens" at tho rear of a local
cafe.
A few minutes later the "poultry" dealer appeared with two of
his choicest "glass fowls" and was
placed under arrest charged with
manufacture transportation and
sale of liquor.
The "poultry" dei ler denied he
had dealt ln "hens" but admitted
he had been raising "chickens" fof
many years.
SETS NEW RECORD.
New York, March 16. Fauvices
Star, a Jersey cow, has set a new
world record of 20.616 pounds of
milk and 1.006 pounds of butter
fat produced In a year's authenticated test, the American Jersey
CaUlo club announced today,
COW

PUN

DAVIS'

I

RIVER

DEVELOP
GIVEFJ

APPROVAL

At Once of
Construction
Boulder Canyon Dam to
Protect Valleys Is One
Feature of His Proposal.
(Itv The AmwHulfrt

Prvm.)

March 16.
l'hocnix. Ariz..
river
Speakers before the Coloradovoiced
commission here, today
Davis
the.
of
unanimous approval
Coloplan for development of the
rado liver.
recomOne of the outstanding
mendations of this plan, which has
been submitted to congress, is. the
construction at once of the Boulder Canyon flam to forestall possible destruction ot the Imperial ami
Yuma valleys bv flood waters.
Arthur J'. PhvIs, director of the
service,
reclaination
government
was present at the session and. out
coiniiii.-ssjuntnc
to
Ihr
lined
plan
Ho declared there is enough wa- ter in the Colorado river to pro. vi.ii
fnp .vrv lensimo irrigation
project, in the seven slates of the
Colorado basin.
Allocation of Water.
Tlje questions of the allocation
of water ami the priority to use of
undeveloped
ho Colorado's
unions the seven basin
elates remained in the background
todav while speakers emphasized
the flood danger menacing the Imperial and Yuma valleys. California
After several southern
were
npcakcr had asserted they
rights to
willing to waive all prior of
years,
water even for a score
Secretary of Commerce Hoover,
the
over
hearings,
who is presiding
remarked that construction ot the
may mean an
Koulder project
agreement among the basin states
r
legal holiday."
to a "twenty-yeaProf. A. P. Smith, an engineert.f Ariexnert
of
University
the
ing
zona, declared that the flood peril
must
be removed.
:
William Mulholland. engineer of
purmc service
1lie I.os Angeles
commission compared the calamthe Imperial
befall
ity llkelv to
volley with the Han Francisco befire.a
"In another way it would
said. "Pan
greater calamity," he
Francisco has been rebuilt. If the
river got away It would be a staggering blow to posterity." Davis told
Reclamation Pirector
1

tbo commission that the protective
dain was on urgent necessity. Delay
is unnecessary, he sa:d, and construction of it at Boulder canyon
He
should be begun immediately.
benefits
pointed out the power
realize.
would
California
southern
Occasional attacks were directed
today at tbo project outlined to the
commission
yesterday by George
H. Maxwell of Phoenix, executive
director of the United States reclamation association. He proposed
construction of two temporary a
dams pending the building of
ninn canvon.
,..n.nnarit .it.
Col. Ben F. Fly of Yuma, Ariz.,
referred to the Maxwell plan as a
"wildcat scheme."
"Mr. Maxwell claims to represent the state of Arizona, but he
does not represent a man. woman
or child in Yuma county," Colonel
Fly said. "We want the government to build a dame at Boulder
canyon."
Anson II. Smith of Mohave county, Arizona, asserted the Boulder
Oam would bring Into cultivation a
million acres of land for soldier
.settlement.
Plead for Jlouliler Dam.
J, S. jN'ickerson, president of the
Imperial valley irrigation district,
and Mark Hose, a director of that
for the
both pleaded
district,
Boulder canyon dam, the former
saying that :sr0.000 already had
been levied in the valley this year
e..r fin, wl
Mr. ItOse
nrntectlon.
complained that the flood menace
'
is
searing people mm
many out of the valley,"
.Mayor John Bacon of San Diego
had
read a resolution which he said Mubeen adopted by the League of
ot
California
favoring
nicipalities
construction of the Boulder canyon dam as recommended by Mr.
Davis without
prejudice to the
rights' of other states.
"Our problem can be summed
reup in Just two words, 'Davis can
port." said Mayor Bacon. "I in
speak for about 100,000 persons
my community who are behind the
Imperial valley."

prosperity'of veeder
left to his widow
(Speelul

Correspondence to The Journal.)

Las Vegas, N. M., March 16. All
the property of trie rate Elmer E.
Veeder, both personal and real. Is
left to his wife, Mrs. Sara Logan
voorior in bis will, which was filed
or probate Wednesday with County
mn.
Clerk l'criecto uanegos.
It
Veeder Is named as executrix.
was made August 23, 1918, end the.
and
V.
Landon
are
Pearl
witnesses
The will
Charles G. Hodgeock.
does not enumerate any property
to
the size of
and gives no Idea as
Mr. Veeder's estate.
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WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF A

DISGUISED
HOW A MEMBER TilUG,
AS WOMAN, ROBS
BANK MESSENGER
OF CABINET IS

INAUGURATED
By FKEDEKIO J. HASK1.V.
The
March 18.
Washington,
people of the United States are notified through the newspapers that
a cabinet member has resigned his
the
position ot honor us one of
presidents advisers and head of one
of the great executive departments
Next they are
ot the government.
told of the appointment of hiB suc-of
cessor. A sketch of the careers
the departing and incoming officials are spread broadcast throughout the country.
The actual inauguration of a new
cabinet member, thcugh, is given
litllo attention. The briefest mention is made. It is nothing at all
like the brilliant celebrations connected with the Inauguration of a
new administration. It is simple
and brief to the last degree. The
reonly formality observed is thatcabquired by law. T,e incoming
inet member must swear to support
the constitution of the United
States in his new position, to obey
the Ihw. and he honett and faith
ful in discharging tho duties of his
office. This oath is the same as
that taken by President Harding a
year ago, and by the newe.it
"rookie" postman.
Will H. Hays, who as chairman
of the republican national committee, was officially and actually maat
the wheel of the republican
chine which brought President
isHarding into office, has resigned
postmaster general. Ho has completed a year's work In this position
of trust and honor. He is leaving
to become the biggest figure in the
moving picture Industry, at a largeIs
salary.. News of his resignation
an old story.
it n:is long umu
known, too, that Dr. Hubert Work,
tlrst assistant postmaster general
Is to succeed him.
The time for Mr. Hays' actual
Is to
departure arrives. Dr. Work cerebe inaugurated with a brief
of
this
mony. The news pictures
event, flashed upon thousands of
screens all over the country,, give
little idea of the real atmosphere of
the moment. The written descriptions give less.
Will Hays is nt his best. Ho has
done well with one big Job, and is
eager to plunge Into another. Ho
enthusiasm,
radiates
confidence,
Tanned by
and good fellowship.
the Florida sun, his face flashes
Into smile after smile.
Dr. Work Is solemn and a bit
drawn. Ha Is evidently impressed
bv the great responsibilities he Is
about to assume as pORtmaster general and adviser to the president.
The business and not the honor of
becoming postmaster crencral evidently Is foremost In his mind.
The ceremony Is staged In the
the onlv "show" office
gold room
In the whole postoffice department.
Rare flowers piled in great garkets
are on every side and on the tables, gifts of various organizations
of nostal employes.
The assistant attorney general
of the United States is seated behind a plain mahogany desk. Solemnly he repeats the oath of office, pledging Dr. Work to allesriance
to and support of the constitution
Oulte a grave and solemn, Dr.
Work listens carefully with upraised hand. He swears his fealty
At this
to American Institutions.
moment he becomes postmaster
general.
Crowded Into the small gold
room ar statcmen and officials,
army officers, laborers, clerks and
other employes of the department,
In a way
mixing democratically
Impossible, probably, In try other
capital in tho world. Th" admini
stration of the oath of otfiee con
cluded, tho new cabinet member
steps forward and acknowledges
the congratulations of his friends
and well wishers.
How Pictures) Arp Taken.
is conThus the inauguration
cluded. But the most Interesting
part of It is to follow. The inaugti-- !
ration the world sees through the
eye of the camera Is yet to h"
staged. Tho next room is the stage
for this duplicate ceremony. A
score of cameras are set up and In
position. Four "movie" machines
are In readiness. Batteries of high
powered Vphts are concentrated on
a desk In the middle of the room.
First comes the business o
"shooting stills." Will Hays and
Dr. Work are posed with the as- -
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
nollermnkcra and U'rlilrra.
2100 aoulb.
bt.
vt. mi;--

the People View It

3Ir. JIc.Mlllion Protests.
Tn the Honorable Commissioners
of the City of Albuquerque and
these that voted for paving on
Coal avenue:
I, fur one would like to know
y apend money advertising
why
and Serving notice on the property
owners for protest, then when at
of the property
least
owners protest against paving, they
have a meeting ot their own and
pass ik over all of these protests,
most tf which were made on ac-- j
count of not having a substantia:
viaduct.
l would also like to know why or
how M. P. Slamr.i has such influence over the commission and
others to speak for all the property
1 think
owners en Coal avenue.
Mr. fcUunim owns frontage of fifty
He did no'
feet on tlii9 avenue.
have my consent. I own 150 feet
Mr.
intersections.
However,
and
Stamm owns Terrace addition at
tho east end of Coal avenue and
may be Interested in paving this
avenue, although he does not pay
for it.
I did not know there was a meet
ing and was attending another
meeting at tho chamber of commerce, which I considered very imAfter
it was over I
portant.
learned that they had a paving
meeting.
W. II. McMILLION.

Wind Shield

i

r
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"Pape's Diapepsin" "really does"
put bad stomachs in order "really
does" overcome
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas. heartburn am" sourness In five minutes that Just
that makes PaDe's Diapepsin the
largest selling stomach regulator in
the world.
If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumDS. voti belc gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head Is dizzy and nches, remember the moment 'Tape's Dia
.

(Continued from
"

11

N4?

Joseph Lindsay, disguised bandit.
Rather matronly looking woman

for a bandit, isn't she? After
"she" had held up Charls Lnzaro.
Pittsburg bank messenger, blinded
him with an ammonia pistol and
seized hi aatchel containing $15,-00"she" was captured by police
and found to be Kobert Lindsay.
The disguise consisted of a
velvet coat, eyeglasses,
hat, wis and brown dress. The
bank clerk is recovering in the
Allegheny general hospital,

0,

rage

The International Harvester Company and Raabe
& Mauser's have combined in the most sensational
TRACTOR OFFER ever made public. The
1 S Tractor has been cut $230 in price.
Titan has been reduced $200. With
And the
all purchases of the former before May 1 a $134.25
P. & O.
plow will be given free. And
with Titans purchased before that time a $204.50
plow will be given.
These tractors are not stripped and pared down
to make a price but are COMPLETE with all essenInter-nation- al

8--

10-2- 0

three-furro-

w

w

tial equipment. Belt pulley, fenders, platform,
throttle governor, adjustable drawbar, angle lugs
This equipment, necessary on any
and brakes.
tractor to make it serviceable and safe, is included
in our price. NO EXTRAS TO BUY.

Demonstration
Today and tomorrow at 2 p. m. at La Gunitas ranch
south of town, east side of river. For information
call at
to

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

Palpitation

pepsin" comes In contact with the
stomach all such distress vanishes.
marIt's truly astonishing almost
velousand the joy is It harmless-nes- of
case
A large sixty-ceits
is worth
Pape's Diapepsin
women
to
and
mail
weight In gold
who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs In your home
should always bo kept handy In
ease of a sick sour, upset stomach
florin the day or at night. It's
the most efficient antacid and
stomach regulator In the world.

Inquire

I O O R N A I.

GLASS
CEMENT

i

SBSZ

OPPORTUNITY

iir i:.r,l km ibiolma croof that tu
berculoid can be healed In all cllmjtea
Keaulta There IS "Opportunity" for the
by THB INHALANT METHOD.
For farther particulars THOROUGHLY TRAINED
are natlon-wldyoung
CO.,
METHOD
INHALANT
ldrei THB
09 Union Leaaua Bids, Key No.
man or woman. Start that trainBulla
CaltL
82, Los Angelea,
ing NOW.

One)

MAT & HOSKIXG.

"would necessarily be very lnac- curate at this time."
These "advantages of plan ol
bill," with the adjusted service
certificate bank loan plan ij lieu
of the original cash bonus provision were given In the repo. .:
"First No new taxation, no issuance of new securities Is at present required.
"Second It provides for the
veteran in need of a method of obtaining aid.
"Third The amountc
required
each year after July 1, 1923, are
small compared to those which
have heretofore been met and can
be provided without any difficulties of derangement of our financial situation.
"Fourth Tho plan tends to promote savings habit, among the
veterans.
"Filth It protects the veteran
himself and his family from misfortune in the future.
"Sixth It will create a class of
home builders who will greatly increase the masa of property in the
country."

i

Atedime rub throat and
chest thoroughly with
Secretarial,

V apo

Rua

Ova 17 Million Jan Uh4 YtaHg

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN (MX'LAR
HEFKACTION
Phono 1057-107 S. Fourth.

sistant attorney general. The phogo to work hastily, BARN NEAR SPRINGER
tographers
changing plates noisily while barl.-in- g
directions at tho posing offiDESTROYED BY FIRE
cials. Their commands are not
tempered with tho respect ordi- (SpocIhI INih ewpondence to Tip Ju'Tnrl.)
narily accorded theso men. StandSpringer, N. M., March 16. Moning outside the door and Ignorant day afternoon the barn on the W.
of what was going on inside, one A. Cole place, on the French tract,
drill ser- about eight miles northeast ol
would think a dozen
geants were putting a rookie here, was destroyed by fire of unhist
first paces. known origin.
through
J. A. Paughrnan is living on the
"Look up!" "Look this wav!"
"Hold it, hold it!" place and at tho time of the fire
"Sit down!"
"Pick up that paper!" Show your was working in a blacksmith shop
near the barn, but did not discover
commission!"
The stills are finished. Tho hum the fire until too late. was
aboui
The value of the barn
of the motion picture cameras supBesides losing tho barn he
$2,000.
plants the barking of the still pho- also
near
lost a garage
by, and In
tographers.
the burn were one span of mares,'
"A little action," these
movie one
span of mules, about six tons of
men command.
And they get it. alfalfa,
two tons of oats hay and
Mr. Hays' eniile,
the animated three sets ot harness.
One horse
faces of all three in conversation, got out of the barn, but was so
are recorded in several hundred badly burned that it had to be shot.
feet of film. Mr. Hays vigorously
the
The
thing that saved was
shakes the hand of his successor. beautifulonlyhome
on the place
They talk Homo more, they write. the fact that the wind was blowing
Bitting at the. central desk. The from the right direction,
action ot administering the oatl.
of oi'fico is gone through with
l'lles CupmI n 0 to II Days.
again at tho direction of the mov- Druggists refund money If PAZO
ie men. It is repeated four or five OINTMENT fails to cure Itching.
times, bo that there can ha no Blind, Bleeding
or Protruding
doubt about at least one strip of Piles. Instantly relieves Itching
film having the whole thing in Piles. 60c.
good shape.
Around the room, beyond the
reach of the motion picture cmi- METHODIST CHURCH
eras, an Interested group watches.
The president's physician, brought
from Marion, O., to guard the (Sperlnl Cor.r pondenra to The Journal.)
health of the chief executive,
I.as Vegas, N. M., March 18.
stands in the corner. He is a small The new Methodist
Episcopal
man, full of dignity, wearing a church, a complete description of
beard and the uniform o; a briga- the plans for which wa9 given in
dier general of the army, (ieorgc this pnper several weeks ago, will
W, Perkins, millionaire son of a be built by M. M. sunat, a jas ve
famous father, has bad flashes gas man and memncr ot me tun- taken of him, hard nt work as one gregation.
Mr.
sunot s ma wa
of Mr. Hays' secretaries' in the 34.037.49, ana was tne lowest, sub
is
He
Mr.
is now engageu
goSundt
mitted.
postoffice department.
TOBACCO
ing with Mr. Hays in his new ven- In the erection of the new Hotel
tures.
Hey answers
innumerable Meadows.
telephone calls and attends to busmoment. His
last
iness
the
until
So Easy to Drop Cigarette, clothes are shiny from too much
pressing.
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
I'ew Guests rrescrit.
Behind the principal actors are
has helped thou
sands to break the costly nerve- - several people from Colorado who
In official poshattering tobacco habit. When are in Washington
ever you have a longing for a sitions. MrB. Work Is there with
Take
son.
These
a
her
harm
chew.
or
Just
smoke
peoplo are deep in
place
tablet in your discussion of the honor which has
less
All desire Btops. come to Dr. Work, tho brilliant
mouth Instead.
Shortly the habit is completely son of their state. The boy combroken, and you are better off plains, with true American spirit,
financially. that he is "sick of being Dr.
physically,
mentally,
It' so easy, so simple, uet a box Work's son;" ho wants to get out
and If It doesn't Into the world and become someof
release you from all craving for body on his own merits. He modtobacco In any form, your drug- - estly admits that he will have quite
gist will refund your money with a task to rival his Illustrious fath
er. Still ne is anxious to try. Ho
out question.
is eager to see the end of his education.
The picture fiends are satisfied
at last. They stop their barking
commands to these dignified officers of the American government.
The hum of their machines dies
away, The crowd in the room begins to thin out. Halt a dozen
men who have not yet congratulated Dr. Work delay to shake his
hand but they are not camera
Be
men. This business they have
gone through with is Just part of
the day's work. They fold up the
legs of their tripods, pack their
paraphernalia hastily, and leava
with little formality. This thing
Is no treat to them.
The genuine bears this signature
In a corner will Hays Is talking
to a friend who has an arm wound
affectionately around his neck. His
friends seem not merely to like
him, but to lovo him.
Price SQa.
Twenty minutes after tho picture business Is ended, the new
postmaster general slips quietly
into the department cafeteria with
his son and a friend from home.
He lunches simply, as he has done
In
for tho past year, with the men
and women employes upon whose Cockroaches In the Kitchen
he must
loyalty and
What can bo more disagreeable
depend for a successful adminisin & home infested with nests?
tration ot the gigantic business of
moving the mail for the American Destroy them with Stearns' Electric
Uat and Koacn rasie, tne stanuara
people.
exterminator for more tnan forty
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
With
an
of
intimnte
three vears.
Knowledge
Trerzone" on an aching corn,
lumber industry on the Puciflo
Kill rats, mice.' cockroaches
that corn stops hurting, tho
coast from the redwoods of Caliin a single, night
off
then shortly you lift it right
fornia to the spruce of Alaska, Miss Waterbuirs or ants
Does not blow away HKe powders;
with fingers. Truly!
M.
Graco
of
Crow,
Ore.,
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle has the distinction ofPortland,ono of
of "Kreozone" for a low cents, suf- the few women lumberbeing
in 15 languages in every
experts In Directions
ficient to remove every hard corn, America.
box.
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
IS os. size, $1.50
2 oz, slzo 35c.
and the calluses, without soreness
Money Pack il.lt aUa
Journal want ads act results
or Irritation.

awarlTcontract for

j

HI

Bookkeeping

423 North First Street

Omera Lump . . . .$11.50
"From Our Own Mine"
Gallup Lump ....$11.00
$10.50
Fancy Egg
Split Cedar Wood

Shorthand,
Typewriting,
Civil Service
and all
Commercial
Subjects
Day and Evening Sessions.
WESTERN SCHOOL FOR
PRIVATE SECRETARIES
Tijcras Ave. and Eighth St.
Telephone 901 J
--

Aztec Fuel Go.
L.

Phone 251
JOE MILLER, Pres.

at Kistler, Coliister & Co.
Ginghams at 19c

32-Sn- ch

Plaid Ginghams Liberty Zephyr Dress Ginghams in a beautiful assortment of plaids, plain colors and
checks.
Friday Special, yard
27-inc-

25c

h

IQp

32-I- sh

Scotch Sietghams

65c

Zephyr Ginghams

The new block checks in pinks, blues,
yellows, browns, greens, lavender, black
and white, and plain colors.
Friday Special

25c

Silk Tissue Ginghams

at 65c

These, beautiful Imported Ginghams
come in block checks and plain colors
in a wide assortment to choose
p
OOL
from. Friday Special

In such beautiful colors and patterns
that they must be seen to be
Friday Special, yd.. UtlL

Extra Special
Cotton Crash Toweling. 10 yards

"The Growing Store'

MADE INTHE CUP
AT THE TABLE

Lift Off with Fingers

sure you get

Coffee in most Convenient Form
Always ready for instant use any time. Each
cup to order. Always delicious. No waste.

Every can guaranteed to give satisfaction.
booklet free. Send 10c for special trial size.

Rats in tho Cellar

O. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING COMPANY
522 Fifth Avenue, New York

the Pantry

111

Haate

&

iaisger

PHONE 305
An Entire Separate Building Devoted to the
Display and Sale of Farm Machinery.

FIRST AND COPPER.

PAINT
PLASTER

GINGHAM SALE
FRIDAY

CORNS

Mice

l;

a Cold

in One Day

V

O P P I O

s.

GO

lp.

Which Has Just Been Reduced $200.

CO
4(1 J.

Alhoquerpe

MAJORITY FILE
REPORT ON THE BONUS
BILL IN THE HOUSE
4)1

er

Heartburn

Gases
Flatulence

Indigestion
Sourness

Glass-Lumb-

J. C. BAIDH1IN1K
IlISIlll'K
?r Snutb tint Street.
I'tinne

In five minutes 'Tape's Diapepsin" ends

three-fourt-

To Cure

two-furro-

March 17, 1922.
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CONVENIENT ANDECONOMICAL

Phone 283
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SINGER DUSTED

H

HUSBAND

If
Mme.

HOOVER PREPARED TO
BOULDER
RECOMMEND

HE HAS 25,000 PARTNERS

CANY0NJ3AM
(By The

A

ociteJ

PERFORM OPERATION
ON MONTH OLD BABY

PROJECT

(Hy The Anol:ilcfl

Matzenauer Says She

"Threw Him Out" After
Reading a Letter From a
Woman 50 Years of Age
Press.)
March 16.

(Hy The Afiaoclntcd

An
St. houis, Mo.,
operatic! program which somewhat
will
urefscnt
her
position
parallels

be sung by Mme. Margarette Matz- ?:'XXXi?M&::X''$A'X
enauer here tomorrow niglu. bne
announced to newspaper men
in an interview relating to her
her husband,
Reparation from
Floyd Glotzbach, who Is reported
'as driving a siKhtsoeine automobile
in Delmonto, Calif.
''
Mme.
Matzenauer
will
sing
(Senta's ballad from "The Flying
ljutchman," who was k sort of a
.chauffeur himself a ship's cap-tain doomed to sail the seas
unlecs some
.through eternity,
maiden who would be faithful unto
rescue
Senta's
should
him.
death
.
,
i
song if) the song of adoration addressed to the seafaring chauffeur
who was "picked from the trough"
as Mine. Matzenauer
says she
picked Glotzhach from the gutter.
Other songs on Ser program are
: "Love's
Death," In which the parC.
allel is not destroyed and "dreams"
and "sorrows."
Matzenauer said the ejeci tionMme.
of her husband from her New
York apartment last January 26,
was not only figurative but literal,
'.as she threw him out after reading
Charles H.
of State3. It's unique because the
;a letter from "that woman GoIn Cali- the American Goddard, president
druggist syndicate, plan works so that svery partner
years
fornia," who she says is
better known as the A. D. S., de- has as much power in determining
old.
the policy of the organization as
The diva says she and her hus- clares that the era of
band now agree on only one point is just beginning. And he ought to the president himself.
ts
15
know. It was
Most
and that is their separation
efforts, both
years ago that he
"forever." "I picked him up rom launched one of the most spectacu- business and social, in the last
in quarter century, have failed be,the gutter, thinking my great love lar adventures in
would remake him" she said. "I modem times.
cause of the lack of capable leaders
have lived the game and have given
Now. the organization of which or because they were founded on
I
him."
want
to
of
rid
up.
get
he is the
built aolidly on the unsound principles. The Goddard
' The divorce action Is now in the principles head,
has more idea is one of the significant
of
hands of her New York attorneys,
than 25,000 partners in the United
she said.
Ueferring to her letter to Olotz-bacthat she was about to become
and gave Garcia a series of boxing
a mother, Mme. Matzenauer paid:
lessons. "Whenever Garcia would
"Happily that has turned out to FRANK
do as he told him and land, .lories
lie a false alarm." This statement,
applauded and then cracked Garcia
she said, Is supported by that of a
when he lead with his jaw again
.specialist of Ann Arbor. Mich.
and continued the lesson.
as
GIntzbach was referred to
How shadow
EASY
her "100 per cent" husband upon
boxing is really
doii'i was demonstrated to the fans
the return to xew York of the
by Yr.ung 3:enny Cordova,
couple from Carlsbad,
son of Ilcnny Cordova, local
after tho marriage and tolightweight who returned last week
the
asked
when
about
rating
day,
NG
from a euccossfiil
boxing
trip
she now applied to her husband
.through the south, and li:ittlinr
she replied she would rather not
Cliawz
another
in it
answer.
Mme.
Matzenauer met her
No4
Shows
ami win
bpieasingiiuU1"
chauffeur-husban- d
on April 4, Dusky Fighter
111 rcal
"
eventf
1921, when she vrslted In Czechoin Bout and Fails
Interest
g
slovakia and took several
;
J"cl'-to
at
Himself
Exert
.
In
driven
car
Any
the
clvms uJe
by
trips
... ...'tamtml
hi , Miiiii
ijl eifiuiauu
him. She said she always occuVictor.
Is
and
New
Mexico, stepped into th.J
Time; Anaya
pied the front seat then as It was
and challenegei
ring last night
"better to enjoy the scenery."
Kid Lee is all through fighting Young Sol. Sol felt like taking In
more
territory, as ho has a perfect
in ALBUQUERQUK.
Not because
AGRARIAN SITUATION
right, mid not only accepted Jock's
he lost the decision to Frank challenge,
but extended to
IN INDIA
REPORTED
Herrera after 15 rounds of luke- other bantam in the southwest. any
warm
in
last
the
fighting
armory
TO BE WELL IN HAND nlr?l,
V., if
n iii.tilnirnil
the bout the fact that HEIR TO THRONE
through
Til
Aannclnted
Praaa.)
(By
he aid not appreciate the spln- London, March 16. The agraOF FREED EGYPT
support which has been given
rian situation In the agricultural did
him by Albuquerque fight fans
districts of the United Provinces of and
ho
did
not
desiro
that
their
India, where rioting was reported good will.
last week, la now well in hand,
as slow as the New
was
Lee
says a communique issued today Mexico Central and as ineffective
The num- as
- , '
by the India office.
syrup on a bee sting.
ber of armed police has been Ho soothing
acted like a man who knew
greatly increased and means of which way the betting odds were
transportation improved. The civil and instead of future promoters
police also rave been strengthened looking for a suitable opponent
and troops are being marched for
Lee, they can take their time
through the disturbed area where finding one
for Herrera. Any prosymptoms of further trouble are moter who would guarantee Lee
being closely watchi d.
more than a dollar and six bits
The India office's statement was in
would lose his
based upon a report from the gov- eye Albuquerque
teeth.
ernor of the united provinces.
Leo danced around in the closing frames, his arms flying but
his fists slipping over Herrora's
CONFERENCE HELD BY
body. He landed once or twice,
23RD DISTRICT ROTARY but
tho fans who saw him knock
tho husky Kid Mex into tho ropes
knew that he never intended the
San Francisco,
March 1G.
Speeches and humorouB stunts of blows to hurt.
Kotarian
Herrera proved himself a clev- work and a theater
party with special program, were cr boxer, to be sure. Ho was head
among the numbers that kept Ro and shoulders over tho Kid Lee
tary club members from Call of last night and about the same
fornla, Arizona, Nevada and tho distance under Johnny Kid Mex,
I" v. , "'n "f f
Hawaiian Islands busy and inter whom Lee has trimmed regularsyl
rated at the opening session to- ly.
If Lee had fought against
day of the conference of clubs of Herrera as he did against Mex,
the battle would have ended
the twenty-thir- d
district.
about ten minutes after Dan
: ROWLS INTO FIRST
tossed the boxinc gloves
place.
Toledo,
O., March 16. Keers, into the ring before the main
Prince Fuad Pasha.
event
on
of
started.
the
!9,
Dayton, O., bowling
d
A
of
last squad of five men teams in
summary
The recent action of the British
in the Amorican Bowling congress tno ngnt wouia Be nonsense. Leo
;
i" releaslnB. Egypt
tournament here today, went into stood still and let Herrera touch FVirlmle
maintained
Protectorate
sidehim
Then
he
score
.i
would
with
a
of 2,916,
first place
up.
11
w
out
displacing the Mlneralitcs of Chi- stop a few measures, do a schot- - "3 own 1C?VES FyP
As
heir
to the
future.
cago which has held the lead with tische a few more, swing his part- Prince
throne
Fuad
nor
heir
Pasha,
2,904 nearly a week.
grand left and right and then
let loose a stiff blow to Herrera's the Khedive, will sometime have
Times without number, the opportunity to rule the nation
LEWIS WINS MATCH.
glove.
Herrera reached over, tilted up and play an important part in the
Nashville, Tenn., March 16.
Lee's chin and held it aloft while development of his country.
Ed
(Strangler) Lewis, heavy- he
withexplored his stomach.
weight champion wrestler,
Once in rare intervals, the
out using the .dreaded headlock,
tonight took the first two falls sparring ofexhibition took on tho
the boxing contest or
Joe
from
Petroff,
Bulgarian aspects
Tho men
heavyweight, whom he agreed to even a prize fight.
would
off as if slaughter
hold
with
square
barred.
this
grapple
was imminent, but the fears of
tho seconds were unfounded it
never was.
Neither man had a traco of
blood when the fifteen rounds
ended. Neither man was breathing hard after any round or after
the fight. Neither man exerted
Filea. Plmplei, Carbunclei, ttc,
himself at any time. The only
quickly relieved by
hard workers were the people
i
taking tickets at the door.
Herrera had the fans with him
or your money bark. tOc at DruggHH or
100
by mail postpaid.
per cent, if sound was any
THE noII.KNE CO.. Albuquerque. N. M. criterion.
The Lee backers he
had a few during the early
rounds kept their hopea to-- them
A
d
selves.
portion of
the crowd filed out of the armory
bofora
the decision
was announced.
There was no Question
as
to how it would go. since Her
I
rera had every round by yards,
cubits, parasangs and every known
I HAIR AND SCALP REMEDY
medium of measurement. A few
lucky bettors cheered when the
MEN
decision was formally announced,
Is it getting a little spare
but the enthusiasm was shorton top? Then the chances arc
lived and the armory quickly
e
twin enemies, dandour
emptied.
ruff and itching scalp have been
the
fifth
and
tenth
taking
by
t work. Youth Craft may oot reWe have Just rerounds of an otherwise even .break,
ceived a shipment
place your losa, but It will pot on tha
Kid Anaya toox tne decision from
brakea by removing tha cauae. u'a a.
' of cabinet size Patht
d
insurrrecto Kid in their
real remedy that'a why. Reaultaara
Phonographs In the
mill
which
was
the
guaranteed Aak any drug atora or
much wanted Adam
at
the
last
The
toilet
armory
'nr.
night.
boys
Brown
Mahogany
were
wlliing fighters and there
For sale hy Butt's Drng Store,
These machines play
were
flashes
in
shown
,ef speed
Albu(iieiiino, N. M., ami Banner
all makes of receach frame,
Drug Store, Gallup, N. M.
ords, are equipped
decision
evens
Anaya's
again
with either spring
matters
between
as
the two boys,
or electric motor?
two decisions
Insurrecto held
at the same price,
him
he
held one against
and
against
and sell for $95.
the Insurrecto. They had one draw
several years ago.
Jones Trims Garcia. .
Dannie Jones, of Ixis Angales,
.WAR
y
had a
with Cyclone Garcia, who never even blew. Junes,
could have put the local lad awnv Rmtp. Ofntmsnt, Talcum. 2Rp. tvtrywhtrn. Runpto
llt'Vl'nt nny Btllse of tho contest, but free of Ontiour Labor atorUi, Dipt. 1, If ala, mm.
'IjBHi when he realized 1t, he Btarted In
y

lKgff

sj

16.

SecPhoenix, Ariz., March
of Commerce
Hoover,
speaking at a dinner here tonight,
declared he wns prepared to recommend tho Boulder Canyon dam
protect.
"When engineers of the status of
Arthur P. Davis say that dam is
practicable and that It will not encroach upon tho rights of any of
the seven states involved, I am prepared to adopt that dam," Secre
tary Hoover asserted.
Mr. Davis is director of tho government reclamation service.
The Colorado river commissioners also were guests at the dinner.
Discussing economic problems.
Secretary Hoover said that tho
United States had passed tho peak
of the crisis last July.
"Since then," ho added,
"we
havo been on tho upgrade. Proof
of this lies fundamentally In the
fact that credit has become

;,,,

'ilp'

A

li

'.

a

TIME

IEE

I

!

r

I'iiso.

Uout!i-1,lai-

V,

I
I

Texas, March 16.
I'm gone," shouted
liaVila

ATTOltXFY FOVXD DE.'.l).
Spokane, March 16. Oscar L.
Cain, former United States district
attorney for the eastern district of
Washington, was found dead in
the bathroom of his residence tonight with his throat slashed.

,

Special Purchase cf Pearl and 'Tango Bead
Necklaces Values to 5.00
The Pearl Beads, wax filled, graduated, lengths 18,
20 and
The Tango Beads come in combination of black and tango, white and ts.ngo, etc.
24-inc- h.

reliable for cooking because it
is always uniform in quality
and strictly fresh. The same
quantity in the same recipe
will always produce exactly
the same result.
You will find buttermilk
and cream cheese made of
KLIM are thoroughly satisfactory. Just mix KLIM and
let it stand until it begins to
clabber.
And KLIM is so pure and
wholesome that many doctors
the country over are recommending it for infant feeding.
You can buy KLIM from
any quality grocer in your
neighborhood.
Gross-Kell'

y

&

"MARCELLA" BLOOMERS
Made of extra fine quality of white

Co., Ire

Albuquerque. N. M.
Wlmlwulo Distributors.

S

' LINEN

NEW LACE VESTINGS
Beautiful quality new Lace and
width.
broidery Vesting.
Two vest lengths

I

C

SATIN CAMISOLES
Made of good quality satin, in navy
J
and black; hemstitched tailored
tops. Each
tpX

Emd--

f

Values to $2.25
Lace Collars
Beautiful new Venise
and Organdy Collars
in all the new devised shapes, assorted patterns. Two for

45c CRETONS
!

Full
light and dark pat- terns. Four yards
h,

$1

Chil-

'

li

We want you to see the New Sport
Suits that have just arrived. In both
style and fabric they are the latest
thrings out and have taken the eastern towns by storm.
Come in and see them, you will
like them and the prices are very low.
A wide range of patterns to select

from at

$19.50, $24.50, $26.50, $29.50

$1

PRINTED KERCHIEF LINON

$1

Hose
Fine

25c DRESS GINGHAM
Good assortment of checks, plaids and
stripes; thousands of yards. Spe
cial for Dollar Day, 5 yards...

Beautiful new fabrics for summer
dresses, light and dark patterns
Two yards

dren's

ill

u

$1

1

1

36-inc-

FIGURED RIPPLETTE
Shades of navy and white, Copenhagen,
tan and white, helio and white,
and pink and white, etc. 3 yards..

and

heavy rib-

bed

for

girls;
dovan

cor-

boys
black;

sizes.

Four

and

50c WILLARD'S STATIONERY
Comes one pound to the box; colors
are cream, white and blue.
pair Three
boxes

all

J-

tpl.

$1

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN
(Finest quality of Sea Island Cot
ton, for sheets, cases, etc. 5 yds.
40-INC- H

PI

$1

$1

MISSES' GINGHAM DRESSES
Made in good quality gingham,
stripes and plaids; sizes 6 to 14.
Each

BLEACHED MUSLIN
$1.69 CHILDREN'S PANTALETTE
Fine quality Bleached Muslin, 36
DRESSES
inches wide. Six yards
Plain gingham, etc., in tan, pink, blue
and green; fancy trimmed; sizes
2 to 6. Each
J)JL Jiff -- on and Bun35c WOMEN'S LINEN SPORT
galow Aprons
HANDKERCHIEFS
Jif
Aprons o f
Narrow, hemstitched edge, pure linen; black sateen and
fig
shades of Copenhagen, pink, taq. (J J
creton
combiured
and rose. Four for
tpX
f--

50-INC- H

nations.

FRENCH LAWN

Bungalow

Aprons of best qualFine quality
imported white ity percale in checks,
Jbrench Lawn tor blouses,
coin spots, figures,
dresses, etc. Yard
etc.
WHITE MERCERIZED BATISTE
Each,
Fine weave,
Mercerized fine
J
for lingerie and infants' wear.
Two yards
50-in- ch

$1

44-inc- h.

J

114 West

Central Avenue.

(I--

$1

m

$1

--

ut

Comfort Your Skin
With Cuticura Soap
and Fragrant Talcum

$1

!The finer quality in white grounds;
i
l
i
iiufai aim conventional
designs; zu
patterns to select from.
Three yards
tpX

Listen Soys
and
Mil Youb o M en

$95

n;

v NEW SILKOLINES

PATHE

walk-awa-

FINISH PILLOW TUBING

extra fine quality Tubing,
Two yards

fair-size-

CABINET

(J--

45-i-

(J--

45-in- ch

?er

fbafltCrafl

val

$1

round-by-roun-

iW

;

WOMEN'S "MARCELLA" DRAWERS
Made of fine quality white batiste, lace trimmed. Pair

"Buy your
Clothes In this
store whore only
Good Clothes
are sold."

I'a-dil-

iM

SI

STEP-IN, "MARCELLA"
Fine quality, flesh and white
lace trimmed. Each

v

BOILENE

"STOFFELS" IMPORTED SWISS
ORGANDIE

batiste. "Marcella" Underwear carried It is "Stoffels" is the highest praise that
1
can oe Bestowed upon an organ- X
white and colors. Yd.
dy.

exclusively by the Golden
Rule Store. Pair

'

BOILS

C. O. D's.

tn
lll'tn
fi.(ct,1a
hind the bars" at noon today as'
he leaped from tho second story
of the county jail and escaped,
lie was sentenced to six months
on a charge of theft and would
have hren released September 6.
He luid just been made a trusty.

'""it

if

Lm

FRIDAY, MARCH SEVENTEETH

ritISOXF.lt ESCAPF.S.

Kl
"(lood-by-

Exchanges

Phone p
Orders

A GLASS OF MILK AT BEDTIME

Czecho-Slo-vaki-

eight-seein-

COM.MITTF.F, MFF.TS.
Pari. March 16, (By the Associated Press.)
The French
Olympic committee met today and
decided to continue the effort to
have the Olympic games held In
Paris. It Is believed the municiits
pal council will reconsider
previous action and will vote a
francs with
grant of 10.000,000
suitable grounds.

THIS MAN WAS HELPED
John Grab. 2539 Jackson Ave.,
New Orleans, I a writes: "My kidneys were weak and had a soreness
and dull nain across m; back. I
felt dull and languid and my kidneys didn't act right. I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and they
soon put my kidneys in a sound
healthy condition."
Toloy Kidney
Pills help the kidneys rid the system of i ids and waste that cause
lameness, backache, sore muscles,
pains
Nearly 50.000 separata items are swollen Injoints and rheumatic
effect, quick In action,
kept in stock by tho averako drug Tonic
Sold everywhere.
store.

That is a resolution any authority would endorse. It is
bound to build you up. You can
be sure of having a glass of milk
on band just when you want it
if you rely on KLIM milk.
KLIM powdered milk can
be used wherever milk is required. For drinking, it is delicious, with all the round, full
milk taste. If you always keep
a supply ready mixed in the
icebox, you can be Bure of
your bedtime glass.
But just as drinking is only
one of the purposes milk answers, so it is only one of those
fulfilled by KLIM. For KLIM
is milk.
KLIM is equally good for
cooking. No especial recipes
are needed, for KLIM is just
milk. You will find it especially

SPIRIT

Refunds
No

OLYMPIC!

TO MEET MILLER IN
VICE CLUB CHARGES
St. Louis, March 16. A meetJ. Miller,
Victor
ing between
president of the board of police
commissioners
and the parents'
committee of Soldan high school,
will be held tomorrow at which
time the Investigation of charges
made by Miller that vice clubs
exist among the student body of
the school will be resumed. This
statement was made tonight by
Judge William Dee Becker, a
member of the committee.
of
Charles
Cunliff, president
the patrons alliance of the school,
said that when the committee has
any proof of Miller's charges it
will make a formal statment. Mr.
Cunliff said Miller would unlikely
be able to present any conclusive
proof due to the absence of direct
testimony of witnesses.

AN OLD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
STORE WITH A NEW

pin.

PARENTS' COMMITTEE

".

uie

Vtrnr.)

Colorado Hprings, Colo., March
son of
John, the month-ol- d
Mr. and Mrs. Cr. J. Premer of Elbert, Colo., was successfully operated on for appendicitis here yesterday. Thj child was brought to
a local hospital for another oper
ation. The ..ppendix was found to
be the seat of the trouble. Mr. H
L. McKinney, tho surgeon, said the
appendix was about as large as a

l'rc.16.

retary
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Page Three.

$1.00
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Answers to Questions.

1 mi

AHUM

March" 17, 1922.

SHEEP AfID
F

IATTLE KIDU8TR

Many Delegates Attend the Opening Sessions
of the Nineteenth Annual Convention of
J.he New Mexico Wool Growers' Associa
ticn; Conference Will Close Here Today.

a&-

(Any reader can get tho answer to any Question by writing
The Albuqueriue Journal information Bureau, Frederic J. iias-kiDirector, Washington, D. (J.
This offer applies strictly to
Tiio Bureau cannot
givo advice ou legal, medical, and
linancial matters. It docs not attempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subjecu VViito your
ijuestion pluinly and Tirieiiy. Ciive
lull nume and address and enclose
two cunts in stamps lor return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)

cluding Frnrlk Pru, chairman: Victor Sais, Charles Chadwiek and
Sol Benjamin.
TODAY'S nor. RAM.
Q. What is tho easiest way to
Followii : the Invocation
by reniovo film from old photogiulih
Salvaof
(.
tha
K.
'.:uost,
Capt.
utaiives'.' C, A. i.
session, i .'v M MVrnnijr
,
tion Army, (he wool growers were
A. Usually nitric acid Is used
fr
Hon. II. J. HaettfM. Ij. Fox, for this
by
the
tf
welcomed
city
M.
N.
purpose, but caustic sodi
man. .Uoswrll,
Commanager of tho Chamber of
may also be employed.
AuMl'Pss, Hr. TT. I,. Kont.
wool
assured
Fox
the
Mr.
merce.
i. What doc-- "iiiicliliijf uinle-clio- "
v pro'ilct.'t, New Mexico Colloid
growers thajt the city appreciated
uieau'.' i'. D.
" of Agriculture and Jleehanifc
In their anA. This is an old English phrase
. their preseiieo here
Arts.
nual convention and urged them of uncertain origin, usually underRcabiics Kra1- to feel cornlpletcly at home while stood to mean hiding, or skulking,
Irntion AYofk in New Mexico,'"
here.
1nnneetor
S, i r
mischief,
Khakespeare uses it in
t.
KrnpondlA'g to the address of Hamlet.
in 'charge, bureau of animal
l. Wlicu was laws first made?
welcome, lUon. B. C. Hernandez,
industry.
collector oil the Internal 'revenue
It. h. U.
"Wool Problems." X H.
outa
brief
drew
of
A.
this
.Lace, as we know it, wa8
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After a hard day's work, settle down in a big easy chair and
vaudeenjoy a Columbia
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The new song and dance hits';
band music, popular ballads, the
catchy tunes .you hear at the
vaudeville and musical comedy

ar

1.:iwjr

Be entertained by Al Jolson,:
Ted Lewis, Nora Bayes, Van 8c
Schenck, Frank Crumit, Marion
Harris, Bert Williams, Dolly Kay,
Paul Biese, Furman 8b Nash, Deiro.
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shows, old familiar melodies such
is the kind of music that makes
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and happy.
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music world make records for
Columbia exclusively.
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You follow the crowd to find

a good showTu Follow the popular
record fans and you' 11 find what you want at some Columbia store
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DANCES
On the 'Gin, 'Gin, 'Ginny
Shore Fox-TrRay Miller and His Black and
White Melody Boys
Tell Her at Twilight
The Happy Six
After the Rain Fox-TrRay Miller and His Black and
White Melody Boys
Broken Toy Intro. "My Darling" Medley Fox-TrThe Happy Six
Good-By- e,
Shanghai Intro.'
"Call Me" Medley
The Happy Six
Wimmin (I've Got to Have
'Em, That's All)
The Happy Six
Stealing Medley
The Happy Six
Why Don't You Smile
The Happy Six
Ty-T- e
(Tahiti) Fox-TrEddie Elkins' Orchestra
When Buddha Smiles

'4

I-

-

Fox-Tr-

Fox-Tr-

pay for every pustule,
black-hea- d
and pimple on your face.
Pimples produce prejudice and prevent
prosperity. Your heart may be gold,

BETTER RELATIONS
COMMITTEE CHOSEN

eat

(Special CorrMpondenc to Tbo .'ournul.:
Das Cruces, N. M., Marcih IB.

m!m.'

?

ft)

YUlsd

"k.,

"eJ

Babe Ruth in action on jtolf llnkb
t Hot bprimgs, Ark.
iTopeful that Commissioner I.sn.
dia may relent a bit and let him
break into the game earlier than
May 1. Babe Ruth is alreadv in
training with the other Yankeea at
Jiot bprinfts. Ark., for another
of ball murdering.
He is
shown tibove on the golf links try-i- n
out hit: swing and '.lis eye. Babe
started with golf and then switched
to baseball when ha felt limbered
up- - .......
cam-paij-

UK HAD KNOWN IT
SOOXEIt
"I only wish 1 had discovered
tfoieys 1Honey ana Tar DO years
uro. as
have been the victim ol
ttacks of influenza nd bad coldR
intil I found this wonderful relief, '
writes W. It. Gray, 8S4 Nowita PI..
A'cnice, Cal.
Foley's Honey and
helps ewughs and colds, bron
chial and la grippe coughs, tickling
throat and hoarseness, it is good
for croup and whooping cough.
Mr. Gray adds: "Worth its weight
In gold.
effective."
Marvelously
Bold everywhere,
.

Tr

Waikiki
35

75c

Hapa, Haole, Hula Cirl

1
Smiles, Then Kisses
Louise, Ferera and Greenus
Hawaiian Echoes Medley I
Louise Ferera and Grccnus

75c

75c

la

Louise, Ferera and Greenus
Maria-Ma- ri
Intro. "Ciribiri-- .

bin"

75c

75c

Keiwi Walta Lua and Kaiti 1
Honolulu Rag LuaandKaillj
La Paloma
Louise, Ferera and Greenus
Valse Bieue
Louise, Ferera and Greenus

75c

61

75c
05

75c

Ted Lewis and His Band.

Ten Little Fingers and Ten'
t
Little Toes

Kalaluki'sHawaiianMedley
of Hulas

Fox-Tr-

Ted Lewis and His Band

Everybody Step
Ted Lewis and His. Band.
Fox-Tr-

:4

99

75c

Kalaluki Hawaiian Orchestra
Waiu Lulilui
Louise( Ferera and Kainoa

62

Stellar Quartet

$1.00

Smilin' Through

Oscar Seagle
Darling Nellie Cray
Lucy Gates
My Old Kentucky Horns
Lucy Gates and Columbia $1.50
Stellar Quartet,
Gwine to Get a Home Bye'
and Bye
Harry C. Browne and
Peerless Quartet
75c
Ol Susanna
Harry C. Browne and
Peerless Quartet

Paraphrase on

Leopold Godowsky

Cradle Song

77

75c

Hey

$1.50
$1.50

n

$275 Model Reduced to
225
165

"

150

"
"
-

Josef Hofmann

sohn)

$ 1 75

f $1.50

$1.50
34

$1.00

Reduced
$140 Model Reduced to

ISO

125

140
125

75

"
"

so

-

$32.50 Model Reduced to

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY, New York

8. 8. 8. Win Bid
f the Criuhuif

17

Josef Hofmann
Butterfly
Spinning Song (Mendels-

49S34

Al! Columbia Gaafonola Prices
Prices on all Columbia Grafonolas have been reduced as
shown here. You can get a modern Grafonola with all
Improvements for less than you would pay for an
unimproved phonograph.
Visit the Columbia Dealer nearest you. He will gladly
play for you any Columbia Record you wish on any
Columbia Grafonola.

Percy Grainger

Opus 28 (Chopin)
Percy Grainger
Berceuse (Chopin)
Josef Hofmann
Rondo Capriccioso (MenJosef Hofmann
delssohn)

$1.C0

Vir-gin- ny

$1.50

Country Garden Shepherd's'
Prelude In "A" Flat No.

Coma Where My Love Lies
Oscar Seagle
Dreaming
Carry Me Back to Old
Oscar Seagle
Old Folks at Home
Rosa Ponselle

96

$1.50

Leopold Godowsky
Molly On the Shore
Percy Grainger
Brahms' Valse in A Flat
Percy Grainger

75c

Oscar Seagle

Prayer

Albuquerque

-

$ 1 OO

85
60

45

$30

'.""y

FOR

KOTHMAN'S

Mi

but who wants to kiss eruptions?
Pimply men don't look like th owners
of anything. Pimply women, too, are
puizlcs, with no prospects and itb
power. Tfoung men and women, here's
the positive way out Physics and
purgatives will fall What you need
is a sclentifio
8. 8. 8.
Is one of the most powerful destroyers
of blood Impurities. You can prov this
In a short time. S. 8. 8. has besn
passed on by a Jury of millions of people Just like yourself. It is considered
one of the most powerful vegetable
and
in
existence.
That's why you hear of so
underwelsht
many
people putting on
lost flesh In a hurry, why you hear of so
many rheumatics being freed from this
scourge, with 8. 8. S. Start today with
B. a 8. and see your face clear and
your skin get ruddier, your flesh
firmer. It will give you a boost In your
career. 8. 8. 8. Is sold at all drug
stores. In two sizes. The larger sis
Is the more economical.

.4
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PHOM

1

im

' IS. FIRST

917-- J.

Santa Fe

AW

olumbia Grafonolas

Taos

To Albnqnerque (Read TJp)
Albuquerque
...Arrive .. 7:00p.m.
Leave
Santa Fe
4:00 p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive . 12:45 p.m.
Arrive
11:16 a.m.
Espanola
Taos .......Leave . T:80a.m.

AT REDUCED PRICES SEE
14
r;

1

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Headquarters, Ringling Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.
Albuquerque

PHONE 987.

221 W. CENTRAL

iieaas
(EXCLUSIVELY)

3

STORE

flesh-builde-

DAILY STAGE
To Tang (IlRad I mn)
Leave ,, 7:30a.m....
Arrive . 10:30 a m
Leave . 12:30 p.m
Arrive . 2:00 p.m
Arrive . 6:00 p.m

j

Rigoletto: Paraphrase

Up

Fiske University Jubilee
Quartet
Brethren, Rise!
Fiske University Jubilee
Quartet
Golden Crown Oscar Seagle
Standin' in de Need o

'

92

18

In That Great Cettin
Mawnin'

I

Tschaikov-sky- 'a

Flower Wait
Percy Grainger
$1.50
Wedding Day at Trold- haugen
Percy Grainger J

14

Louise, Ferera and Greenus
28

Oscar Seagle and Columbia

m

j...,

WISHES

What is looked upon as an innovation in civic progress is the appointment by C. b Knight, president of the Das Cruces chamber of
commerce, of fifty business and
professional men to constitute a
E. J.
better relations committee.
Stern, head of the Stern Mercantile company, is chairman, Tne
committee will be formally organized at a meeting called for the
evening of March 20.
"The committee, composed of
men actively engaged In business,"
Mr. Knight s'Ud, "will do what it
can to foster and encourage better
relations In town and county and
assist the chamber in carrying out
the big work ot settling and developing the district.
"The officers and members ot
the chamber want the people of
Dona Ana county and. In fact, the
entire district, to feel that Las
Cruces Is their town, and that we
are ready to
with them
In any movement that is for tho
best interests or the valley.
"The directors of the chamber
are confident that the chairman
and members of the better relations
committee will bring many new
ideas and suggestions to this organization and that In every way the
new committee will carry out what
Its name
stands for bringing
about better relations among the
people of the town, count and

75c

Louise and Ferera

Funiculi-Funicu-

Fox-Tr-

Down!

you

75c

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12V
I
Part I
Percy Grainger
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12 j $1.50
Part II
Percy Grainger J

Caroline?

22

I

42

Eddie Elkins' Orchestra.
Marie
Ted Lewis and His Band
Down the Old Church Aisle

at

PIANO

Can't Yo' Heah Me Callin',

Louise and Ferera

Fox-Tr-

Young Men

price,

75c

SOUTHERN MELODIES

Hawaiian Medley
Intro.
"Kawika, Hawaiian Maiden
and Wmkiki"
Ferera and Franchinl
Sweet Luana
Ferera and Franchini
On the Beach

Fox-Tr-

Pimples Keep

d

IS W

One-Ste- p

of business."

over-taxe-

f

Fox-Tr-

cor-i.jre- et

f

HAWAIIAN

Fox-Tr-

r

Suggesting tjhat sheep growers
take more intcriest in the general
tax questions arnd situations, Mr.
Miller stated that the livestock In
terests of New Slexico should em
ploy a tax expect to see to It that
cattle and sheep are taxed in pro
portion to other properties!
Such action would not only safe
guard the interests of tha stock- aid in the
growers, but wiould
study of a solutiion of the general
tax problem," he stated and added
that, "if all Industries would make
a more tnorougn stuuy ana taKe
Make Women, Too, a Puzzlol
more serious thought regarding tax They' How S. S. S. Stop Skin
ation, ambitious politicians might
Eruptions Positively.
have less worry and anxiety over
friends."
their
Pimples and skin eruptions have a
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STRIKE DATA TO
BE SUPPLIED TO

PUBLIC

BEAUTY

By JANE THFXPS

By Edna Kent Forbes.
The

Brotherhood
of Railway
Trainmen will give Its annual
dance this evening at the Masonic Temple.
A formal dance will be given
tonight in celebration of St. Patrick's day at the Country club.
El Casino Juvenil will give Its
dance for March this evening at
the Woman's club.
The Elks will give a St. Patrick's day dancing
party this
evening at tho club.
The U. N. M. Engineers will be
at home this afternoon in the
engineers' building at the state
university.

Li

ho are In love! Ho talked so silly
about it. Of course I got angry,
118.
CHAPTER
and then he did too, and then
Margaret stood outside the stu- Dean Tennant came in he didn't
dio door for a moment.
High see Malcolm, and kissed me."
pitched angry voices reached her,
"Oh, Joan!"
then she rapped, and in reply to
"Nothing in It, Mumsie! Didn't
Joan's call entered the room.
mean a thing."
she
what?"
stopped
"Why
"Perhaps not. but you can't
Malcolm hlamo Malcolm for not liking it."
rather
embarrassed,
Frost was walking back and Margaret wanted to laugh, but
forth his face white, while Joan managed to control herself.

MALCOLM

AND JOAX QUARREL

pretended to bo looking over some
on her desk.
"Hello, Mumsie! Look out Malcolm is having a brain storm."
"What is it, Malcolm?" Margaret turned to him, amazed to
sea the usually quiet young man
In such a state.
"It's Joan's living here, all those
dubs running in and out at any
time that mutt, Tennant, rushing in as if he belonged here "
he stopped out of breath, the
veins like knotted cords on his
smooth young forehead.
"Look
out,
Malcolm,
you'll
have a stroke," Joan laughed
remem"and
please
tantilizingly,
ber Dean Tennant is my friend."
"Well, friend or not, I won't
have him hanging around you.'
"Who told you you could say
what I should do?" Joan's voice
dangerously
quiet,
dangerously
cold, but Malcolm didn't seem to
notice, too angry himself.
"When you consented to marry
me you gave me that right," Malcolm returned with boyish dignity.
"Get that out of your head at
Mumsie
Even
Malcolm.
once,
never tried to boss nie."
"It would have been better it
she had! I guess I'll go now. Excuse me, Mrs. Haydon, I am
ashamed you should have seen
me lose my temper, but I still
think I had some excuse. See
you later, Joan," and ho was
gone.
"Now what was it all about,
Joan?" Margaret asked as the
door closed upon Malcolm.
"Oh, it started with you
rather Craig Forrester, and then
Malcolm got excited because Dean
Tennant came in and was a bit
fresh. You see he doesn't understand the Village people. He
thinks them just like other folks
and they're not! Dean, poor fellow, didn't mean a thing."
"But why should you quarrel
about me and Craig?"
"Oh, Malcolm insists you and

"He might as well get used to
it!" with supreme indifference.
"If he's going to be shocked and
cross at everything I do It Is a
good thing to find it out now.
"
1
"Say, Joan, please forgive me!
I was a beast!" Malcolm rushed
in, across the room and took
Joan's face between his hands.
"Of course you were, Malcolm!
And I wasn't any too angelic myself."
"Then you'll forgive me?"
"Of course this time!"
"There won't be any next time,
not if I can help It.
I don't
know what got into me, Mrs. Hay-deI am thoroughly ashamed of
myself."
"It's all right now, Malcolm,"
Margaret smiled at the boy who
then left them. But Bhe sighed
a bit as the door closed after
him. Was Joan going to make
And
things difficult for him?
would it be her (Margaret's)
fault if she did? Bhe wanted to
ask Joan what Malcolm had said
about Craig Forrester, but hesitated. The less she discussed him
herself, perhaps the better, Joan

papers

ONE DESIGNER'S
IDEA OF HOW TO
USE TWO COLORS

interrupted her thoughts:

"It's

hard

in

being

tx&

LI

love,
if

4

P

V
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V,M"

mustn't feel that way,
dear. To love and be loved in
return is the happiest thing that
can come to any woman. Guard

BY ELOISE.
Two colors in a frock are aleffective
when properly comways
bined, but it is not often that
home needlewoman can com1
WAVS TO VSE STALE BREAD. beaten yolk of 1 egg, let boil up tho
two shades without giving
a moment longer, and turn the bine
the fact that she is an amaeconomical
The
housekeeper hot mixture over two cups of stale away
teur.
Even
when there is no doubt
never throws away stale bread. crusts of bread which have been as to
the harmony of the two col
For, so many delicious dishes broken fairly small with the fin- ors the
effect in often spoiled by
may be made with it. The fol- gers. Mix well and bake in a the
combined
lowing supper menus Introduce moderate oven for 25 minutes. This way the colors are one
of the
frock, designed for
some of these:
Beat
white
the
stiff,
egg
shows
dress
whipping
largo
manufacturers,
Ham and Bread Dish
1
'
Into it
tablespoon of granulated how to effectively combine gray
1'reservcB
and
sugar,
spread this meringue and navy blue.
Cocoa
over tho baked pudding just be- Canton crepe is the fabric. It Is
Delia's Lemon Bread Dessert
fore
the dish buck mn do in 'the coat dress style with
serving.
Bread
Dish:
Ham and
Fry into tho oven Slip
until the meringue n pray panoi down the front and
slices or crusts of stale bread to
orownen, ana serve wde gray sleeves in the bodice,
a delicate brown in smoking hot at ueiiriiieiy
once
is
almost as good Tie botliro is of navy blue with a
(it
bacon fat or beef drippings. Then served
cold.)
collar and revors tui'ned back to
lay these brown slices in a shalCanned Chicken Soup
show tho gray. The tunic of navy
low pan and turn over them finewith Croutons
blue is a straight gathered affair
ly chopped cooked ham which
Cocoa
Dessert
with a belt of the same material.
you have wet to a paste with
one
sweet milk and seasoned with
well
If
beaten egg is stirred An embroidered motif on the belt
pepper.
Sprinkle grated cheese Into either canned chicken or is the only trimming on the frock
over the top and slip the pan vegetnble soup just before serv- Tho combination of the two colinto the oven until the cheese ing, the soup will make a nour- ors gives the effect of trimming.
melts.
ishing and satisfying supper dish.
Delia's Lemon Bread Dessert: To make tho croutons, cut slices
Put into a saucepan 1 cup of and crusts of stale bread into and slip the pan Into a hot oven;
boiling water, the Juice and grat- small pieces and turn these into they will soon brown richly.
Dessert: Put
ed rind of 1 lemon, 4 of a cup a hot frying pan in which plenty
of granulated sugar, 1 tablespoon of melted butter is sizzling. Fry into a saucepan 2 cups of stale
2
cup blanched
of cornstarch mixed to a paste well on one side, then stir up the bread crumbs,
almonds,
with
cup of
cup of cold water, and pieces so as to turn them over to and chopped
1
lemon
1 tablespoon of butter. Let these brown on the other sides.
teaspoon
sugar,
if
grated
Or,
Ingredients boll up together over you prefer, you may saturate the rind, 1 tablespoon lemon juice, 11
molted
butter and
a very hot fire until thickened, bread cubes with hot melted but- tablespoon
sweet milk. Heat this mixstirring constantly, then add the ter, spread them on a pie pan, cup
ture after sllrrlng It well together,
and let it boil up for a few seconds; then remova the pan from
wi'ira
the heat, stir in the yolks of 2
beaten eggs, and set asido to cool.
"Ledtel tni gentle'
When it is cold, form it Into S
mnt you will e
Hrush
these over
something fin when
croquettes.
Willie Jon
eatg a
with the unbeaten
whole great big box
roll them in fine bread crumbs,
ill Kellogg' Corn
and fry In smoking hot deep fat
flake because that'
h
a delicate brown.
Serve
hind
will
until
only
whole box oft"
with a sauce made by boiling totill thick, 1 cup hot water,
J! gether,
2
cup sugar, 2 teaspoon vinegar, and 1 tablespoon cornstarch
mixed to a paste with cold
remove from fire and add 1
tablespoon butter and 1 teaspoon
vanilla.
A. K1RKMAN.

Bread-Croquet-

'

Bread-Croquet-

1-

--

s,

a"
ioyousteat j,,r
to sit down to
a bowl of
It's

NEW MEXICO PROGRAM
AT WOMAN'S CLUB AT
THREE THIS AFTERNOON

Kellogg's Cam FlalcsS
.

'

You'll agree that you never ate such delicious, such.
satisfying cereal as Kellogg's Com Flakes Those big,
are so fascinating in flavor and so crispy and crunchy that you don't
wonder the children are thrilled to eat them I
1

sunny-brow- n

i

Compare Kellogg's with Imitations to realize their
their appetizing appeal, their wonder-crispnes?uality,imitations,
Kellogg's are never tough or leathery
or hard to eatl Each heaping spoonful of Kellogg's is
even more joyous than the last there
'
is no end to the happiness that is yours
eating Kellogg's corn flakes!
s!

PS
TOASTED

S

a

CORN
FLAKE?

ASK FOR KELLOGG'S! Be sure
that you get Kellogg's the delicious
Corn Flakes in the RED and GREEN
package that bears the signature of
W. K. Kellogg, the originator of
Toasted Corn Flakes. NONE ARE
GENUINE WITHOUT IT!

mown"

Abo

Mhn of KELLOGG'S

KRUUBLES

tri

KELLOGG'S

BRAN,

cwktj

ui

derma-Itnlngi-

I

st

WOMAN SOLOMON
MUST DETERMINE
MOTHER OF BABE

CURE

in

f

Jul

and Felix
Randolph
Martinez, of Raton, Are
Also Charged With the
Manufacture of Bcoze.

Mirf

Wi

J

MAN SERVES 19 YEARS
IN PRISON; TO BE SET
An opportunity to hear many
FREE; INNOCENT, SAYS
Interesting things about New
Mexico as told by persons who
Leavenworth, Knns., March 16.
khow will be given all members
a
of the Woman's club today at 8 After serving nineteen years of
Jones
o'clock. Mrs. A. Gusdorf has ar- life term for murder Frankfederal
the
bo
from
released
will
ranged the program.
When
Golandiina" will be played penitentiary here Friday.Jones
of
Warden Biddle notified
by Miss Helen Gurule; Mrs. II. F. his
release tho prisoner declared
Robinson will tell some stories of
his
innocence.
Chief Justice
Benedict; David
"You may think it strange that
Marcus and Miss Dsrothy Camermuron will each play a violin solo; I entered a plea of guilty to
InJ. H. Townsend will read three der and now declare tothat I ammob
it
escape
original poems on New Mexico nocent, but I did told the warden.
Jones
subjects; Miss Lillian Yrlsarrl will violence,"
Jones has not violated a single
sing "Fair' New Mexico" and "lift
rule since 1913. Warden
Perjuria" and Miss Ethel Mickey prison
will talk on "Folk Lore of New Biddle said.

It consists of maintaining specialists trained in eaiili of thirty-tw- "
"key" industries In the nation, he
added, thus enabling the government to nave on haml a complete
file of accurate information and
data concerning conditions in any
given line.
such Key
"If we had tmrty-rw- o
men," he said, "it would be a simple matter to appoint a government',
board or commission of expeits,
throughly familiar with the
involved."
Until the tovernmont has com
pleta and accurate information on
every important industry, he
"we will never get anywhere
m industry in America."
l'ropaandii On i'.otli Sides.
"As it ih now," he continued, "no
ona can tell which Kido to believe.
There is propaganda, sent nut by
both sides. Under tho proposed
plan, tho government, at the beginning pf a labor difficulty, could
Klalemenit
give dut un official
which wyuld form the basia for an
accurate ind just opinion.
"The proposal for specialists in
each industry would bring almut
just this result. The specialist
would live with an industry, yenr
in and year out, and would Oe
familiar with fvcry one of Its
phases and its details."
Secretary Davitf said that the
government is now conduoting an
investigation in thitVy cities in coal
mine areas to obtain definite data
affecting
Questions, of miners
wages.
"At tho present time," he continued, "there are sonv fifty million to sixty-fiv- e
million tons of bituminous coal above ground. This
quantity of cool with the
mines operating, should be suffl
cient to supply the country's needs
for from three to four months.
"The bituminous commfision of
two years ago Included in tV contract an agreement for mineits and
operators to moot before tho expiration of the present scale on April

Pr.)

(Oj The Aoclntf(l
16.
P.. I., March
Police officers on di'ty at the plant
of (he Jenckes Spinning company
here during the riot of February
21, were compelled to shoot lnt a
a crowd of strike sympathizers
9
save themselves
from "grlei
u
bodily harm," Police Sergeant ' .
othy Flyrin testified today a t
Inquest into the death of Jo
n'
snncao, a Portuguese
killed in the shooting.
Sergeant Flynn and thr
other
UIUI.HI
ie. a
puui u
ctd
donee given by previous
rt. r
niiu iuavnr
fired In the air as a sb ifiml for the
uotT
inline I'J
uiniiiu gUnS.
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hring results.

u.ues-Ho-

'wallt of
paraffin in
our canic
tera hriner

th! rich

and meUouk

coffee to you full of
Tried

fragrance.
lately?

--

YtjVn?aj

''.N. u town.

it

jwa.u

For a, generation this coffee hag steadily
gained
in pojl ulaiity. Today, as an example, four times

as mimy people drink it as three years ago.
Doesn 't that prove it must be exceptionally good ?

A
1-h

v

4

,4

c

O

F

F

E

E

Rich and Mclhio

WESTERN GROCER MILLS

THE

Operators Arc Kllont.
"I sent notices out a few days
ago, to both sides, calling thelt at

'

trouble

MAX SHOOTS 1I1MSFI.F.
16.
Spokane. Wash.. March
After walking Into a local hotel
late this afternoon and firing five
shots nt persons
sitting In tho
(By The Awoclated I'reM.)
lobby, Injuring one, Pichard Sny16.
A
New York, March
plan der, aged about 10. ran Into a room
which the government is working of the hotel and shot himself
out to supply tho public with dis throufih the
head, dying Instantly.
interested information when strikes
threaten industry, was described by
Secretary of LaVor Davis at a meeting today of tle women's department of the National Civic

1.

'

In

Davis Says a Complete File
Will Be Kept Showing
Conditions in Any Line
for Use When Needed.

STRIKE SYMPATHIZERS
FIRED INTO BY POLICE

non-unio- n

Tho beef which these men are
charged with stealing belonged to
John Morrow, who owns a huge
John Morranch near Folsom.
row, Jr., manager of the ranch,
made a trip to Raton last week, a
fact which was known to these
men. On his return to tho ranch
on Saturday Mr. Morrow missed
two cattle which he trailed in the
enow, the tracks of tho animals be-- i
tracks or
by
lng accompanied
horsea. The trail led to a cabin in
Randolf
where
and,
a deep canyon
Martinez were found with a Mexi-- i
can woman. Smelling liquor, Mr.
Morrow asked if there was a
clinnce for a drink and was invited
inside. A still was busy on tlie
killed and
stove and a freshly
dre: sed beef hung in the cabin.
was
spent there
After a little tlmo
up
Mr. Morrow left and called
was in
who
Sheriff
Dorsey
Deputy
SunRaton. On arrival of Dorsey
but
day the cabin was visited
occupants had fled. A search of
the
the nearby canyon revealed
head and hide of the killed animal
still
but
with tho ears removed
Identifiable as Mr. Morrow's property. Martlnes was then located
Randolf, however,
and arrented.
was not so easily found, hut was
to
the little Mexican
finally trailed
He
settlement of San Acedro. Colo. ofhid out nt the approach of the
finwas
ficer and Mr. Morrow, but
ally found Sunday night hiding in
the brush nearby and brought in
with Mnrlltiei! under irons. Ran
dolf had a gallon Jug of whiskey
with him when taken and a .4a
These and the still were
revolver.
brought In as evidence.
The Mexican woman who was
found in Kan Acedro In the house
from which Randolf fled to the
brush was not arrested, owing to
her confession that Randolf killed
the ftnimal, half of the rarcass of
which was shown tho officer and
San Acedro
Mr. Morrow in the
house. &he stated that she did not
know the animal was not Randolfs

rightful property.
Randolf has also bosn
before, It Is stated.

I"

'V

near Trlnchera.

te

h'

t

Randolf and Felix Martinez, two
men from the Trlnchera district in
the northwestern part of Colfax
to Raton
county, were brought
.Monday afternoon by Deputy Sheriff Hock Dorsey and placed in the
county Jail to answer the charge
of booze making and cattle stealing. Randolf waa caught at San
Acedro, a small hamlet across the
Colorado line, but made no protest against being brought into
New Mexico. Martinez was taken

BOND-DILLO-

N

DISTItllllTOIlS.

COMPANY,

L
Sirs. Maria Matteo, one claimant
Juvenile Judge Kathryn Sellers
of Washington, J). C, is preparing
a "Solomonic" decision. Like tli,'
famous biblical case, two women
are fighting for possession of the
same child, each claimm to he the
Matteo
Maria
Mrs.
mother.
claims she gave a new born baby
to Mrs. Etta Peck to care for.
Mrs. Peck says she gave that
baby away and that another, the
one In question, was born to her
shortly after. Judge Sellers wUJ
decide who is the mother.

1
PHONE 352

-

ed

woman?
Do not postpone too long the best things go first and the stocka
will be picked over. Perhaps your hesitation is caused by a lack of ready
cash perhaps you desire a better garment than you feel that you can afford
right now.

Marie Corelll was educated In a
soon called her, and the success of
"A Romance of Two AVorlds" decided hbr to devote her whole energies to literature.

MS

"LAY-AWA-

SYSIEsf

Y

Will come to your aid. A small deposit will secure the wearables that meet
with your taste and gradual payments enable you to join the Easter procession

Princess Mary's wedding ring was
made from gold from a Welsh
stream at Dolgelly, tho same source
which supplied the gold for Queen
Mary's wedding ring.

ECalin's

1

nothers

for

well-dress-

f

French convent, and first studied
for a musical career. Eut writing

Thoughtful

109NORTH FIRST STREET

Easter will be here befcire you realize it. What have you done
your Easter frock, your hat arbd other accessories that make the

know that
64 years of

Dress Oeparfmant

Is at Its very best. Back upon a rack of new
dresses of lustrous taffeta, soft, clinging crepe
canton crepes, satins and ratines, etc.; In short
able material and color In vogue. We can fit
the slender miss, the medium woman and the

spring models,
de chine and
every imaginand pleaso all
stout.

Kahn's prices are exceptionally low this season. Come and
let Us show you through, Polite service will make shopping a
pleasure at this store.
PRICES FROM

success is a

$9.85

fine guarantee of
its digestibility. ,

4

$19.85

Kew Spring
HAT!

EAGLE
BRAND
III-:-

Are arriving early this year.
Kahn's extensive stocks and
reasonable prices make it so.
Buy your Raster hat now to
go with your frock. Trices
rango from

$3.40

.

Sip

Just Received a Shipment of Ladies' and Misses'
SAILOR HATS

Mexico."

PARCELS

to All Parts
of the City

Delivered
AT LAS VEGAS

ELKS
ELECT NEW OFFICERS
(Special CorrcHpondence
La Vegas, N M

DIE

OLD

SKIRT

to The Journal.)

March
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks has
elected the following officers for
the coming year: Exalted ruler,
Colbert C. Root; leading knight,
Sketchley L. Moore; loyal knight,
H. M, Uautj lecturing knignt, uten
F. Older; secretary, Charles Bunch:
Martin; trustees.
tyler,
Harry
is. J. mc- William H. Springer,
Charles
Wente,
Farley; delegate to
grand lodge, Charles O. Hedgcock;
alternate delegate, Charles Trum
bull. The Las Vegas Elks are lust
closing the most successful year's
work that the lodge has enjoyed In
several years. Charles O. Hedg
cock Is the retiring exalted ruler,

DRESS
DIAMOND

DYES

Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can dye or tint
her worn, Bhabby dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
hangings,
draperies,
Coverings,
everythingeven If she has never
dyed before. Buy "Diamond Dyes"
then perfect
no other kind
home dyeing Is sure because Diaare
mond Dyes
guaranteed not to
Women prisoners In Great Brlt spot, fade, streak, or run. Tell
alfl Work at cleaning
cooking yottr druggist whether the matewashing, or noedtowork, so that rial you wish to dye Is wool or
to
do
learn
they
something useful silk, or whether it Is linen, cotton
krnAM while iefvlng their
sentences.
or mlxod goods,,
.
.
u

CORM ELAKBS

,

to The Journal.)
(Special Corrt,KmleiH'
Raton, N. M.. March 16. Mirf

your love, dear.
Keep it a holy
I am sure you and Malthing.
colm will be very happy together.
I!ut marriage, dear, is a give and
One cannot do
take proposition.
all."

EFFICIENT KQSISEKEEPIEiG
By LAIP.A

before breakfast Is an excellent
thing for you.
You must eat slowly and chew
your food thoroughly, otherwise
indigestion and its thousand attendant evils will follow.
Take a tepid bath everv dav.
Miss K. W.: If your skin feels
refreshed after cleansing with a
fine soap and warm water, that
should bo your method for keeping it clean, but If it feels
wiih an unpleasant sensation dry
as
if It were
being drawn, you
should uso creams for cleansing.
This latter method Is not so
Imperative with the young, but
when women grow older, the oils
in the system are being absorbed
and water should- - be used sparingly on the faco and throat for
clcn using-- even though the whole
body is bathed fully several times
a day.
There are very few skins though
that are not improved by using
creams and they will not grow
hair if ono uses the proper kinds.
Never use hard water on the comsoften it with a few
plexion,
drops of ammonia or a pinch of
hotax.
Dolly: The molo and also the
hair that is growing from It
should be treated by a
who will
( a specialist)
not only remove the mole but
also.
the
hair
destroy

RUSTLERS RELD

'

"You

I

As a general thing people do
not like to be told to exercise. It
is a nuisance and takes time that
might be employed more pleasantly if not more profitably. The
only women I know who really
enjoy taking exercises are those
Those
who are already healthy.
poorly, aenemia and lacking in
energy who are the very ones
who need exercise most, hate Its
very idea.
Yet to keep young It Is absolutely nocessary to take a great
This does not
deal of exercise.
necessarily mean that you must
stand up with a pair of dumb
bells if this form of it bores you,
for you can find many pleasant
ways of making the body vigorous. But if you are to stay young
tho muscles must be kept firm,
tho skin must be clear and
healthy, the system must be In as
d
good running order as a
for machine should bo.
of
You must breathe plenty
fresh air; if you cannot get outdoors much you can at least sleep
with all your windows open top
and bottom.
Y'ou must breathe through your
nose and
not
through your
mouth. You must drink sufficient
water every day. A glass of
water, cool or hot, 15 minutes

ALLEGED

"What do you mean hard?"
"Why, you see, things hurt so.
It Is like putting your finger on
a bruise or a sore when things
don't go right."
"You mean It hurt you when
you and Malcolm quarreled?"
"Yes, Mumsie. It hurts here,"
Joan laid her hand on her breast,
"and I wanted to cry. I hate the
idea that being in love can make
til, a

KEEPING YOCNG.

well-care-

n.

Mumsie."

STATES

tention to this, but no response h is
been received yet from the opera
tors. I don't caro which side It is.
I say that the agreement was made
and they should meet to discuss the
new wage scale."
The miners' officials were In hi"
office two days, he said, and agreed
to meet with the operators.
"Tho public, however. Is entitled
to know the facts about all Industries and It Is great satisfaction to
know we are to (rot the money from
congress to develop this information service."

Five"

In braided straw, rice straws and Milans.
They are shown in solid black, blue, red
e
and other colors, also in
effects.
Prices range
upward from

mm
1

PIONEER

Street,

Attention

REMEMBER
YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

Of fine golden crusted bread we
sell at this bakery. It makes the
mouth water to look at It. And a
taste of It light, toothsome
will make It water still
more. Try this bread as a change
from home baking. We believe
you'll Ilk It so well you'll make
the chang
permanent.

207

Given Prompt

$1.98

,

LOOK AT THE
LOAF

BAKERY
South First

MAIL ORDERS

two-ton-

TORE
109 NortK

-

"Albuquerque's Best Shopping Place."

First Street.
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Page Six.

BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM
ADVERTISING ALBUQUERQUE
OUTLINED AT G. OF C. DIRHER
H. B. Hening Urges Support of a Campaign
Which Has Been Outlined; Must Supplant
Our Climate With Sufficient Housing,
Park Extension, Street Paving, Road
yo'i
The following paper on to take up your time tellln this
of the advertising immortal of
read
was
Albuquerque
Ivertislng
to "keep everlastingly at it.1
chamber
by H. B. Iteming nt the Masonic nation,
A
how to advertise Albuquerque.
of commerce dinner at the
of you here know the
majority
night:
temple Tuesday
of efMr. President, and fellow citizens: principles and the technique
and apply them
fective
on
advertising
In
this
hall,
home
at
I feel
Moreover you
in your businesses.
this cccasion and on this subject have as the manager of our ChamAlbuquerque,"
of
"Advertising
ber of Commerce, a man whose life
me.
which has been assigned to
has been spent in various departbeI have been in this hall once oc- ments of newspaper, magazine and
an
on
such
fore as a speaker
work, who knows how
my publicity
casion and on that occasionAlbuadvertising
to prepare effective
was
"Advertising
and where to put it to get results.
subject
him
back
up
will
If
give him
querque."
you
If there is a nail in this town the money he needs and must have
where I have not laima uuuui
to make a thorough,
I do If he Is
"Advertising Albuquerque''
persistent campaign, he
a mmnnlErn
v...V..:
not recall it.
(...til
' . hnf binr nf
Cr,rMHmes. when I get on this;
ro(1..c. rpsuttB for you
JJill
like
Nye's
a
I
little
feel
subject
in population, new building, new
horse. Kill made a date with toa money and substantial prosperity
Laramie
City,
lady friend up in
that will amaze those of you who
on a Suntake her buggy-ridin- g
of intellimake may doubt the ability
to
Bill
forgot
afternoon.
day
advertising to capitalize the
a reservation and when he got to gent
of
matchless climate
Albuquerque
the livery stable all the horses were and make it a producer of popu
nnt KavB a shaky old bay skate lation and revenue,
whoso mane and tall were growing j If can encourage you to make
grav. Hill hired the nag and drove i
to his
in.urVioIent volume to do tills Job
ejet
wait an hoi r
onco as it should be done, I shall feel
The
this and all the
repaid-- for
ay'll-ht-.veother speeches I have made on
will be the art
it
nd
Slo of o d
subject-aage 'any minute." 'this
may
such speeches, because once you
" of
"Madam, sum Bin,
have carried out such a campaign
rived at your door that horse was it
will never be necessary again to
a prancing young steed a rarin' to
You
urge
you to begin another.
go."
will see from your own direct re'Wo Busted."
that it is worth keeping
My friends, is was ten years as" turns,
Albuquerque everlastingly at it.
that a
Much Will It Itequlrc?
Hon
chamber of commerce left this hall
to
How much will It require
for
fairly bursting with enthusiasmto admake such a campaign?
which
raising the funds with And
One of my associates made n
so far a
vertise Albuquerque.
I know, we bursted because when detailed estimate rooently upon
the soliciting committees went out the cost of a year's advertising
which
next day all the enthusiasm had campaign for Albuquerque
would be national in its scope. It
leaked out of us.
some
thirty
It was four or five years later, contemplated reaching
publiafter some gentlemen had invested million readers of various
a lot of money In a big sanitarium cations and showed a total cost of
Ho proved to my satishere and had to have people to pu $11,000.
In It that we made ancther effort faction and to that of a number of
advertise
who
to
others
did
analyzed his estimates,
and actually
begin
It was not much ol that thirteen healthseekers living
Albuquerque.
a campaign. Just a few thousand here under un average exnense for
dollars spent in a few publications eleven months each, would restore
But the results were so immedl the entire cost of the year's camate and so extensive and so con- paign into circulation in this comtinued as to convince every busi- munity.
ness man who has ever studie.
Recently one of tho great trade
them that we have something here Journals of this country,
who.!
In
is a
that will stand advertising of the conservatism
charac- American business, sent out a
most forceful,
cliour
of
is
merto
course,
successful
ter and that,
questionnaire
mate.
chants in many lines throughout
Climate Is one resource we have the country, asking how much each
which is mature, complete, ready business shoiiio and could spend
to advertise and sell and which wlh annually with profit on Its adFrom the replies from
produce returns in multiplied dol- vertising.
lars for every dollar we put into it. leading successful
merchants In
Must I'rovldo tlio Money.
the several lines throughout the
It Is impossible to get much free nation, these minimum
percentages
advertising these days. Advertis- upon gross annual sales were aring space that is worth having has rived at:
become a commodity that must be
Percent.
bought and paid for in real money. Department stores
4Vs
If we are going to advertise Albu- Women's specialty shops
6Vi
querque now and I sincerely hope Shoe stores
5
end believe that we have made up Millinery stores
B
our minds to do it we must also Music stores
B 14
make up our minds to provide the Furniture stores
SV,
Investmoney to pay for the initial
1
Electrical stores
,
ment, to provide for the follow un Jewelry stores
fi.14
and the repeat, and. In the wcrd3 Men's
6
clothing stores . . .,
Now my friends, I am not going
Figures Are Conservative.
It was the opinion of many of
the business leaders who replied
INGROWN TOE NAIL
that any business whoso appropria
tion fell below
percentages
TURNS OUT ITSELF was overlooking these
opportunity for
greater profit. The figures are
A noted
authority says that a conservative, based upon knowl
few drops of "Outgro" upon the edge gained through years of sucBkin surrounding the Ingrowing cessful business experience.
nail reduces Inflammation and pain
What has this to do with adverand 80 toughens the tender, sensi- tising Albuquerque?
tive skin underneath the toe nail,
Just this
You have an Investment here
that it can not penetrate the flesh,
and the nail turns naturally out- which your assessmnv rolls show
to bo worth $22,000,000.
ward almost over night.
Tho as"Outgro" Is a harmless, antisep-tl- o sessment
rolls, I am told, are
manufactured for chiropodists. mighty conservative. That's your
busiHowever, anyone can buy from the business your community
drug store a tiny bottle containing ness, the corporation in which you
are stockholders.
directions. Adv.
It costs you, roughly, $800,000 a
year to run that business and
there is nothing conservative about
that operating expense.
By bringing more people here,
to spend money here, you can and
you will do two things that we need
and
tremendously to accomplish
that we must accomplish If we are
to
get
going
anywhere.
You will Increase the value of
your community Investment
your
Rub on Good Old Musterole
and you will reduce in
That cold may turn into "Flu," capital
about equal proportion the perGrippe or, even worse, Pneu- centage of tho
cost that
monia, unless you take care of It each of us must operating
pay. Also you will
at once.
earn a direct profit out of the new
Rub good old Musterole on the business.
congested
parts and see how
Need nt
$10,000.
quickly It brings relief.
filinnnan Ira mit tVin
a
Colds are merely congestion. ..i.n
..j
Musterole. made from pure oil of using outlay in,ni
I
the
have
figures
mustard, camphor, menthol and quoted to
or 2 per cent
Zlv.Vl'. . J . lnerS?ntsour
la
present
a!of
community
operatt
umiiDi 11 iiuiH
mucu restores iw rtof n nit
circulation ,
a
s
mean
n nnrrt- "0.1,0
rivert
nir
in
break up the
cold.!".
.
prlatlon of $10,000 a year. No
more than that sum need be spent
T
without the mustard plaster's
?"vV
n
eXpert
,Mr
,
I ?.
8ting and blister..
ccnt
Less
During the "Flu" epidemic rt should f11'15'' No' ?by you
as the
few vears airo Mnsternln wo.
in our training camps.
The Y. investment necessary to bring here
M. C. A. War Board sent thou- the new business, new population,
sands of jars to France for our new stimulus to growth that we all
recognize just now as Rorely needed
soldiers overseas.
Doctors have been recommend- in our jobs and in our businesses.
ing It to their patients for years But, you may say, advertising a
retail business Is different from
for colds, aches and pains,
Just rub it on with your finger advertising a community and its
And I reply that It Is
tips. You will feel a warm tingle advantages.
as it enters the pores, then a cool- different only In the character 'of
the
that
welcome
sensation
advertising message that must
ing
brings
be delivered not one bit different
relief.
Your druggist has Musterole; in the quality or volume of results
85c and 65c, in jars and tubes; to bo obtained.
Y'ou have all seen a trade-marhospital size $3.00.
a trade name or a business slogan
built by intelligent advertising to
a value in the millions of dollars,
when barked by a worthy product.
Is An In vestment.
Suppose one ' of the Chicago
packers should purchase the right
to label packages of soap flakes
with the name "Lux." Suppose
Proctor & Gamble offered for
sale the right to use the name
GOOD FOIt THAT "FI.CCOCGH "Ivory" on a white, floating soap.
For quick relief from the wear- Suppose Wrigley should sell to
ing coughs that "hang on" after another gum manufactourer the
the grippe or Influenza, take right to use Wrlgley'g Spearmint
would sucn
Foley's Honey and Tar. Mrs. K. D. i gum. How much
Drake, Childs, Md.. writes: "After rights be worth? The right kind
an attack of the flu th t left me of advertising is not chargablo
with a severe cough nothing seem- to the expense account. It is an
ed to relieve me till I tried Foley's investment of continuing, mountHoney and Tar. which I can highly ing value. The Idea of building a
recommo 1." it is also good for million dollar business no matter
croup, whooping cough and colds. where it may be Initiated is not
It puts a soothing, healing coating an Idle dream or a bit of
over the Inflamed surfaces, cuts the
Find a good product or
hoarseness, clears a worthy service, as good or betphlegm, eases
ter
than
Sold
the air passages.
any of its kind. Make it
everywhere.
Note- -

t.
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Let

That Cold Turn

indentiflablo by a name, a trademark or a slogan or any outstanding fact about its quality, efficiency or desirability; determine where there Is a market for
it and go to that market in a
clear, convincing way and It you
have tho courago to keep on going to that market in such a way
you will win. It has been done
over and over again with soap,
farm
breakfast food,
cigars,
lands, shoes, automobiles, .comand
can
It
munities and climates.
will bu dono over and over again
In the future. The knowledge of
how to do it, the means to do It
the courage to do
intelligently,
and tho article
It persistently
that will back up tho advertising:
The combination never has failed.
We have all the elements of tho
combination here. We have only
to unite them
and go.
Albuquerque's Greatest Asset.
We have in Albuquerquo something that thousands of people
are longing for and are willing
to pay money to find and use
a climate that will restore, health
or arrest disease. It Is superior to
any other climate in the world
for that plague which has found
its way into millions of homes.
There Is no other article on the
climate market to approach It in
quality or efficiency, it is a simple matter of advertising technique
to identify that climate and establish its efficiency. We can
even establish and give cash value
or slogan
name.
to a trade
through such arresting sentences
as "Heart of the Well Country,"
"Mecca for Health" or "Why Sacrifice Health for Wealth when
Offers iioth." We
Albuquerquo
can best
establish simply the
name, ALBUWUEKyUK.
And we do not have to search
for or create a market for this
to sell this clithing we have
mate. It is a tragic fact that our
market is ready made for us.
There are 26,000,000 families in
America and the statisticians say
that tuberculosis, the plague our
climate cures, exists in some form
in more thun three millions of
those families.
Moreover tho existence of tuberculosis appears to extend in geoso that
graphical belts or sections,
out
vour manager, when he t
"the first of his health advertisements last week, to fifteen newspapers reaching three million subscribers, was able to and did shoot
his message straight to the mark.
It coa? him $500 to fire that shot
at three million homes in states
where tuberculosis is notably prevalent. If ho gels in return one
six
healthseeker who spends
months here at an average outlay,
the cost will have been returned
to circulation among us. Two will
Four would be
mean a profit.
subject to the excess profits tax.
"Cannot ISO Pikers.'1
But we cannot toe pikers In this
and
hope for results that
game
aro worth while. We cannot spend
$500 and sit back and wait for it
to como back to be counted before
we shout again at our mark. You
wouldn't think of spending your
individual advertising appropriation that way. You keep right-oshooting. That Is what wo must
make up our minds to do for Albuquerque. We know our market.
We must make it know us and
keep it from forgettting us and
convince it, as we are convinced,
that this is tho place the only
conplace to which it can come, comfidently, for health and for
fort while regaining health.
If we will provide Mr. Fox with
tho ammunition to shoot at that
audience of three million homes
which he has picked as the best
audience to which to sell AlbuIt wo will
querque's climnte;
make It poss hie for him to keep
on shooting facts at them, month
for a year, at the end
of that year he will show you such
results that you will double the
ammunition and you will need no
further urging to Instruct him to
keep everlastingly at it.
I hope that you will do it. It
is well worth doing nt any time.
It is virtually necessary that we
do something right at tills time to
stimulate business and growth.
And this advertising plan will do
It. For It so happens that of all
our resources hereabouts, and they
are both extma ve and varied, this
resoune of climate is the only one
that is in shape to market and
that we can absolutely get behind
as a product that will justify our
advertising.
Just one word more about backfor I take
ing up our advertising
it for granted that having voted
to
advertise Al- overwhelmingly
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YOU

CANTThUST

CALOMEL AI ALL
It's

Salivates,
Quicksilver,
causes Rheumatism and
Bone Decay
The next dose of calomel you
take may salivate you. It may
shock your liver or start bone ne.

.

BOMB EXPLOSION IN
BELFAST INJURES

,

12

PAQPADFTQ

Mary Belle Spencer, publicn
(By The Associated Tress.)
guardian of Cook county t.nd
Belfast, March 16 (by the Associ
has
attorney of Chicago,candi-datated Press.) Uelfatt had the un
e
filed her name aa Republican
to usual experience today of daylight
for congressman-at-larg- e
bomb throwing which resulted in
complete the late 1b William 5. ihe
the mother
injury of twelve persons, foni
Mason's term. She
of
whom were seriously hurt. No
of two children.
deaths hud been recorded up to an
early hour this atternoon.
A grenade was thrown during the
noon hour into a church yard In
district where
tho Bailymacarret
soldiers are stationed. There were
no casualties.
Two other grenades
were thrown in the Seaford street
area and it was here that all the
casualties occurred.

Mr.

t

well-know-

J

STIUKF.

CAM-E-

For

m
The nicest catnartlc-laxattv- e
the world to physic your liver and
Headbowels when vou have Dizzy
ache. Colds.
Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach is
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

OFF.

Africa, March 16 (by tho AssociThe strike of miners
ated Press.)
which has held .South Africa in its
grip for more than two months,
has been called off.
.'

f

ilia. Mary

Belle Spencer with Mary Belle

buquerque, you are going to do It
and do it right.
t'llmato Has Worked Wonders.
We do not need to he convinced
that our climate Is what we claim
or that It will do what is claimed
for it. We have seen It done. It
has worked Its wonders for many
of us.
But healthseekers, like
tourists, buyers of shoes, spring
hats and breakfast foods, insist
upon the right of selection. There
are other climates and other communities advertising climates. In
selecting tho buyer is prone to demand comfort with his sunshine,
adequate housing with his dry air,
cheerful surroundings with his altitude, amusement and cleanliness.
To adequately support a thor- oughartvcrtlsing campaign, which l.s
the only one worth undertaking, w()
must supplement our climate with
attractive, sufficient housing, park
extension, street paving, road improvement. We must put the plant
In shape to operate efficiently
be
cause it is the business of the com
clito
plant
munity
supplement
mate In holding people here after
our advertising has iirought them
here.
Ifome Enlldlng.
Do not overlook that portion of
the program if you would realize
the greatest and most permanent
results from the advertising investment. It is not necessary to withhold the advertising campaign until these things are done. But we
should be ready to lend enthusias
tic support to every Intelligent Investment In home building, to
sewer nnd water extension, to parking and street paving. We should
rescue our public library from ruin
and make it a pleasant rest nnd
recreation place as well as an educational asset. We should grab
and run with this scheme of Sandia
mountain scenic drives to supplement tho paved roads north and
south.
At a dinner down nt the Alva-radthe other night I heard a business man protest that "We've had
to pay for everything we have received in growth and advancemen!
in Albuquerque."
I wanted to ask him what growth
any of us had ever achieved that
was worth two whoops that we
didn't pay for, In our business
mental or spiritual lives. Commudoes not come like
nity growth
April showers. The latter will be
much easier to listen to as interpreted by Mi Hortense Switzer.
o

FARM EUFWORK IS
IN
ORGANIZED
BEING
COUNTY
ROOSEVELT
1
ISerrbll Cvrr, VMtmlrnri tn The .lepi-Tvi- l
Portales. N. M., March 16.
County Agent Ralph Will was assisted this week by C. A. McNahb
of Las Cruces, agent In market-

ing, in organizing the farm bureau work In this county, and also
assisted Mr. Will in organizing a
marketing association
for dairy and poultry products of
this county.

will be glad to
WOMEN of
a laxative
lat operates without
or
griping willweakening.
Thousands
tell you
the net more satisfactory
result from Dr. Caldwell's
iyrup Pepsin than from salts,
lis and drastio cathartics.
Svruo Pensin is a mild, centle
cleanser and regulator. It costs only
about a cent a dose.

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP. PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
when eonstlpated, bilious, headachy
orout ol sorts. You will find your general health and complexion so improved that less cosmetics will be
needed? Thousands ot women have
proved this true.

It
crosis. Calomel is dangerous.
Is mercury, qulcksll.er. It crashes
into sour bile like dynamite,
BOTTLE FREE
cramping and sickening you. Calomel attacks the bones and should
Few escape constipation, to em If you io
never be put into your system.
not require a laxative at tkis moment ler me
If you feel bll'ous, headachy,
send you a Halfntnce Trial Bottle of my
Syruf. Pepsin FREE OF CHARQE so lhat
constipated and all knocked out.
you will have It handy when needed. Simply
Just go to your druggist and get a
send your name and address to Dr. V. B.
bottle of Dodson's ,iver Tone for
Caldwell, 314 Washington St., Mimticello,
a few centa which Is a harmless
JU. Write, me today.
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and if It
liver and
doesn't start your
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and with
out making you sick, you Just go
back and get your m uey.
Don't take calomel! It can nol
be trusted any more than a leopTake Dodson's
ard or a wild-ca- t.
ON'T let it get a start, Dr. King's
Liver Tone which straightens you
New Discovery will get right
makea
and
you feel fine
right up
No salts necessary.
Give It to the down to work, relieving the tight feeling
children because It is perfectly in the chest, quieting the racking
harmless a- f can not salivate.
tough, gently stimulating the bowels,
thus eliminating the cold poisons.
Always reliable. Just good medicine
made to ease colds and coughs.
For fifty years a standard remedy.
All the family can take it with helpful
results. Eases the children's croup.
No harmful drugs. Convincing, healMarch Brings Out Unsightly Spots ing taste that the kiddies
like. Atall
How to ltcmnvo Kuslly.
The women with tender skin druggists, 60c.
dreads March because It Is likely
to cover her face with ugly
No matter how thick
freckles.
her veil, the sun and winds have
a strong tendency to make her
freckle.
Fortunately for her peace of
Othine double
mind,
strength,
Feel Badlv? Rowels KluouUtie
makes it possible for even those
most susceptible
to freckles to Haven t any "pep" in work or play.
The stimulating
keep their skin clear and white. You're constipated!
No matter how stubborn, a case action of Dr. King's Pills brings back
of freckles you have, the double old timenergy. All druggists, 25c.
strength Othine should remove
PROMPT WON'T GRIPE
them.
Oet an ounce from your druggist and banish the freckles.
Money back it it fails.
HALF-OUNC-

Heavy Cold? Chest
All Clogged Up?

-

FRECKLES

Dr. King's
New Discovery
For Colds and Courtis

D
, r.Kinffs Pills

n

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,
Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

Johannesburg, Union of South

'

Into "Flu"

Iast

MOTHER OF T ,70 BABIES IS ANOTHER
ILLINOIS CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS

,

by morning, and you
"They work
splendid.
while you sleep." Cascarets never
stir y. j up or gripe like Suits. Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

eomplet'ly
feel

will
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GHOST STALKER

MAKES PLANS TO
RETURN TO N. Y.

Your last chance to buy all or any part of the
merchandise of "The Fashion Shop," now held by the
"Philadelphia Purchasing Co." All the balance of this
stock must go as we absolutely must move within the
next few days. "Don't Delay Act Now." Fill your
merchandise at 50c on the dolshelves with
Millar. This stock consists of Ladies' Ready-to-wealinery, Ladies', Men's, Misses' and Children's Shoes,
Men's Clothing and Furnishings; also about 2,500 feet
up-to-da-

(By The Asorlated Pros.)
Halifax, N. S March 16. Canada's two ghosts today apparently-habeen "laid."
Net a peep was reported from
Antigonish county after Dr. Walter
Franklin prince, Mew York stalker
of tho ephemeral, last night issued
his 7,0uo word report, expressing
belief that mysterious fires in the
house of Alex. MacDonald could bs
attributed to Mary Ellen MacDonald, tho farmer's foster daughter,
subject to "altered states of consciousness."
His ghost hunt over, Dr. Prince
was preparing to return home tomorrow.
Dispatches from Windsor, Ont.,
which yesterday reported the spirit
of Leo Leonard, of Jackson, Mich,
walking abroad, stated that no further uncanny Incidents had occurred over night at the home of his
Franklin Crandall, who
with having
charged the ghost
hurled him across the room.
Indeed, a glust would have had
a hard time squeezing into the
small house, which was thronged
all day with the curious. Two clergymen were invited by the famil:
to visit the house to lay the spirit
by tho power of prayer.
Rev. II. M. Paulin said after his
visit that there ws no doubt that
the family was in a stale bordering
on panic.
"My opinion of the whole matter
visits of spir!.'
is that these
uallst mediums have so excited the
minds of all of them that their
imagination is running riot," he
added.

PROPOSAL OF GALLUP
SELL ELECTRIC LIGHT
PLANT IS VOTED DOWN
(Sprrlnl

CorrMiHiTuh-nr-
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Gallup, N. M., March 16. Gallup held a special election Tuesday
of this week to determine whether
or not the town should sell Its municipal electric power plant. A
very small vote was cast, only 125
votes out of a possible 1.000. The
vote cast was about three to one
In favor of the town retaining possesion of the plant.
The special election Is the result
of certain legislation which was
passed at tho last session of the
New Mexico legislature at which
time municipalities were restricted
in the development of municipal
The electric power
properties.
plant was constructed prior to
tho passage of certain laws; and
for that reason the town board decided that the best thing to do
from an economic standpoint was
to offer the plant for sale.
The Gallup Electric Light and
Power company made an offer for
the plant which was acceptable to
the town board, and a contract was
drawn and a special election called
to permit the people to decide.
The Gallup Electric Light and
Power company has no power
plant of Its own, and is now purchasing current from the Gallup
American Coal company which is
located nt Gibson. N. M., three
miles away. Under these circumstances the cost of electric energy
is high for the lighting company
and it Is endeavoring to obtain a
plant of Its own.
The situation In Gallup Is somewhat embarrassing. The town has
a generating plant and Is restricted
by law from building distributing
lines, and the lighting company
has no power plant from which it
can generate its own electric energy.- Under the situation it is difficult for the lighting company to
sell bonds or borrow money with
which to develop or build a power
plant. The town board and the
lighting company have been endeavoring to arrive at an agreement so that the lighting company
could obtain a generating plant,
and so that the town could purchase electrical energy at a lower
figure than what It is now costing,
but tho people rejected the prop
osition at the election Tuesday.

M'ADOO, HIS WIFE AND
SON IN SAN FRANCISCO
(Bt The AMoelntr-i- Prcnu.)
San Francisco, Calif., March 18.
G. McAdoo,
former
William
secretary of the treasury, arrived
here today from Los Angeles with
Mrs. ' McAdoo and his' son, R. H.
McAdoo of New York.
"I have nothing to say regarding the political outlook," he said
"You see I'm out of that now and
am enjoying life in California."
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FREE
Demonstration
In our store to-

Why you will like
i " 'St'", nil

.ir.jjjtr.

USD

morrow, the 18th.
2 to 3 p. m. During
this demonstration

IE

M

Ad

afcH'ilof,

Free Souvenir to All

Tomorrow we'give
'Wonder W asliers'

14 Inched.

Suction fur the first
time by ft rotnry motion.
It will waih the dlrtlet plnres
faster, If you put taem In the
loopg.
It mill not swell up ..nd burst
hoopn, or get so heavy you
can't lift It.
and handle are In
Agltntor
one piece, o no parts ran
enmo loose.
There Is no place In the machine
the airlt'Mor falls to agitate
tn waxliln :.
It will wash any size batch, from
a smnll article to as large a
hntch na any.
It nuen four processes at once
"suction." "riqneerlng," "rubbing" nnd "stirring."
lf
With It you ran wash In
Hie time yon ran with
any other. No washing com
ptninrta . reded.
It h ' ns large a capacity at any
fnmlly washer.
It will do MOHM and BRTTKlt
T.AIIOK
work wlfh
tbnn any nther machine, alno
though It hns
heavy and
romberMome

easting,

KID MEX AND

NEFF'TO MEET MONDAY
(Br Tbs Annocliitod PreM.)
Phoenix, Ariz., March 16. A
boxing card featured by a bout
between Johnny Kid Mcx of
Pueblo, Colo., and Chet Neff to-of
Los Angeles, scheduled for
morrow
night In,' an outdoor
arena here, was ordered postponed
tonight on account of rain. The
card will be staged Monday night.

no ob-

to other ma
jectionable
chines.
Insist on having the WONOFK
WAHHFR nnd tnke no other
IT IS THK IIIC.HK8T OF
AM. IIH.H fi RAPES,

Journal waiit

als

aet results

We have been appointed exclusive distributors for the "Wonder Washer" and in
order to acquaint the people with this machine we are giving a Free Demonstration at our store tomorrow at 2 o'clock. Everybody attending this demonstration will be given a number. This number will be deposited in a box. A number
will be drawn. The holder of this number will be GIVEN ABSOLUTELY FREE
A WONDER WASHING MACHINE. Comb you will not be asked to buy. Bring
t
some dirty clothes, let us wash them for you. TOMORROW, 2 to 3 P. M.

Geo. C. Scheer Furniture Co.
314-31-

6

South Second Street.

I

it

ft runs e:sy.
It tn noiseless.
It Iian
It nil" no lost motion.
It In I lie moat durull.
It
rpe from oil nnd jrrende.
It U light, weltch but 28 pound.
It enn be ued on a bench
wringer
It will not dry up and go to
staves.
It hnm hlKh moulding, to prevent
nil slop.
It can he net on Ihe stove and
heiit wuler In It.
It ban the largent diameter of
It apillp

we will give away
one Wonder Wash

ing Machine.
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33 vears our skilled paint
makers have Been Derfcctine formu- las with one object in view longer

-

v

Eriefly, this "longer life" Is due
to the U3e of pure linseed oil a
high percentage of white lead a
correct proportion of zinc oxide.

,

This skillfully worked out formu
,a produces longer tue pami.
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Remember, Long Life Paints
Mean Low Cost Painting
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a building

with postoffice on DEMPSEY CHALLENGED
necessary to such business, and
ground floor and court rooms
do all things incident
above, and it was estimated that
BY STRANGLER
LEWIS generally
thereto, with all rights, powers
site and building could be secured
FOR A MIXED MATCH and privileges pertaining to corpofor $125,000. War time stopped
rations under the general lawe of
building, however, and new esthe state of New Mexico.
timates after tha war convinced
(By The Associated Presa.)
(c) To buy, acquire, hold, lease,
the treasury department the
Nashville,
Tenn., March It.
contract and generally deal in
building would cost $80,000 more Basing his action on his belief that sell,
and
than tha first estimate. In the wrestling is superior to boxing ns real estate and BUchas other realnecesmay be
property
meantime congress has adopted a a means of
Ed personal
transor
convenient
the
for
sary
policy, and Is fStrangler) Lewis, world's chamtodav challenged action of its business, and to take
making no appropriations for that pion wrestler,
Jack Dempsey, heavyweight cham security and create liens upon
purpose.
Mr. Jones has Induced the pion ooxer ror a mixed match. The either personal or real property.
IV.
treasury department to agree to challenge was made public through
The period of existence of the
build the postoffice section of an announcement by Billy Sandow,
the building according to- original his manager, that he had deposited corporation shall be fifty years
plans, and put on a temporary $5,000 with a local sporting editor from the date of filing of these
roof, with tha intention of com- as a guarantee to meet iJempsey articles.
V.
pleting the structure at a later "anywhere in the United States at
date when money Is appropriated a date that may be selected later."
The board of directors shall con
Upon hearing that Dempsey's slat of three members as the by
for tha court room section. The
bill permitting thin to be done manager had said he would agree laws shall provide. Tho names of
to
such a match, Iewis invited him the directors who shall manage the
he
believes.
will bo passed,
endorsed the senator's ac- to send his $5,000 as a guarantee. affairs for the first three months,
Fandow also indicated his contion in the matter.
their successors are duly
fidence In the outcome of the pro- and untilshall
be:
posed match bv offering to wager elected,
A. J. McClelland, Albuquerque,
$5,000 personally that Lewis would New Mexico.
EGYPT INDEPENDENT:
defeat Dempsey before a qualified
R. W. Crist, Albuquerque. New
SULTAN AHMED FUAD
reieree witliln twenty minutes.
Some doubt was expressed In local Mexico.
J. R. McCollum, Albuquerque,
WILL RULE AS KING sport circles tonight, as to whether
New Mexico.
any state would permit a mixed
VI.
mutch of boxing and wrestling to
(Br Tha Amorlntrd Freu.)
The board of directors shall have
bo
16
held.
tho
March
(by
Cairo, Egypt,
for the
power to adopt
Associated Press). The proclamamanagement of the business of the
shall
Fund
be
Ahmed
tion of the Sultan
company, which
WOMEN AND MEDICINE
of the company, until
the
Pasha, a King of Egypt, today was
In, Europe, yenra ago, a woman and unless the same be repealed,
accompanied by tho firing of salvos named Hlldegarde wrote a nota- amended or substituted, wholly or
of 101 guns in Cairo, Alexandria ble book on medicinal plants. In in part, by a
or
and of Port Said, and of twenty-on- e those days the men were too busy duly adopted by the stockholders
about dogmas of relig- of the corporation.
guns in all the other provin- bothering
ion and medicine, and the study
VII.
cial capitals.
of
was thought beneath
herbs
The capital stock of this corpoField Marshal Viscount Allenby,
their
notice,
fixed
at Ten Thousand
commisration
is
hitherto the British high
It was the women, however. Dollars ($10,000), and Is divided
sioner, accompanied
by members who
mostly conducted the hos Into one hundred (100) shares of
of his staff, called at the royal palace and congratulated King Fuad. pitals and cared for the sick, and the par value of One Hundred Dolthus
learned much of great lars ($100.00)' each.
they
as
whom he addressed
"your, maj- value.
They let ttie men fight out
VIII.
esty."
the
questions of theories.
The amount of the capital stock
Through Premier Sarvat Pasha
E.
I'lnkham's
Veeetsble
Lydia
with which this corporation shall
the king addressed a letter to "our Compound,
prepared almost fifty commence business Is Ten Thounoble nation." in which he said in
years ago by a woman, Lydia E. sand Dollars ($10,000).
part:
Jr'lnKham, did then, and does now,
IX.
"God has graciously
permitted relieve
ailments peculiar to
The full names of the Incorporathe Independence of Egypt to be women. the
Is
comIt
a
vegetable
are
tors with their postoffice adattained by our hands. We
pound and of great value for this dresses, and the number of shares
grateful to God, and hereby anThis
is proven day after of capital stock held b.y each are
nounce to the world that from to- purpose.
neighbor- as follows:
independence day, and in your own
day Egypt enjoys
women who
hood,
by
grateful
A. J. McClelland, Albuquerque,
and sovereignty.
have
It.
used
ourself
the
N. M.; 51 shares.
for
"We have taken
of
R. W. Crist, Albuquerque, N, M.;
Egypt,
his
King
title
majesty,
shares.
in order to insure the country's
it
LEGAL
NOTICE
3. R. McCollum, Albuquerque, N.
dignity and its international status.
to
nation
bear
M.:
God
I shares.
and the
We ask
State of New Mexico. Suite Corpo
In WItneee Whereof, we have
witness thnt we shall endearor to
ration Commission of New Mexico. Certificate of ComDarison. hereunto set our hands and seal
work for the welfare and happiness
We hope United States of America, State of the eleventh day of March. A. D.
of our beloved country.
era
A. J. McClelland.
1922.
an
this day will inaugurate
Mexico, sa.
"w
R. W. CRIST.
which will restore Egypt's granIt Is Hereby Certified, that the
.T. R. McCOLLUM.
deur."
annexed is a full, true and com
TTNMTE PRESLAR.
plete transcript of tho Certificate tC4tn
State of New Mexico, Bernalillo
"The recent marriage of Princess of Incorporation of Southwestern
County, ss.
Mary recalls the fact that the wed- Educational Exchange (No.
On this eleventh day of March,
with the endorsements thereding gown worn by her
the late Queen Vic- on, as the same appears on file and A. D. 1922. before me personally
toria, occupied in the making two of record in the office of the State anneared A. J. .T.McClelland, and It
w frlt unrt
R. McCollum, to
hundred women for eight months. Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State m known to he the persons dv
The lace alone cost five thousand
dollars.
Corporation
Commission of the scribed in and who executed the
State of New Mexico has caused foregoing; articles of incorporation,
this certificate to be signed by Its and severally acknowledged that
Chairman and the eeal of said they executed the same as their act
Commission, to be- affixed at the and deed.
Moving Picture Funnies
Witness my hand and notarial
City of Santa Fe on this fourteenth
seal the day and year in this cerday of March, A. D. 1922.
tificate aforesaid.
B. MONTOTA,
(Seal)
GEORGE! LOUGETU,
Attest:
(Seal)
Chairman.
A. 1 MORRISON, Clerk,
Notary Public.
MV commission expires January
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION Jl. 192.
.'
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OF THE SOUTHWESTERN ED-

which is just another way of
less fre- saying you

j

-

,

was passed by congress. A
was agreed on by the citizens
purchased by the government
$9,000. The plans drawn by
treasury department called

68

re-pai- nt

II

ff

ation thus:
In 1913 a bill appropriating
$123,000 for a postoffice and ..federal court house for Las Vegas
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DRIVE NOW ON
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PRESIDENT
AUTHN'- - THSVJ
NO tiACK'M IT
I'M GONNA BE A

introduced recently by
Senator A. A. Jones of New Mexico may make possible the erection of the I.,as Vegas federal
building this year in spite of the
established plan of congress to
authorize no public buildings. Senator Jones, at a meeting of
at which he was a guest
Wednesday, explained the situ-
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T.1St.'Wth- -.

NRT!0N-MD-

7H'SWT'J O.K.
BUTCUT

Operlnl Corrnponilcnce to The Journal.)
Las. Vegas, N. M., March
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OCEiNJMPJ IA0UR 6RE AT IAKEJ PORTS
WA THE PROPOSED ST. LAWRENCE
WAV PROJECT-MI- L
WN6 A SMACK
OF THE SALT SEAS TO OUR POORS- -

LED OR HAL FHOJE
o TlflCi Y MORAL

MEADOW CITY MAY GET
A FEDERAL BUILDING;
JONES IS PUSHING' IT

OF

Every paper for subscribers In the city of Albuquerque
should be delivered not inter than 7:00 a. m. weekdays
and
8 a. m.
Sundays.
If any subscriber fails to receive his paper properly a
9:80 will bring
phone call before
a new paper 'by

mt

fmRNTIC J7Y BEACH (FAS Off SAVSNO

ONE 'PIECE

CITY DELIVERY

of Snblnal, was In
the city yesterday and reported the
theft of twenty head of mixed catS. Abeyta and
tle from V. l,opc
himself last Slondny. The cattle
were on the range. Three strangers
who stopped for three days near
Pabinal are believed to have driven
the cattle away. According to Mr.
Ortega, tracks showed that the cat tle had been driven north from Sablnal.

HIPPODROME

f

SABINAL

AT

D. A. Ortega,

ryfico

Yn- -.

Consist Merely of Guards
If Bill Is Adopted.
U? The AMOclutrd I'rcti.)
Augustine, Fla., March 16
(by the Associated Press.) Secretary Weeks said ho planned to
inform tha senate military affairs
committee that ''it is impossible
with a small force to man the 290
the United
posts
throughout
states," in discussing today the action of the house appropriations
committee in reporting a bill carrying considerably redueed figures
for the military establishment and
providing for an army of 115.000
men and 11,000 officers. If the
housn committee's figures stand,
ha added, it will mean that the
fores at the army posts will be reduced to a point whore they will
consist merely of guards for the
properties.
"Reduction in the personnel,"
he asserted, "is especially unwise
unless the overhead expense of the
army is cut at least in the same
ratio. It now costs about $2,000
per man per year as against $1,000
before the war. I do not know
what the present bill contains in
detail, but so far as I am informed,
it dot's nothing in reducing the
overhead expense at many posts
which may well be abandoned."
Mr. Weeks said constant requests came to Washington for renewal of equipment and buildings
at the army posts but no expenditure of $500, or more, is allowed
unless personally approved by him.
"If congress wishes to reduce
army expenditures," he said, "it
should abolish everything not necessary for tha military defense of
the country."
He said he had asked congress
nine months ago for authority to
disposo of about 100 pieces of real
estate. There are in addition, he
asserted, a number of military
posts now valueless, many of them
scattered throughout the west,
constructed originally for defense
against tha Indians. There are still
others, he continued, which contribute in no way to tha nation's
defense.
Reduction of the army to 115.
000 men will necessitate abandonment of many posts, he said.
"We will hava to take troops
out of them," he said.
"It requires about 45,000 men on the
border and In foreign possessions
which would leave 70.000 to garrison the remnlning 450 posts. The
70.000 includes aviation, quartermaster corps, medical corps, etc.,
bo that the remainder is only about
IM,000 combat troops. This is only
enough to act as guards of government property If they are to be divided among all the posts.
"I shall hop to have an opportunity to explain the situation to
tha senate committee and have
with me the exact figures on the
distribution of the army if all the
posts are to be maintained."
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lubriaUu system

It Saves Many Repair Bills
The

Alenrtte System does away
with the guesswork and dirty-wor- k
of under-ca-r
greasing. It shoots
fresh lubricant into the bearirs

UCATIONAL EXCHANGE.
We, A. J. McClelland of Albuquerque, N. M.. R. W. Crist of Al
buquerque, and J. R. McCollum of
Albuquerque, N. M.. in order to
form a corporation for the purposes herein aet forth, under and
pursuant to the provisions of Chap
ter XXIII of New Mexico Statutes
Annotated, Codification of 1915.
and the laws supplementing said
chapter, do hereby certify aa follows:
I.
The name ef this corporation Is
Ex"Southwestern Educational

Statue

tutnWrt

oth'

with

startling
WKU1IS.

change."
II.
The registered office of the cor
poration is Chamber of Commerce
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Cut out the picture
sides. Then carefully
line 1 Ha entire length.
ted line 2, and so on.

Bection

underneath

ENDORSED.
No. 11J26. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7.
131.
Certificate of IncorpoPage
ration of Southwestern Educational
Exchange. Filed in office of State
Commission of New
Corporation
,
1922, 9:30 a. m.
Mexico, March-14A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: ICK to EMA.
INDEXED.
State of New Meico, County of
Bernalillo, ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on the sixteenth day of
March, 1922. at 10:10 o'clock a. m.
Recorded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio 211.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder.
Compared: LB to BN.

building;, Albuquerque, New Mexico, aad R. W. Crist is, and is here- CTT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
as the statutory
MONEY
by designated
Cut out this slip, enclose with So
agent upon whom process against
ana mail it to Foley
tho corporation mny be served.
Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago. 111., writing
III.
Th objects for which this cor- your name and address clearly.
You
will receive in return t trial ua.- :poration is formed are:
for
an
To
conduct
exchange
ag
(a)
containing Foley' Honey nd
the, employment of teachers and Tar Compound for coughs, colds
other trained employees, to buy, and croups Foley Kidney Pills for
sell, exchange and otherwise deal pains in smes and b.xk; rheumain all kinds of school, lodge, church, tism, backache, kidney and bladder
on all four store and office furniture,
fixtures, ailments; and Foley Cathartlo Tab
fold dotted and supplies.
lets, a wnoiesome and thoroughly
Then dot. (b)
To
own, sell and cleansing cathartlo for constipation,
Fold each convey any purchase,
real or personal prop- biliousness, headaches, ana sluggish
accurately. erty essential, or convenient and ooweis. tjota everywhere.
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underSOO-poundpressure.Itredu-

friction and wear to a minimum,
prevents rattles, saves on repair
bills. Don't pot it off. Have yonr
dealer or garage install Alemite on
your car today!

n

TO DEALERS II
both Worth Hats and
Thoroughbred Hats
are not sold in your
locality, ask ut about
our unusual dealer

The man who once wears a Worth Hat or
Thoroughbred Hat is never satisfied with
any other kind. They look better, wear
better, and hold their shape. The Worth
or Thoroughbred dealer in your town will
be glad to help you select your new Spring
hat.
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FIUDAV,
NOT QUITE.

The public is being told that the governor Is
dealing with the appointment of a new state treasurer "deliberately and without haste." Tell us
something new. An impatient people can all testify to the irritating truth of the statement. So is
he dealing deliberately with every other public
question which reaches him for decision. Deliberation is the governor's middle name.
The governor refuses to respond to "hystorical
Do you get that? Not that he refuses
demands."
to respond to demands. Oh, no! Nice, quiet ladylike demands, such as Sec. Romero and Ed Otero
But
whisper in the governor's ear, are granted.
"hysterical demands," never! No siree! The govd
ernor is too deliberate,
and otherwise
too well in hand to be affected by the hysteria of
those who demand decency.
The governor's "exceptional patience" draws the
commendation and codolence of the editor who
sits in the same boat with him and therefore has
shivers when anybody rocks it.
Mechem is being extraordinarily discreet, denot to say timid in the seliberate and cautious
lection of a successor to Mr. Strong. Almost everything he has done so far has been a mistake. But
if lapse of time will serve any purpose, he will
make more this time.
Nobody knows Just what is the matter.'. Perhaps Ed and Sec and Bill are quarreling about
which shall name the man, while the governor acts
as a
referee. A finish fight may bi
the result.
The Journal lias a different guess as to what
Is the matter. We understand that in order to reopen the Santa Fe Bank the state treasurer accepted something like $300,000 worth of certificates of deposit due at various intervals during- - the
next two years. When a successor to Mr. Strong Is
appointed and starts to take over the state's money,
he must accept these certificates as cash and become responsible for them. As soon as he has receipted for them as cash he is liable for the money.
Suppose that in the course of human events a
democratic state treasurer is elected this fall. It Is
g
a fair presumption that he will ask the
treasurer to turn over to him
money not pieces of paper which
represent Illegally deferred payments. These he is
certain to refuse.
Then the governor's appointee
will be in trouble.
Ills personal fortune will be
He will become liable on his bond
jeopardized.
and his personal prestige will be impaired.
The Journal suspects that the governor will en-- !
counter some difficulty in persuading a good, responsible man to involve himself In all these complications.
This paper very much hopes lor the success of
those who were conducting the reorganteation of
Santa Fe Bank. The Journal was silent in order
to assist them. We are glad they succeeded. But
we warned in advance that the governor was not
Justified in doing any illegal thing in order to aid
In its accomplishment.
We do not know Just what was done about the
tatc's deposit. No one has regarded it as the public's business and therefore no one has given the
people the facts. Mystery surrounds the question
of Just what Mr. Strong and the governor agreed
to in this deal.
As we understand it, this money belongs to the
people Instead of to the politicians. The politicians
have not found this out yet, but they will by and
One illegal act does not justify another and
bye.
the governor should not have agreed to anything
which was beyond the intent of the law. Perhaps
he did not. Will he please tell the people exactly
d
what he did do. It may be that a
attitude has worked in New Mexico heretofore but
It will no longer work.
Poor Governor Mcchcm has far too strenuous
problems for so palsied a hand to grasp with any
power. Our sympathy almost restrains us from
criticism but not quite.
ring-traine-

honest-to-goodnes- s,

bread-and-butt-

public-be-damne-

Some girls seem to that think every man is a
man after their own heart
As the Genoa conference couldn't do anything
anyway, its postponement is not working any hardship in Europe.
LOOKING TOR HARMONY.
The city commissioner problem does not seem
to solve itself very rapidly. The Journal had hoped
that a way could be found to avoid a contest which
would engender any feeling in a year when comis the watchword,
munity
A considerable
portion of the business men
of the
would be glad to solve it by the
old commissioners, although there are those who
object. Tho laboring men are against these commissioners because they refused to grant the firemen a hearing before they discharged them. This
criticism has great force. There is no disposition,
so far as the Journal can learn, to
the question of permitting municipal employes to organize.
The unions regard that matter as settled.
This paper is critical of these commissioners for
refusing the firemen a hearing. It would have accomplished the result without the expense and
bitterness. Incident to the recall election. They did
the community a disservice by their attitude.
The Journal has a personal grievance against
one of these men, but it is not of such a nature as
to prevent our support of him should it become
convinced that the publlo welfare requires such
support.
However, it is not passing strange it this city
has in it only three men who are capable of running the city. It would seem that men should be
found who will not create the hostilities which the
candidacy of these three men will engender.
The Journal la looking for harmony.

pectatlon that
in the price.

we will soon see

a material advance

RIPPLING niIYEt.ES

The price of wheat has advanced materially of
late.
Oats and hay are higher.
Corn, also, is higher.
Wool has advanced considerably in the last few
weeks.
Bonds are higher.
The interest rate, or the discount rate, has been
lowered.
The money situation is said to have eased up
all over the country. There is enough money now
for any legitimate business.
Isn't the thing we have been waiting for coming
to pass?
It is Just about time to celebrate.
Time to to take off the long face and wear a
broad smile.
It Is time to get up early, stay up late and work

By WALT MASON.

THE BOOSTERS

Along the well known western
coast the golden climate is men's
"Come here," they cry,
boast.
outstretched hands, "ye
with
lands!
of other
woatlierworn
Come here where spring forever
wearis
breeze
dwells, and every
ing bells, whero winter's cold and
summer's heat are goods you are
not apt to meet, where azure
skies above us bend, and human
comfort has no end!" And now
along this shining shore, for many
weeks, and many more, a wet and
hard.
weary rain has poured, and snow
has swept, and gales have roarOld opportunity is back with us again.
ed; and when a man steps down
Hi is knocking at the door.
the street a cloudburst lifts him
He Is anxious to come in and do business with us. off his feet, and drags him
through a yellow flood, and slams
Come out of hiding and look around.
Come up from the storm cellar.
It is practically all over.
Wonderful how it has cleared up.
It is time now to hitch up and go.
The crowd will soon be off.
Are you going forward, or have you anchored?
By Howard B. Garls
Senator Harrison has not "viewed with alarm"
Copyright. 1921. by McCIure
for three or four days, but perhaps he is taking
Newspaper Syndicate.
vacation.
UNCLE WIGGTLY AND THE
A young girl's first proposal always convinces
SQUIRTY BALL.
her that it will be necessary to establish a waiting
"Are you going anywhere spelist.
cial, Uncle Wipgily?" asked Nurse
Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one morning,
as she saw tho bunny rabbit gentleman starting out from the hollow stump bungalow.
he answered.
"Not special,"
"Just to look for an adventure."
A SPRINGTIME IDYL.
"Then perhaps you wouldn't
mind leaving this piece of chocoWhy should we dream of a rustic scene
cake for Mrs. Twlstytail, the
late
Where the waters are cool and sweet.
When purling rills, from snowdrift hills
pig ladv." spoke Nurse Jane.
"I'll be risht glad to do that,"
Can be seen in a city street.
replied the bunny. "Is there
From melting snow, there are streams that flow
enough of it so that Curly and
O'er beds so icy and cool.
Floppy, tho piggie boys, may
The children list to their murmurs low,
each have a bit?"
And play near them after school.
"Oh, no!" laughed Nurse Jane.
"I'd have to send over a whole
Their frail boats ride on the rippling tide.
chocolate cake for those piggie
Filled with fancies pure and fair;
And I may do that later.
boys.
The waters creep to a chasm deep,
But this Rlice is for Baby Bunty."
And fall In. they see not where. ,
chuckled
IJabv Bunty!"
"Oh,
They lint to the roar, but see no more
Uncle Wigsily. "is that little tyke
The waters that dropped from sight.
of a rabbit girl staying at the pig
Then launch again, as they did before.
lady's house?"
Their boats on the waters bright.
"For a little while, yes," answered Nurse June. "She is visitThe children, I ween, they little dream
ing there, and I know Mrs. Twisty-ta- il
Their lives are like streamlets bright.
is so busy that she has no
Their days will go, as the waters flow.
time tn mako a chocolate cake.
Their childhood will drop from sight;
Baby Bunty Is very fond of it, so
The waters, I trow, from melting snow
I am sending her some."
Prepares the fields for the reaping.
"I'll take It over," kindly ofAnd so the schools, where the children go
fered Uncle Wiggily.
Have our country's weal in keening.
Koun he was on his way. hopEmma D. Couillard in Minneapolis, Tribune ping over the fields and through

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

VERSE OF TODAY,

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
LOT OF THEM ARE MAD. ANYWAY.
Congress needs a leader, says a writer. It becins
to look as if congress needs a keeper. Charleston
News and Courier.
e
'
OR JUST LAUGHABLE.
Pink breeches for command officers in the armv
may have been suggested by those who contend
that the way in t.tui war is to make it more horrible. Detroit News.
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BILL'S ALWAYS GUMMING CARDS.
We were Just about to declare ourselves in favor
of the four- - (horse) Power Pacific treaty, when up
Jumps Bill Bryan and says he's for it. So now we
dunno. Chicago Tribune.
CALL IT

H

it

WEEK.

cried the

Free Press.

HOW ABOUT
FAT PARTY?
It is natural for women politicians to say that
can
work
a party of their own.
best
with
they
Every woman wants a party of her own. Washington Post.
A

THE SECRET OF ORATORY.
we campaign
Whenever
orators don't know
if
much,
anything, about the details, we thrust our
respective right hands into the respective bosoms
of our respective Prince Albert coats and announce
In our Impressive way that it's epochal, positively
epochal. Ohio State Journal.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
FARMER'S

INTEREST

LOAD

HEAVIER.

(From Daily Financial America.)
Standing on his own legs the farmer was always
America's chief support. He produced the wealth
that expanded the cultivated lands. They grew
from a few small scattered Atlantic coast settlements in the seventeenth century to nearly half a
billion acres without government aid. He, was the
creator of the capital that first laid the foundation
of manufacturing in New England and then extended it in every Btate. He borrowed little. His
mortgage debts in 1910 were only 1.7 billions on
the total farm property value of 40 billions. With
crops close to the average, it is difficult to conceive the farmer suddenly a dependent on the government's bounty. It is true his mortgage debt
grew to four billions by 1920, but even that is only
farm property .valuation.
a tenth the pre-wConsidering this increased debt together with
higher taxation, farm prices must be higher than
in 19 1 4 to yield a return that will pay costs and
a living income. The debt at 6 per cent means that
the farmer pays 240 millions interest on mortgages,
His notes at the bank
instead of 102 millions.
have also grown. But there is a reaction indicated or in progress in many commodities which have
moved upward from the lowest levels. At the
same time lower prices for money and many manufactured goods are easing the farmer's load. Anperother good crop year should lift the burden
ceptibly and end the unwise recourse to commitbusiin
intervention
further
to
government
the
ting
ness which has proven wasteful in recent years.
Private capital in America is now ample to meet
all the increased needs of farming and all other
as
requirements of such manufactured production debt
the world can now absorb with its greater
lower
ami
man
lessened
power
and tax burdens,
income.
ar

ear

even the crumbs. I'm Just putting my squlrty rubber ball, filled
with water, in your pocket. Uncle
Wiggily."
"Bless my pink nosel
What
for?" asked the rabbit. "Won't
out
me
over
leak
water
all
the
and make my rheumatism worse?"
"Oil, no!" said Baby Bunty. "I
put a tiny piece of cork in the
hole so the water won't squirt out
until you press the ball."
"But why should I want to
squirt the water at all?" asked
Uncle Wiggily.
"Well, the Woozie Wolf or the
Fuzzy Fox might chase you,"
spoke Baby Bunty, "and you could
drive them off by taking out my
squlrty ball and spraying water on
them."
"Thank you! I'll do it!" said
Undo Wiggily. He took out the
ball and looked at it. The tiny
piece of cork In the hole stopped
the water from Jeaking out.
With Baby Bunty's water ball
in his pocket Uncle Wiggily hopped out again and away from
The
house.
Mrs.
Twisty tail's
weather was getting colder and
it seemed about to snow.
Uncle Wiggily was thinking
what fun it would be to go coasting, when, all of a sudden, as he
was passing a big bush, out popped tho Woozie Wolf.
"Now for some ear nibbles!"
cried the Wolf.
"Not so!" cried the bunny "I'll
squirt water on you!" Untie Wiggily pulled out Baby Bunty's ball
and squeezed it. But no water
squirted out. At first the bunny
thought tho cork was stuck too
tightly in the hole, but a' moment
later, he knew what the trouble
,

was.

"Ha! Ha!" laughed the Wolf,
getting ready to bite the bunny's
cars, "you can't squirt water at
me there isn't any in the ball!"
"Yes, there is!" said Uncle
Wiggily, "Only it's frozen into
ice!
And I'll throw this hard,
So he
round, icy ball at you!"
did hitting the Wolf on the nose.
"Oh, wow!" howled the bad
chap, as tho frozen ball of water
"1 guess I don't
bumped him.
want to nibble any ears today!"
and away he ran.
Then Uncle Wiggily took Baby
Bunty's frozen, squirty ball home,
with him to thaw it out, and no
the bunny's cars were saved. And
if tho fire shovel doesn't' take
cold when the icicle slides down
'on it to play with the coal scuttle, I'll tell you next time about
Uncle Wiggily playing store.

f

3--

You can pull off a father and son week and a
mother and daughter week, but let somebody try "How for some
to put over a brother and sister week! Detroit

him In a bank of mud.
"And
now," me thought, "tho booster
feel
fourwill
like
surely
gents
teen cents; all chilled by frost
and soaked by rain, they'll cease
their glad and wild refrain. I'll
chase me down to their retreat,
and note their cold and clammy
feet." And lo, the boosters cried,
"Odsflsh! What more could any
wish? -- These showers
mortals
that soak the lea and wold are
worth their weight in minted
gold! The frost and snow will
prove, gee whiz, how versatile
our climate is! Oh, hither come,"
the boosters cried, "where every
curve
is tried I
We
weather
spring some feature every hour,
a squall, a snowstorm or a show
er!" I sighed, while Jogging back
through town, "You cannot keep
good boosters down!"

nibbles!

Wolfc

the woods, carrying the piece of
chocolate cake in his pocket, for
it was cold, and the rabbit gentleman didn't want the cake to
sneeze or freeze.
"Oh, how kind you are!" said
Baby Bunty, when she aw Uncle
Wiggily and the chocolate cake.
"I was just hoping some one
would come to see me."
"Yes, Baby Bunty har been a
l.
bit lonesome," grunted Mrs.
"fhe wanted mo to play
tag, but bless her pink nose and
yours also. Uncle Wiggily! I have
no time to piny tag!"
"And I'm afraid my rheumatism pains me too much to allow
me to do so," said the bunny
apprehensive like and worried.
"Oh! I don't need any one to
play tag now," said Baby Bunty
"I'll Just have a
with a laugh.
little play party with the piece of
chocolate cake Nurse Jane sent
me.
Look, 'Uncle Wiggily!" and
Baby Bunty, who was always up
to some trick, held a rubber ball,
with the squirty hole pointed
straight at the bunny.
Don't
"Oh, don't squeeze it!
squirt any water on me!" begged
"If I get damp
Uncle Wiggily.
it will make my rheumatism
worse!"
"Don't worry!" laughed Baby
Bunty, "there isn't any water in
this rubber ball. It's a squirty
one all right but there isn't any
water in it now. But maybe I'll
put some in later! Only I'm going
to eat my chocolate cake now."
So, Baby Bunty ate the chocolate cake, and Uncle Wiggily sat
and talked with Mrs. Twlstytall
for a while, until it was time for
the bunny to hop along if he
wished to have any adventures
that day.
As Uncle Wiggily was leaving
Baby Bunty slipped something
into his coat pocket.
"What is that?" asked Mr.
Longears.
"Oh! It isn't Nurse Jane's cake
that I'm sending back," laughed
the cute little rabbit girl. "For
there isn't any ot .that left not
Twls-tytai-

(By The AkmiI'UmI I'ress.)

New York. March 16. Accompanied by another large and varied
sales
turnover,
approximating
1,150,000 shares, the stock market
today continued its upward course.
In a few instances, however, the
list manifested signs of a topheavy
or
condition.
Virtually all the day's happenwere
ings
helpful to the enhancement of quoted values. The money
market was in its easiest position
of the year and leading foreign exchanges made additional recoveries.
Railroads were reported as buyers of equipment, further price advances were said to bo in contemplation by independent steel producers and the American Railway
association stressed a heavy gain
in car loadings. '
Extensive purchases of copper
metal for export were said to be
under consideration and trade authorities announced a distinct expansion of the demand for motor
cars, trucks and various accessories.
over-boug- ht

New-Yor-

Central

78
Northern Paciflo
J
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 15
Reading
50
Republic Iron & Steel
24
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
l
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
TexaB Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
ti7t
United States Steel
64
Utah Copper
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Chicago, March 16. Speculative buying based largely on opinthe
ions that recent setbackstoo insevere
price of wheat had been
today a
gave tho wheat market The
close
decided upward swing.
net higher,
was strong 2c to
and
to $1.35
with May $1.35
to $1.16. Corn
July $1.16
c
oats
and
to
gained
c to
c In provisionsto the
to
30c
outcome was unchanged
higher
here
At first tho wheat market
to
had a downward tendency owing
new declines in quotations at Livapparent,
erpool. It soon became orders
in
selling
however, that
their
popularity
Chicago had lost
n
for at least the time being,
active demand from commission
contenhouses developed, and the
tion was made that notwithstandof Lritlsn
ing reported weaknessbetween
Chimarket the difference
of late
cago and Liverpool values
had widened instead of narrowed.
Then." too. it was said that continental European countries . were
dwindling rebuvlng, ami with
ceipts at Kansas City nnd Minnecrop
apolis, together with adverse
market durreports from Ohio the continued
to
ing the later dealings
a nte1?"
miin
impetus toward
One of the bullish
level of prices.
a
factors 1nst before the close was
Philadelphia message sayingall dealtne
ers there were picking up
hands
ciicap flour they could lay

3c

lc lc

Tu

A CO UN

SSRJN

show cards.
187U-J-

.

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous
milkcuw,

tuy

Theme

WOHKS.

yisns, banner,
North Third, phune

katenmiiitt and paper, waxCLEANING,
ing and oiling floor; wurk guar uv.tjed
John tioudsun, phone 634-WANTED
By
party, car old
furniture, ruga, stoves, clothing any
nnd everything.
Address Bjx 4u0, care
Journal.
MAX BARGAIN
STOK&, at S16 Houl.i
will pay the highest prices for
rim,second-hanyour
clothing, shoes and
Phon 858.
furniture.
FUltN 'J'UKfcl repaired, uphulstered and
reflnished. Furniture and dishes packed. ART CRAFT SHOP, ft. L. Hanks,
Sir North Third, phone 9fi'Z-THE OLD GOLD STAR Old Town, now
chicken
open for business; iirst-clos- s
home-mad- e
bread and
dinners; good
Edna Williams, proof, et'-rpics.
RUG CLEANERS
1.25.
9x12 Rugs Cleaned,
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and up;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
Beddlnr Co., phone 471.
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twlct dally service. Remember, satisfiend your finishing
faction guaranteed,
to a reliable established firm. Hanna
& Hanna, Master Photographers.

MONEY TO LOAN
UUtNtiX TO LOAN On waiches, diamonds, guna and everything valuaole
Mr. B. Marcus, S13 South First.
MONET TO LOAN n diamonds, watches
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con
fldentlal Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 106 N. 1st

CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diamonds watches, Liberty bonds, plan ts,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rnthman'a
117 Houth First.
BondeiJ to th state.
WANTED
To loan 15,(iU0 on Improved
real estate, three to five years, at 8
per cent; business property preferred;
no commission. Address Box 66 cave
J iiirnal, with full particulars.

.86.
caDiea.

Holland de
ai.ou. Normand, st.bi;
17.35.
Sweden de
demand.
way
20.88.
Denmark,
mand, 25.85.
Switzerland demand, 19,41. Spain
Greece demand,
demand, 15.52.
1 17
.02 Va .
Pnlnn.l
dpmnnd.
demand. 1.77. Ar
gentine demand, 36.0U. Brazil de
mand, 14,00. Montreal, Hby..

.36;

cablrs,

Czocho-Slovak-

CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicago, March 16. Butter
Market higher. Creamery extras,
39c; firsts. 84038c; seconds, 81
33c;

standards, 38c.
Market higher.

Kggs
mm
.,or,a

1,'lrats

9.

2

Receipts
66 2 2

1

C!

2121'Ac;miscel-laneou-

Bhip-mpn- ta

130-pou-

39,

4s,

1313c.

North Edith.

2o3

Postmaster General Work will have to or 'he
won't learn what Is on the postal cards.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

In

Th prices of hogs have advanced 60 per cent
the last few week.
The cotton market is stronger, and there Is ex- -

JL8!j

J

VOF-V-

hfcHBORrtOotf

I

'

-

y--

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City. March 16. Cattle
Beef steers
2,600.
Receipts
strong to 25o higher, mostly 10c to
15c higher. Top, $3.50; other sales,
$6.75 7.90; fat she stock mostly
steady to strong, spots higher; best
cows $6.00fi)6.25: medium to good
kinds, $5.fl0ifi)5. 50; better grades
all other
$0.25
7.00;
heifers,
classes around steady; good veal
ers. $8.00 9.00; canners and cut
ters generally $3.00 4.26; medium
to choice bulls, $4.004.75.
Market
5,000.
Hogs Receipts
generally steady to 15o higher than
yesterday's
average, shipping
weights
advancing most, $10.10
paid; packers buying steady to
strong; packer top. $9.85; bulk 200
to
weights, 9.65.80;
bulk of sales, $9.50 010.00; most
throwout sows, $8.60; stock pigs
25c to 40c lower, very few over $
Sheep
Sheep Receipts 8,000.
and wooled lambs steady. Six cars
fed lambs, $15.80; clipped lambs
strong to lEo higher, best $12.75.

no

Foil

'..

porch

n

41

.nrrn

FOH

YYflfsr. Ht'vpr.
ami alonpins
NHHer. pilrinp lx:.'N--

purely

Two-rooHEN';'
front uitartment
fio7 Houth Hfconl. phonft 14Mt-.FOH KENT
Two rooms for 'IRlit housti- .,
wear jror.; no hick.
FOR KENT Two
llKht housekeeping
i.j.mu... wun nntir. viu wnntn Truro,
FOK KENT Two furnisher! rooms for
light hnuseUfrcping. 17L'7 Went Central.
FOIt R 10 NT Two furnished rooms for
light
1727 West Centra I.
FOIt KENT Two light housekeeping
rooms.
017
Inquire
South tinmrtwnv.
STEAM HEATED room;
reaaonabl; no
-- m, niu garage,
n;i North Fourth.
ROOM and sleeping

301

Third.
ond

1.H0-J-

KENT

rOOm.

FOK

porch,

S..th Edith, phoneadjotnln.
Neatly furnished sleeping
.......
CUlSa In. ll.am Kn.
s, DOU,

bum

FOH

,

RENT

Furnished
"ekeeplne

sleeping
South

ro'

FOR RENT

ec

Three rooms furnished fof
,o,l'ckeeplne' ,02 Norln Second, phon.
FOH RENT One furnished room witi

m'wT&a."1

'ight

FOR RENT-Furn- 'ace
heated front room.
ground floor, adjoining bath. 609 West
Fruit, phone 2042-.F"K KENT Sleeping rooms; also light
-

ri?.7"nHC?'n?

Fn
steam

Denver. March 16. Cattle Re
celpts 800. Market slow to Weak.
Beef steers, $8.75 7.00; cows and
helfem JB.00 0 7.40: anlves. $8.00
10.60; bulls, $2.503.50; stock- ers and feeders. $b.S!i8 i.io.
;

ImP'al

r,oc"n-

Annex,

--

BENT-Furnl- shed

front r
heat; i.lso room and sleeolng
Phone !.isi.w

porch.
FOR KENT Three furnished rooms ana
newiy papered and
pa '"iieu.
rnone 1804-.FOR KENT Nicely furnished bed room!
gentlemen
Call
employed.
af'er p. m. preferred,
30
West Coal.
Fdt,NTr1:VKe11. furn"he(1 bed ro"
lnu"1 1,1 private some, :i
I
i7.il
.
"ulu jwuu, pnone lasz-w'OR RENT South sleeping
wltS
room,
next to hath.porch, . .
dressing
room. Ph ne 414
anM
FOR RENT Nice, clean rooms (or bouis- -aim Bleeping; under nev man- .ooiu,
mcm.. in .fr njprtn Third,
FOR RENT Nice lerir. room ,.n
tllated. filrnneA h,,,- - ...
j .iuaiti room.
next to bath. 108 South Arno.
. '
'OR RENT Mml.rn frnl.k.
private family, neat and clean, with gar- a" iNortn Eleventh.
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooms:
Tn t PH hv rlav n s
T'ATl.""" rmnn
ti...... .11,
FOH RENT One large front bed room!
ceiy lurnnnen,
private family: na
!ek. r,17
flnlil

.i.ii

wi

it

nhn.

ffnt

"ELGIN

HOTEL Sleeplni
rooms nj
"
vj ma aay,
eek or month. Knsu
Three-rooFOR
RENT
furnished
ii.imu, not ana com water, steam
i.il!f?hta
Bnri nhnn. n.M
).
J.,,
Broadway
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, a lei
clean rooms and houeekeeplng apartments, by day, week or month. Ill
Smith Third.
FOR KENT Two nicely furnished rooms
."r until Housekeeping,
treat, lights,
.water and phone
paid; also sleeping
rooms.
823 South Fifth.
MAN EMPLOYED,
will share
and
. room
.
i
nnr.h with
Jectlon to healthseeker If not bed pa- uenr, su.qb per month, ill North High.
FOIt RENT Exclusive
well furnished
room, with large sleeping
hot
water heat and bath: eentrallvporch,
loeat.d.
Onrage If desired. Phone 1744-J21
west una I.
FOR RENT Strictly high class room,
north, east and south exposure, southeast sleeping porch, private home, bint
resiacmiai aistnet; gentleman preferred;
n sick. Call 97U

r...t

.nn.i.

LEGAL NOTICE
--

NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLE
MENT,
To whom It may concern, notice
is hereby given that the final
rt
of the executor of the estate
of Addle L. Gill Muggley deceased.
nas oeen riled in the Probate Court
of Bernalillo county, New Mexico,
and the sixth day of April, A. D.
1922, has been set by said court for
the hearing of objections to the
same and final settlement of said
'

ALVIN H. GERDEMAN,
Executor.
A DM I ISTKATR I X NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate ot Fred
H. Russell, Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the twenty-thir- d
day of February, 1922, duly
of the
appointed Administratrixestate of Fred S. Russell, deceased,
by the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified as
such Administratrix,
all persons
having claims against the estute ot
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same
to the undersigned tn the manner
nnd within the time prescribed by
law.
MRS. FRED S. RUSSELL.
Administratrix,
Dated February 23, 1922.
-

n-;e-
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Denver Livestock.

We want good clean cotton
rags, goad size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.
By Gene Byrnes

'M

fifj'

h.cplng

Lovely furnlnlied room. Jilt)
Soulh Walter.
FOR RENT Light huuseKccplng rooms.
.
31 ii West Central.
FOR REN'TTwo rooms for light
r.
('.0 North Second.
Ff.'It RENT
roam.
Huth Wnlt-- r. phone 1'rt7-J- .
I''OU lite VI' J.urtiQ unfurnished room,
IHi new. U'-- S'Ulh KilHh.
Fori 1U0.NT Three furnished lumsckeep.
lng rnoma. 91! North Kruirth.
TWO ItOO.MH, nirnifhi-irToThouetkecp
I

Trade Mark Registered C, S. Patent Office)

US

West Copper.
Ph. 2369--

RENT

FOR

'

--

Rooms

51fl
FOR K ISN'T Room.
INU modern room, Judles.
F' R RENT Ktoom, wlta

FOR RENT-T- wo
furnished rooms an!
FOR RENT Ranches
iiU'o6"
,?";ch for twi no children.
Walnut.
e
Twenty-acrKENT
FOK
ranch, part ui
KENT.-Heautii- uiiy
turnlhed ro.alfalfa, under main ditch, two miles FOR
north of town. Postofflce box 813, city.

--

K

Matthew Adams

WANTED
WANTKD

s,
ordinary firsts,
21'A (a22c.
Poultry Alive, uncnangea. Redull.
Potatoes Market
Total U. S.
42 cars.
ceipts KK7
nam. Wi&nniiHin sacked
1.75 .cwt.;
$1.66
round white,
same, bulk, $1.75 1.85 cwt.; "Wis
i.oo cwt.,
consin sackca Kinas,
Minnesota sacked Red rivers. $1.75
Minnesota sacked
1.S5 cwt.;
round whites, partly graded, $1.60
(i 1.70 cwt.; Idaho sacked Rurals,
cwt.; Idaho sacked
$1.75 1.85
cwt.; Wyo$1.70 01.85
Russets,
on.
Industrial demand for corn ana ming sacked Russets, $1.70 cwt,.
arrivals
falling off in the volume of both
of
KANSAS CITT PRODUCE.
here helncd to lift values
corn
of
oats.
Receipts
corn and
Kansas City, March 16 Eggshere were the smallest in many
Market unchanged.
lard!
of
Tv,!,it
Inllvprles
Butter Market unchanged.'
Poultry Hena. 22 2 3c; springs
on March contracts, me piuvimwu
higher in line 3c higher, 35c.
market averaged
with hops and grain,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
('losing prices:
Wheat
May, $1.35; July,
Chicago Livestock,
$1.16.
64c.
Chicago, March 16. Cattle ReOonlMay, 61 He; July, 40,,ic
Oats Mav, 3SUc; July,
ceipts 10,000. Market fairly active;
Pork May, $10.00.
beef steers, she stock and bulls
3a.
$11.
T.nrrl
July,
Mnv, $11.20;
steady. Early top beef steers,
veal
8.00;
$7.25
Ribs May, $10.77; July, $10.25. $S.65;
bulk,
calves steady to 25c lower; stock-er- s
and feeders slow, weak to lower.
NEW YORK COTTON.
Market
Hogs Receipts 23,000.
10c
to 15c higher than yesterday's
16.
Cotton
New
York, March
futures closed very steruly. March. average;
lighter weights fairly
slow, big packers
$18.09: Mav, $17.93; July, $17.34; active, others
holding back. Top, $10.65; practiOct., $16.00; Doc, $16.75.
cal limit. $10.60;
bulk, $10.00
10.45; pigs 15c to 25o higher; bulk
MIIEIITY BOXDS,
desirable 100 to
pack
New
York, March 16. Liberty ors, $9,00 9.75.
Fat
bonds closed:
11,000.
Sheep Receipts
$97.02; first
fat
and second 4s. blank; first 4H. lambs strone to 25c higher;
Medium to good
steady.
$97.30; second 414s, $97.60; third sheep
lambs.
4,4h, $98.76; fourth 4 Us. $97.80; wooled
$15.2515.50;
strong weight clipped yearlings,
Victory
blank; Victory
$12.00;
$100.68.
good handy weight fat
wooled ewes. $9.409.50; talking
NEW YORK MONTST.
steady on shearing lambs.

3s,

AM

CLASS ffiFHE

--

l
New York, March
money Easier. High and ruling
rate, 4 per cent; low and last loan,
3 per cent; closing
bid, 3 to 3
call loans against acper cent;
3
Vi
cent.
ceptances,
Per
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
to E per
Great Northern and Northern days and six months,
Pacific were among the .few con- cent; prime. .mercantile paper, i
4 94 per cent.
lit
to
stocks
the
weak
early
spicuously
dealings. Both closed at material
NEW YORK METALS.
declines despite assurances that no
unfavorable inferences were to
New York, March 16. Copper-Fi- rm.
be drawn from the change In Great
Northern's dividend period.
Electrolytic, spot and nearCrucible Bteel also was depressed by, 13c; later,
on
Tin
rumors that the
Easier. Spot and futures,
for a time
directors might take adverse divi- $28.87.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
dend action at the meeting schedLead Steady. Spot, $4.70 & 4.80.
uled to take place after the close
East' St. Louis
Zinc Steady.
of the market, but the stock more
loss
in
its
the
final
than recovered
spot, $4.704.76.
Antimony Spot, $4.25,
dealings.
The Initial Quotation for call
Foreign bar silver, 64'e.
cent
Mexican dollars, 49c.
but the rate
loans was
per
fell to 8H before noon and to 8 in
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
the afternoon, this equaling the
lowest figure of the year. Time
more
New
liberal
York, March 16. Foreign
money offerings were
and acceptance call rates also exchange, steady. Great Britain
eased to 8 per cent.
demand, $4.33; cables, $4.34 hi. ;
bills on banks. $4.31.
Exchange on London was firmer sixty-da- y
although markets at the center France demand, $8.92; cables,
8.93.
French
further
showed
irregularity.
Italy demand, 5.014; cables,
and Belgian rates also improved, 5.02. Belgium demand. 8.25;
the Italian remittance reacted and cables, 8.26, Germany demand,

(Copyright 1921 by Gtoorg

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

the markets

German bills continued under thg
Influence of the reparations tangle.
The Dutch quotation was a trifle
higher, although all' of the Scandinavian rates were lower by five
to ten points.
Closing prices:
42
American Beet Sugar
47 '4
American Can
American Smelting & Ret'g.. 52
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 34 7s
123
American Tel. & Tel
American Kinc
Anaconda Copper
97 Vi
;
Atchison
38
Baltimore & Ohio
60
Bethlehem Steel "B"
27
Butte & Superior
52
California Petroleum
...136
Canadian Pacific
37
Central Leather
60 V4
Chesapeake & Ohio
'
Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
28
Chlno Copper
29
Colorado Fuel & Iron
65
Crucible Steel
1
Cuba Cane Sugar
J2
Erie
5
Ci.Mt Vnrtliprn nfrl
41 i
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine ptu
i'a
30
Kennecott. Copper
Mexican Petroleum ........123
27
Miami Copper
22
Missouri Pncifio
65 a
Montana Power
8

TIOOASH SPOT

M

March 17, 1922.
KINGSBURY'S

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.
r- -,
n

KOLUMN

FORTUNES
STATISTICS HAS PROVEN
THAT THEHIHAS
BEEN
MORK HEAL MONEY MADE
IN OWNING
PROPERTY
THAN ANY OTHER BITBI- ESS.

ALSOISEASIBR

Tfih-IH-
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n
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1921 by the Internal lonal News Service.
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By George McMamu
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I."OOKA FT ER AND fgLESS
A
GAMBLE THAN ANY
OTHER
A LOOK

irr

)

Yl

(

L

)

'

f

I

,( CHAS,

'

'

9

know

A

1 ITTf-iGKM.
located near Fourth
street and car line. Mas living
room, dinlntr room, kitchen all
good-sizclosets, glassed
sleeping porch, .sotttriwe.it
exposure, screened front and back
porches, bath, sidewalk, lawn
lot fenced; all
outbuildings.
this for the small sum ot $'!

I'OU ItK.VT
Four - room.
huth,
porches
basement, Xo. si 7 South Sixth
street, unfurnished. Lease year
at $43 per month.
Severn) other furnished and
unfurnished houses fur rent.

THE
THE

VALUE.

'

SMALL
AND
DEPOSIT
VOl R KENT KIX'KTPTS
WILL BUY TMKSH.
Two rooms, 2 sleepinfr porches, alh, electric lights, snreon-ed-i- n
back porch, completely
furnished.
This property
is
located in the Fourth ward
and is a good buy.

'"''

'
'

Three rooms, sleeping: porch,
electric lights, cily water, gar-agfruit trees and grapes.
Lot B0xl30 . feet.
Can be
bought on very good terms.

"

LITTLE

A

DANDY

COM-

FRUIT

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
CO.
J. T. YOCXO
Albuquerquu, N. M.

n

RENT PROPERTY.

RANCH NOT SOLD YET
You had better hurry, or If you
want a nice country home, here
It is. Must be sold in 30 days.
Phone 2412-JJ. A. GLEASNER.

of houses

for rent In all parts of the
city; also have a nice small
adobe
ranch with
house.
two-roo-

RANCHES
Now Is the time to rfet busy
select
and
that RANCH. We
have a number of good ones
of various sizes, both improved and unimproved, and located in different parts of the
valley. If you are planning on
getting a ranch this spring,
come In and tell us your
wants. With such a variety to
choose from, we believe we
can satisfy you.

FOE SALE
the finest tome on East
Silver avenue, 6 rooms and bath, extra largo glared sleeping porch, hot
water nent, large basement, fine electrical equipment; parage, with servant's
room attached.
Terms,
new white ituceo bun$i,?00 Five-roofeathardwood
floors, built-i- n
galow,
ures, garage, Fourth ward; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale.

KOLUMN!
In a few days we expect to
announce the opening of a
BRAN NEW ADDITION on
STREET.
NORTH FOURTH
The very best proposition yet
offered the homeseeker.

A. FIXISCSO, KesUcr

Accident, Automobile assurance,
Surety Bon Is, Ivoans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
674.
Fire,

FARM.
$300 down puts you In possession
of a rich 1 2 acre tract with
two small houses and barn, fruit
trees, shade trees; near car line.
Price, $2,300 ; easy payments.

Realtor.
Loans and Insurance.

Foil

UK .NT

I'hone

occupied.

907--

Apartment

Apartim-iit-

.

1379-R-

haa never been

apartment;
no sick; Karaite if desired. Pho.ie llJo-J- .
1UH KENT Modern furnished apartment, no children. 710 South Arno,
phone

Chnrmlnsr homesite of an nere;
best suburban location; near East
Central avenue car line. Trice,
$950.

JOSEni

Phone

744.

COT.UKIt
207 W. Gold Ave.

HELP WANTED

'

lSMiT-'-

Male.
KENT Completely furnished
apartment, wltil sleeping porch. GET illustrated catalog.
Learn how.
1213
East Central.
Men's Christian
Young
Association
FOR HENT Two furmdieo rooms, fur Auto S:hool teache. Lite Angeles.
light housekeeping; adults; no lek.
Fern nip.

l''Oi'.

Fuulh

734

Second.

Three-roofurnished
JclfjNT
808 Sou 111
apartment, bath, porch.
Third.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, newIn.
ly decorated; close
Apply ?0S
North Sixth.
three-rooFOR T1E.NT Nicely furnlmaA
apartment,
glassed
sleeping
no
7utl
West
sick.
l.eod.
porch:
KKNT Steam heated apartment,
In Park View court, 902 East Silver,
rail J. A. Hammond, phone 1522-'olt RENT Apartment, two nice front
rooms with hot and cold water, on car
901 S.uth Third.
line.
Thone S41-FOR RENT Small furnished and large
unfurnished apartment; steam heat and
hot water. 1211 West Rojna, phono 490-furnishFOR RENT Three or four-roo200 block
ed apartments,
modern,
.South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel office.
It
RENT Unfurnished , apartment
ft)three
rooms; steam heat, bath, range,
1023 North
''Ihtko porcb. Reasonable.
Fifth.
FOR RENT Apartment, furnished complete; light, water, heat and cooking
21t
gas furnished. Crane Apartmerts.
North Seventii.
1002 West CenAT THE WASHINGTON,
tral, small furnished apartment, suitable for married couple, or two ladies.
Inquire at apartment No. 1, for full In,T.
D. Eakln, proprietor.
formation.
VOR RENT Furnished apartments, confour rooms,
venient to s.matorlums;
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMllllon
Wood, phone 148.

FOK

W ANTED
WASIU.NUS

done at

Position
11--

3

South,

ilroad-way-

.

Housework by the day.
I'hone JB45.
WANTED
stenographic, and clerlcul
WANTED

Call 156B-work.
WANTED
Nursing

tical nurse.

Phone

by competent

prac-

684--

WANTED
Washing and Ironing to lake
1001 West Mountain road.
home.
First-clas- s
baker wants posiWANTED
tion. Address I). D., cara Journal,
FOR HOUSE CLEANING, floor waxing,
:430-lawn work, call J. W.

WANTED Washing snd Ironing by day
or dosen. Call 1703-apartment t30.
WFS AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
A KAMI,
WILLIAMS
keep books.
room 8, Mcllnl building. Phone 701-wTjOW, with twelve-year-oldaughter,
motherwishes position as
Address Motber,
less family preferred.
care Journal.
wants to
GOOD alHround man cook,
taka charge of your l a In or out of
town. Write 712 West Marbls. Call 1611
North Third.
EXPERIENCED stenogTHOROUGHLY
like extra
rapher, employed, would
work, legal or otherwise. Address J. B.,
csre Journal.
OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Junltor
service; house cleaning (with vacuum),
refcrenoea
best tit
floors polished;
'
phone (13--

FOR SALE

Real

fc.ntat

FOR SALE Choice lot, (0x142 feet, nine
hundred block West Silver, 8760. Ap-P- l
820 West Silver, phone 146B-FOR SALE Nine acres good land, undor
ditch, half In alfalfa, bait mil from
urcet car, 1225 per acre. Phone Owner,
2417-H- I.
or 348.
FOR SALE Nice cornor"iot. water In,
10
cash and 110 per
price 1326;
month; S per cent discount tor eaab.
Call at 1702 East Grand.
FOR SALE 100 feet, fronting Sllvr
avenue, by 133 feet, fronting Hlgtrli.nd
park; level, on grade and, fine view,
cheap; on easy terms. J, A. Hammond.
824 East Silver.

TYPEWRITERS
ivrhuuiad
ypEWKiXEUK All mate
and repaired. Ribbons fnr very mft
chine.
Ei
Typewriter
Albuqaerqaw
I"1 Smith Fnnrih.
rhirncfl, phone 90S-.1

FOR SALE
Jim

HUNTER

$2100.00 FOR THIS HOME
IN FOURTH WARD,
Four-rooshingle bungalow,
bath, two porches, outbuildings,
corner lot. Good terms to right
party. See us for appointment.

FOR SALE $2960.00
frame, has Areola
heating system, nice sleeping
See
this little home.
porch.

ORT R A DE

WM.K O'H TRAD
Lumber wagon
and a heavy spring wagon, three-(uurtl- u
mile west of bridge. A, J. James.

Cottage matron for Well
Phone 4
Country Camp.
WANTED American woman for gen1211 South Arno.
eral house.
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
Apply mornings. 823 West Copper.
WANTED yuung girl to assist with
housework. Call mornings. 1116 West
Central.
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Dining room
110
and pantry girl.
South Third.
Phone 8M-WANTED Efficient
for
housekeeper
ranch, where there are men. Apply F.
W.. care Journal.
W N TED
ApEngl ish-apking maid
ply housekeeper, Albuquerque Sanatorium; do not phone.
WANTED A cook In a family of four,
good wages for a good cook.
Apply
Mrw.
Weinman, 70S West Copper.
WANTED Woman to taka charge of
house; family of four: middle aged
woman preferred.
715 Eawt Silver.
WANTED Waitress; must be experienced and capable of first-clacafe
service. Apply mornings, 221 West Gold.
WANTED Refined elderly woman needing a home, for light housekeeping for
elderly widower. Arrange compensation
at Interview. Address Widower, care
Journal,
WANTED

BUSINESS CHANCES
fuR

brick building.
First; location good for any
kind of business.
FOR SA LE First-clas- s
shoe shop, full
Una of machinery; price very reasonAddress 8. R.
able; owner leaving.
care Journal.
FOR bALs? Plumbing
supplies, pipe,
pumps, points. 60 car and bua fare to
V. C. Thazton,
Mountain road.
1111
471-.North Fourth, rhone
',
FOR iSALE Restaurant, opposite Santa
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
storeroom for other business purposes.
Fixtures Include swell aoda fountain,
which can be bougnt aenarate.
FOR S XK Dandy small general merchandise business. In good,
henlthy
town pear by. "":.ia businesa Is making
money now and has unlimited possibilities
for future; clean aalabla stock of fS.SM,
cheap rent. Addreas
Merchant, ears
Journal.
A WELL ESTAHSHED and going concern, doing high-dat- a
business, will
consider a man with some executive
ability and good reonrd as partner;
11,000 In cash will give the right man
pleaaant employment and a good Income
with full partnership.
Address Box 73,
cara Journal.
FOR SALE Indian trading sir re and
ranch, ten acres under cultivation;
fenced; one section land leased; stone
building, 60x:0 feet; three living rooms,
storehouse, corralla; fine well of water;
gasoline engine; three heavy horaea, har-neand wagon: twenty turkeys, thirty
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
miles from Gallup, New Mexico; ten
miles from railroad;, a bargain; dissolvAddress postoffloa box
ing partnership.
873. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
KALfcl

I'wo-ator- y

215 South

, , , WANTED

Houses

Furnished houses to rent In
all parts of t"wn. McMllllon A Wood.
furnished
WANTED A four or five-roohouse or apartment, with large glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. Address Box XX
caro Journal Office.
WE WISH the lowest cash price on a
home of about five rooms; give description and street number. Address
Bo 99, care Journal.
A three,
WANTKD
four or five-roohouse In good location, for $300 down
payment, with monthly payment of 176.
Price must be right. Address Box 115.
can Journal.
WANTKD

FOR RENT

--

Office Rooms

ILIlVs
neat
FOR RENT Office, rooms.
Oentrnl.
FOR RENT Office, rooms, Luna Strieker
building. Korber Auto Department.

MATTRESS RENOVATING
IT H list, li L.UV ATIMI. 13.60 and up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furniture parking. Pbu.ie ill. Ervln Bedding Company.
A

An

Opportunity of a Life

Ti me,
We have a modern four-rootwo screened porches,
house
lawn and trees, close in, In
the Highlands, wntcn Js without a doubt the greatest value
we have offered In a long time.
If you want a home, or an investment, don't fail to see this.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
e
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
I'hone 156.

DIECKM ANN REALTY CO.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold. Phone 670.

(

-

What About the Garden
and Chickens?

rr.Move

:

:

five-roo-

Is

HOMES

IN

IMTU FlIATOWK

,r

:

In
Immediately
A completely
furnished
house on K.ist Central
avenue, has been listed with us
and for quick sale we are offering it at a gaorifice. House
is furnished with new furniture
of the higtiest grade, and the
owner Is willing to Bland a loss
on It, bo that they can realize
some cash.
Ug Show It to You.
J D, Keleher,
Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410,

the time to begin
planning for the spring garden
and young chicks.
Buy the lot and build out
where things grow Anderson
Additions.
$2u down and 10 a month.
Now

to!
:

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657.

LUNA

For

,NC,

hiKh-rlas-

FOR SALE
C
J

II

A

EAP

pressed brick
two
with
bath
house,
rooms and large sleeping
porch. All modern and In
good condition.

Beautiful new home on Kast
Central, four rooms, basement,
M A
D.
garage. $3,509
Seven-roomodern hrlrlc In
70S West Copper. City
Third ward. Good mention and Or
any real estate agent.
worth Investigating, $3,ouo.
Comfortable home on Virginia;
1
As Long As It Lasts
boulovard. Lot 96x142, Ideal gar-den and chicken proposition.
only $200 down balance like
ii:sm.Br.E loans
$10.00
rent.
wanted nn new and
A Better Grade $15.00.
A real bargain that should sell $2,000.00
modorn
home In the
on sight, Third ward,
value
Fourth
$4,500.00
100x1 42,
lot
(larage, $2,100.00 ward,
house,
(Of about 1,000 feet)
on
watilert
modern new
chlrken house and other outclose
Third
very
ward.
home,
in,
Call with Wagon
down.
buildings, $1,700; only
Value
$4,200,00
pay rent?
Why
Terms Cash
' The host
.1.
I). KELKITKK, Realtor
bnv nn the Helirhts.
Plume 410.
new stucco adobe, live rooms, 1211 West (Jolrt,
& strictly modern, hardwood floors,
hot water heat, garage. Clo.se to
car line, $5,250. Terms.
HERE YOU ARE
Co.
modern brick home,
McMillion & Wood,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Bleeping porch, front and back
Loans. porch, lawn, trees, large lot, West
Realtors.
Insurance.
TIloilC 34H. Coal avenue, Immediate
200 VY. Gold.
possession, cash payment, balance like
rent. Office space for rent, see
MKAI'TIFI'Ij SIBIKHW
In order to meet pressing obA. C.
Home with
hundKome
income;
am forced to sacrifice
Rpal Kstate anrl Insurance.
nice modern bungalow; valuable aligations,
room
six
modern
beautiful
319 West Gold.
i'hono 168.
f
acre In fine .strawreliant,
house, waxed flooring; well loberries;
splendid service build- cated; garage. Fine lot. Price
ings; Mill bo in demand for city $4,500. Terms. Address Box II, For Rent-Roowith Board
bus soon; choice neighborhood; cara Journal.
neur car line and paving; eight
ttUOM AND BOARD,
acres.
Priced bolow Its value at
jfi
,600: terms.
FOR SALE- - Miscellaneous 1?'('K KENT llu.un wlttj board.

Cfeaap

WEIN

N

$1,-35- 0;

THE

BEST LAND

alkali: will grow six tons alfalfa to the acre. We have one
tract of about five acres, has
No

good house, barn concreted for
dairy, in an American neighborhood, Also about 13 acres same
kind of land, well Improved; lots
of young fruit.
Why live on a
small lot when you can have a
ten minhome
within
profitable
utes' drive of the city for the
cost of the small lot.
Ask us
about these.

SHELLY REALTY
rhonc

727--

FGR SALE

Per Load

IN THE

VALLEY

FOR

Attractive

SALE
New Home

white

Five-roo-

stucco,

fur-

nished or unfurnished; strictly
modern throughout with beautiful built-i- n features and largo
fireplace; dandy basement with
1 furnace,
newly put-I- n
lawn. House has been occupied
only a year, owner must sell
at once. Fine location. Good
terms.
819 NORTH SEVENTH ST.

CO,

115 So. Second.

Full

BALK

Phono

Poultry-Eg- g

Ford

2H0.

KOR HAI.W

delivery

car,

$75.

Fur.l Sedan, Just likancw!

FOR SALE H. C. R. I. Icd setting- eegs,
one dollar per setting. Phnne 3870-J- .
KX PERT radiator rcairiii.
O. K. Shci t
FOR SALE Rhode Island eggs for hatch- 217 North third.
ng, t cents eacn.
alter.
low south
HALE
l'ord
car, i'.iTi
touring
S. C. ANCONA
and R. J. Red hutching
214 North Pine.
model, cheap.
eggs, at SI 10 per 15. 1C;6 East Cen
FOR SALE
Buick tnurlnf car,
tral.
flrit-clacondition, liond-tdlloCo.,
FOR SALE Black Minorca egts, ft. 2a a city
S
a 100.
Fred Eakes, phone CASH PltlCES f'ir used cars,
setting;
condiany
2409-Jtion. McIiitOa.il Autu Co.. 21 1 UVut
FOR SALE Fertile Rhode Island Red t Copper.
'
13.
Phone FOR SALE Some ettta good usr-- cars;
eggs for hatching, II for
fnis-easy tonus. Mclntosll Auto Co., 311
Wost Copper.
t'UH SALE Pure bred H. C. illar.lt mlnor-ccoc erels.
Call at Mann'i
l''OK SALE Ford touring. Ford trueU,
Old Town.
In good running order.
710
North

T(Jyrks.

nr,

FOR SALE Thoroughbred B.
White Thirteenth.
Leghorn pullets and hens, cheap. 413 WANTED
IOUR L'KKI) CAR-- will pay
West CJranite.
best cash price. Viaduct Garage, 600
FOR SALE Ekus for ..fetching, from fine South Secund.
alnck H. T. iteds. $1 per setting. Call FOR SALE
'ew anc second-hanFord
mor n n ga. y h o ne l'i(l
.
O.
K.
honeycomb radiators.
Sheet
l
FOR SALE Four young
Works. 217 North Third.
thorough bred
each, FOR SALE I Sill Foro r..a(ister. Dodge
hens,
Shepherd strain,
1524 South rrondwoy.
laying'.
Brothers' roadster, to trade for Ford
FOR SALE Stiiotly XreHh wggs; every touring cur, with starter. 407 West
day at market price; also setting egga.
lfilfl Enst TLIeraa, phone 149A-FOR SALE HL'tl Jil'lCK SIX, OAKFOR HALE Twelve thoroughbred JJrown
LAND SIX AND UtO I'HEVROI.KT;
T,eghorn hens and ona rooster. Phone nil tourlncs; bargains.
THE COOi'ER
lin-.T- ,
or call at 314 North Sixth.
MOTOR CO.
"NAVAJO
C.
1.
R.
K.
STRAIN"
Reds, FOR riAl.10 Nhw Foul Kednn, see owner.
room 20 Whiting building: extra tire
for hatching.
egg
Highland Poultry
and rim. temi;
Tsrd. 710-7- 1 1 Potith Hroadway.
cash, balance
FOR KA L1C netting eggs from Barred to suit purchaser.
Rocks and R. T. Reds, from thoroughFOR SALE One-to- n
Ford truck, ;:iioT
worm drive: E-bred chickens. 623 North Second, phone
ght Buick, littO;
U'65.
Ford touring. ll'5; Kludelmlter.
1250. lid W,.si Hold.
FOR SALK H. C. Rhode Island Iteds
and lllark Mlr.orca hatching eggs, II FOR SALE Ford touring or Ford speed709 North Second,
per sotting.
ster, both In Aphone
shape; or will trade
lsiS-R- .
f'
Ford light truck. Call at 207 East
FOR SALK
Bggs Tor Hatching: 8. O. Central at noons, or sfter 5 p. m.
R. I. Reds. C. P. Hay atrain, 8. C. W. FOR SALE 1921 Ford maiF.er. in first-clas- s
T.ejrhorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, $1 per set- running order. Car has stutter,
1 n
1l?5 South Broadway.
demountable rims, two hew casings, one
g.
extra:
will
trade for good touring. Phone
FOR KALE Huff
Orpington eggs for 1B28-hatching; also Buff cockerels, winner
roaTTsTerT
Eight-cylindof first and special prises in AlbuquerALB
FOR
6
Phone 1710-que poultry show.
special Job. perfect condition, best offer
noon
takes car. See
Friday
FOR SALK
Ancona eggs for hatching, car before
at Morrow Auto Co. tiaiaKe. ask for
II setting of thlrtet-n- ; goose egKs, B0
cents each; four miles north on Fourth Bnrnard'a roadster.
BET THIS FOHI, QUICK
street, half mile west .T. C. Smith ranch.
FIVE TIRES, camp bed srot, full tools,
FOR BALE Puro bred 8. c. White Legconthree can rack, good mrohanii-uhorn hstchlng eggs, 10 cents tach; 19 dition. See this. Coffman, 1221 North
per hundred; fancy table egga at market Second.
Phone 1727- - VV.
price. T. S. Wiley, box U5, city, phone FOR SALE ChevroU'tTouiing car,
2411-R- I.
good
condition, trunk carrier; also auto tent,
FOR SALE S. C. Whlta Leghorn hatch- camp cot, chairs: must sell; no reasoning eggs and baby chicks, 120 per able offer refused. Call evenings or
SI 3 North Tenth, phone 1825-100; also few cocke and cockerels. Gentry Poultry Ranch, postofflca box 112, SAVE 60 to 76 per cene on used ;.arts,
phone 17C9-tlrea.
wheels
bearings,
msgn.'tos,
TWENTY-NIN- E
years on the same old springs, eto. In Our stock grows larger
Parts
stor' for Overlands, 90,
K.
C. Whlta Leghorn chicks, dally.
ranch
120 per hundred.
Twenty-fiv- e
years' ex- 80; Chalmers. Maxwell truck an pleasure
Tott Poultry cat.., Chevrolet. 490, Paige 4. Reo 4, Stude-bakperience wltt incubators.
4 and
.
Mcintosh Auto Co.,
Ranch, Postofflce box 107, phone 176D-311 West Copper.
FOR SALE BUFF ORPINGTON eggs for
hatching; blue ribbon winners, first,
second and third pullet, first cock and
second cockerel, special on best female
In the Mediterranean
class, cockerels
BUICK BAROAI.V
and pullets for sale.
Phone 1472-4
ROADSTER, in extra good condi618 Fruit avenue.
tion mechanically, look, new, cash.
FOR SALE Hatching eggs; four popular Phona 19,12-R- .
S. C, R. I. Reds, Mayhood
varletlea:
strain, 15, II. 51); Famous Silver Cam-pine- s,
IS, ri.00; S. C. Light Brown Leghorns, IB. 1. B0: 8. C. Dark Brown Leghorns 13. 12.00. Robinson, Old Town,
WHEN IN NERD OK
phone 1389.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magnetos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
RED POULTRY TARD8 Brue ribbon
winners, eggs for hatching, from six- bearings, horns, accessories.
teen grand pens; best winter lavers: 8. C. COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We have salvaged to date tie followR. I. Reds, IB for 1.r.0, 12, 13. IB; Barred
Chandler.
Bulck. Maxwell.
Rocks, 15 for 2, 13, IB: only ten fine ing cars:
Chevrolet 4SD and F. B. : OverMitchell,
3
Wm.
corkerela
left.
Blctz.
breeding
..
Olds.
land,
Crow,
modtl:
every
Hup,
West Atlantic, phone 1483-Reo, Dort, Saxon. Studebakcr, both
4 and
.
BABT CHICKS
HATCHING EOtiS; Mountain View Reds
'VIADUCT GARAGE.
100 SOUTH SECOND.
pens lidded by prise winners at El
Paso, Albuquerque, Denver; won high
Largest
parts hou.e in the state.
honors at Denver, largest Red show
held in west. A few breeding birds to
LOST
AND FOUND
North High,
spare. . C. P. Hay, 238
LOST Tan and whl4e
turner. Phone
phone 2230-258. 1122 West Tl.leras : reward.
LOST
conulntng money;
Pocketbook,
CARPENTERING
rewnrd If returned to I'na Spauldlng.
PTT;nroD-TirED',j"6BWtMAr.ast
001
copper.
All kinds of work.
T'hone 1T73-.
LOST
between Old Town
Goodrich
WANTED
Odd lobs carpmlerlng.
Dr.
house
and city; reward If reiurned.
painting and repairing, at reasonable Carnea. Orant building, room 14 or 15.
Phona 14BS-prices.
LOST
White face Boston, bull dog. anI'AI.NTLNti,
paper hanging tnj tiniira.
swer! to nam of "Patsy!" rewnrd: reL W turn to 1MB West TUerns, phone 1481-lning; all wo k guaranteed.
Owens, MS South Edith, phone 1344-PARTY in known
took alredalc
who
I WANT
nu to Investigate my low prices
from Sixth and Copper. Wednesday
on any kind nf a building proposition night, March IB; return at once and
you have In view. A, E. Palmer, Eunga-loavoid further trouble,
Builder, box 41, city, phone 17B8-VLOST
Small coin purse, between 707
South Edith;
South High and 721
BUILDING, alterations, repairing, large
and two rings;
Jobs or small; work by contract nr by contents, small ehan-;the day; reasonable prices; work guar- revard; return to 707 P.outh High.
E.
anteed; estimates free. Call 1766-H, Johnson, 618 John.
"WANTED Salesmen
with curs.
sales men
WANTED Two
. PERSONAL
hustlers only. Slnr-- r Sewing Machine
117 West Oo'd
Cnmpnnv.
D'ETCi'lVE'TuTiN
THREE SHAVES A WEEK, 11, at your FOR' RENT
Miscellaneous
homes.
Perkins Bros., phone 8058-J- .
HO Soillh Arno.
AN ERROR In Schiller's translation
It
should read: Purity you possess, 'jui FOR
(larage. spa.tt fur two curs.
nobleness you lack, ,
Apply 1101 or 1107 Suuth Hlgu.

MtHESTinrMr

McKinley Land
Lumber

Five-roo-

STARRS,

AUTOMOBILES.

une-hal-

JOSEPH COLLIER

FOR SALK Rhubarb roots, ph.
FOR SALE Baled
S"rgum.'

fouth

Broadway.

1HI7-R-

t.'tii-ersl-

v

RKVKIUTj I1VXG.IP
Good houses that are priced to
sell for sale in University
This
is where the
Heights.
WKU, FOLKS DWELL Where
ozone Is the
Albuquerque's
purest. This addition Is (ft'owlnc
by leaps Htid bounds. There are
several reasons.
Ton undoubtedly want to locate tip there but cannot dispose of your lowland property
or elsa cannot afford to build
just yet.
Don't delay for any such reason but decide today to secure that lot for the future
home. The easy payment plan
ot $10 per month makes this
possible.
University Heights lots are all
50x142 feet and restricted.
We operate the (leneral Office
at Second and Hold avenue,
l'honcs 610 nut! 800.
We Love to Serve and Help
Build a Greater Albuquerque.

....

four-room

i,o

close-in-

COURT

s
rent,
apartments; ntcam heat, gns, etc;
new and clean; liberal discount
on yenr leases.
.1. A. HAMMOND,
Agent.
824 V',. Silver.
Phono 152S--

m

to,
vvn:i
house

Heights.
Two $3,000 loans on houses to
be built
close
in University
Heights.
Two $:!00O loans on houses to
he built in Fourth ward.
As slated before, we need the
money to carry on our busv
corner. All loans must he

i

OPPORTUNITIES

DISTRICT.
a beauty.
$0.300
$7,000
just what you want.
a dandy.
$5,250
see it and you will want it
$7,500
R. McCLTGHAN. Realtor.
204 W. Gold.
I'hone 412-J- .

5KfWICe

PARK VIEW

It

Franklin & Co,,

on

$201)0

V

Four-roo-

A CITY

D, T. KINGSBURY

FOR REN1

BARGAIN

One of

$8 000

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THIS

Phono

MR,

brick, with porches, suitFour-rooadobe stucco, com- Large
able for four apartments, on a
pletely furnished for only $2,150. lot worth $3,000.
Paving paid.
$400 or less cash, balance monthly. Can be had at a
bargain on good
terms.
on.
Come
wait.
Don't
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
SnELLEY REALTY CO,
Realtors.
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
115 S. Second.
Phono 414. Phone 727--

FORTABLE HOME.
A good pressed brick home,
modern In every respect; fine
hot water Iteating plant, two
bath rooms, built-ifeatures,
large clothes closets, fireplace,
large front and back porches.
This home Is complete in every
respect and located on a good
east front corner lot with fine
garage, good walks, lawn and
shade. Priced at only $8,500,
with torms if desired.

210 W. Gold.
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-

-

Four rooms, water, electric
lights, east front, full size lot.
Located in University Heights.
Cun be bought for only $1,400;
terms.
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YOU THAT WE HAVE!
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Realtors-Insura- nce

TABLR

OPPORTUNITY,
are happening very
rapidly in Vaughn (til fielii.
EiBht rigs, all mandnrd, to be
on srrmiiid
iUy 15; others
romlnp Inter. Mesa I,eon Oil
Trust has two shallow wells
othors starting soon.
drilling-Analysis test exceptional from
wells drilling.
This is going to be a quick
play for the big profits.
Buy
today, for shares are soon to
advance again. We also have
some choice acreage assignments that are close In. Will
double your money many times
the next few months If you
buy at this time. If geologists
are not mistaken we shall soon
have the greatest oil field on
Hooky Mountain slope. Could
tell you ot one company coming in to develop Thirty-fiv- e
ThoUHund
acres.
We believe
that every statement contained
in this advertisement is true
and we would be glad to furnish you with such information that you may wish to
hae in regardforto the splendid
money makopportunities
ing In this field and which is
soon to be tha scene of more
activities than any fluid discovered in recent years.
Come in and see us or write
E. C. FOWELI,, Agent, Mesa
I.eon Oil Trust,
Suite 103,
Combs Hotel. Albuquerque. N.
M.
Office open evenings unV
Tliiiigo

BOARD,
(loW.
AND BOOM; private family. 4S
TRV HOUDY S MILR.. 1SF.ST IN TOWN.
month. Hit 3 Knuth Arno.
Phone Z41H-Rnew
61:
H'HjM AND BOATUV-A- H
HIS South
KALE
f.iharlea.
Holler
South Brrtnriwny. phone 1971-FOR
I'tiit HUNT One four and one five-rooWaller, phone 1BG7-.CANVAS sleeping porch,""" will.
furnUiK'd house, close In. 111'.
board,
FOiri'iiTEIliO-eg- g
Incubator. 607 South
flO ppr week. 1M7 Ka' Central.
Second, phone Hno-.FUH KKNT Glassed in porch und board,
'l'hree-rnrFoil itENT
furnished
u t n t a fur two.
North Maple.
house, sleeping porches; keys at 704 b X APHONICS and Horns, mw ,.nd used
Fred R. Ellis, phone
East Santu Fe.
KOIt KKNT With board, pieaaiit room
coun11
HAL
case.
show
JUT.;
lieal
Flour
thsofcker.
for
416
Kust .Silver.
FOK KKXT
Unfurnished, half of double FO'.i
511 North Third.
ter :iSf,
house, two rooms and sleeping porch.
ROOM AND BOARD?" South ulanied-l- n
16H1 Kutu tenliHl.
clu-apFOR SALK L1ht single buggy,
porrh, a i Joining bath ; also gurag.
1ft::rt K.it Central.
IM07 Mouth Hroadway, phone 2H-.Reduced ratfls.
Folt KK.Vi Three-roorurnifcheil
LaiiTts'blun trlcotine suit, FOH HENT Nioely furnished rooms with
See J. A. Hammund,
East FOR"5aLK
til
p. m.
1521I-flrst-rlflss
Sliver, phono
size as. fhoes and hat. :tl8 West Hllver.
table board. 310 South Arno,
Three-rooFO
ItENT
WOMAN'S Kxcuunge, V. W. C. A Foods,
hoiie.
convenient to ,:hops. In the highlands, only
FOK KKNT Nicely furnished front room,
Kuster cards, collar sets, aprons,
15 a month.
.
Phone
suitnlila for one or two. 618 West Fruit,
FOH
phono H7"-V- .
KENT Three furnished rooms, FOR SALK liloycle,
light and sunny, south steeping porch;
frame, good as new. Apply II ill South FOK li KNT Koom tna s.eeping porch,
no children.
or gentlemen convales- w.
with hoiird
HlKh.
711iKest Flnselilihe.
Phone J(i79-Foil KENT Three-rooAttorney.
furnished cot- - FOR riALK Genuine French v.olln, -- 00 centn.
7 and 19. Cromwell Bulletins.
tuge, f!8 per month. 412 .Southern
years old. Call evenings. 61s West Foil ( 'ON V A iTfcJiioi'j'N 'lr8, aj.c. snimodatlons to, ro.
Phnn. llCf.r
now avalinb.e.
avenue. Inquire 17U3 Hotilh Edith.
McKinley.
(graduate nurse In at- tendanee. t.'asa de Oro.
FOK RENT Five-rooFOR KALE I'lumbliir
luri.lihcT
PHVSICIANS AMI BliBURONN.
supplies. pipe,
BOA IID
at 407 South Seventh, pries 17.
and sleeping Ijk. m. i iii.ii'i-fipumps, points. W. C. t: aiton, 1111 KxTtZlknT
with
nurses
rare.
12) North Ninth, phi ne 1274-Mrs.
North Fourth.
Ora?e
porch,
IMmmf, nf Ian glnmtrh.
FOH ItENT Three, fourTnd five-rooBait
.
FOR SALK Child's "K'idrtle Koop" and B. .Toncw, r2t South High, phone 1587-llnrnett Bull(tli.
houaca and apartments, some furnished,
MlS. l:i:F.D hits moved to 303 8uih NIC. 8. C.
wicker hlirh chair. i;o Stanford,
I..1KKK,
M..MIllion 4 Wool, 20 West Oold.
rooms
has
and
and
Broadway
lovely
Heights.
y.ar,
nod Throat.
,Vm.
LIST your vacant houses with the City FOR RALE Wooden dry Roods boxes snd sleeping porch ee with board for cnva
Barrett Mulldlng.
Phone
Phone 528.
rm- - r
Kahn's
ttealty Co.. for prompt and efflclsnt packing coses, mostly larne.
MniAMOXTRS-ON-THti-MESservice. 807 West Oold, phone 067.
m- - end '2 to 8
Store. 109 North First.
p. m.
A RAN ATOM
L
for tubercular fK. M A KfM
FOR
RENT Five-rooall makes. 15 and up;
hrlrlc houre. TYPKWltlTWKS,
VKiCH'f;
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- Ileildence ll'JJ K.ist Central.
$.1 per month.
bnth, steer'
porch, garage, unfur- Albuquerque Typewriter tendance:
171.
I'hune
week
or month.
rales by the
n, vater free. :;o North High. Exchange, 122 Routtr Fourth.
nlslied.
Phone 571.
Cali 2400-JFOR
RENT Three-rooand
modern fur FOR SALE Used tracton,
nished hous , glassed-i- n sleeping porch.
Hardware KHSKItVATJGNS may now be had at St.
i::.25, with gang
M. SHERIDAN,
plows.
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal) : rotes.
newly decorated; no chlliiren. 1101 South Pcpartment. J. Korber Si Co.
'raotfro Mmltpd to
to 2i per week; includes private
Wnlter.
FOR SALK Cheap, combination gau and $17.50
room
porch, connected to GKJflTO - URINARY DISEASES
FOR RENT OR SALE Uy owoor.
coal Majestic range, perfect condition. bath with sleeping
medical
medicines.
and
care,
Ol.-- THR KUIV
DlSCASIOKi
AND
toilet;
modern, well furnisiied house; Inquire mornings, 716 West Cupper.
excellent meals, tray Maaaermaa ijlorntnrr In t inoertl.ii.
(trrrnl nonurttlr.g;
three large porches; terms t suit. 407 Vj
cot" Hrvlce;
A LE
bultermTlkand
Fresh
All rooms have steam
extras.
FORg
Bank Bide. Phono HH9.
South High.
t.ige cheese; also fresh milk In gallon bpat. hot and cold runnini water. Hev. Cjtlzpnn
FOR ItENT Furnished modern four Iots. Bwavne'a Dairy, phone ll'10-M- .
W. II. Zlegler,
Phone
Superintendent.
491.
rooms, bath,
with two eoroened-l- n
MiJesUc cooklnl
FOR HALF, Hlxbol
porches: house at 1201 East Copper,
range. In good condition; a 0 a four- 1S41-.f-phone S378-holegns range with oven, phone lOlil-.T- .
t'hlroprnclor
IS and to Annuo Rnlldlnr.
FOR ItENT An ideal 'unitshed bungi-lopower Rinolint-ijAi.e. Twa-nors- a
hrlok houi
for convalescents, In highlands,
two-with
2401-Rand
feet
i
pumo
engine
forty
tuiih
phn
near sanatoriuns and street car. Phore me,,
KOK
lortn buttu, puone FOR BAI.E Brink, inn
pipe,
lyi'a
127S-or call at 317 South Walter.
large rooms.
KAI.K Breetlina- rabbits. 315 Writ
IS.
South
K4
cash.
000;
furTl'II.I, LEASE for
months, par::;'
FOK KAI.B
t a barnaln. Biumwl.k ft.litjr
on
hrlck house,
nished, five-rooa
talkfnir machine, practically new,
8ALK--Twu
KOK
Five-rooIt
FO
SAUK
North High;
$75
Togtenbcrg milk goat,.
modern hun.e,
arage. furnace heat.
fumed oak cahlnet. 40 1
clttflo In and convenient to shops. i'JiQ
V.
per month.
Leverett, phone North condition;
Fifth.
1S33-J- .
Wwt Coah
VOfl KAI.E
Bucks and does; also
FOH SALK Pood team of yiu'riir mules!
uu w
ma rannus.
FOR HAI.U
FOR ItENT Nicely furnished small oumvmmr, lu new part of
alio all kind of aecond-han- d
wafton
navr atove and some furniture, FOR .SA l.k t.Mu'ttit,
town,
tage of one room: nice sleeping porclt and plows, prlca right.
riiiing ur driving
Simon Curda, at a
and front porch; all serened In; south- 1SD2 North Arno.
North
Third.
hurse. with saddle, Apply 804 Park.
bargafn. li)9
east exposure; not modern.
Inquire 801 SOFT BPOTSYTeel
HAMC
FOH
four
SA
LE
huttse,
Vr.uttK
FOK
Apartment
rubbu,. bred dnes
and rchcuhlun
South Edith.
furnished,
and hutches, fill North 'l'hird, phons
apiirtnif nts,
completely
prevent fallen Inatepe; curea all foot mndern.
5133-cash.
dtacountfor
Income;
FOR ItENT March 2, cottage of five troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
hlj
rooms, two sleeping porches, basement: V. Keleher Leather Co.. 08 Wst Ontral. Phnn 1771-.ld
FOR HAI.K One exira go'.d pnlr of
furnished, Including piano, f leotrlo washSALK A bargain lot and arnull
tuH
mare ntulc; raised here. J.
HOOF
ASBESTOS
PAINT
er and sewing machine. 21 8 South Cedar, GOOD for
In
house
I.
$42!.,
2t;i-Ufor
Univprally
Heights
n.Nlpp. phnne
all kinds of roofa, It per galphone 1422-i- L
l'hnne FOR
pash and 9 10 ppr mouth,
lon. Tha Mancano
ff"utlt
Co.,
tfc (i'.od Jersi-- r
litlfi-W- .
FOr. RENT New four-roohouses at Wkiut, phona 18.U J. Try a built up "wnr
cfw, suvpn yfsrs old. HlRhlanri and
OH hALE
southwest corner of Coal avenue and roof, will last aa long aa the building.
Chester
Ily owner, suburban hme, Harvard, t'nivei :4y Heights.
four rooms and a leaping porch, city Brewer.
Ninth street; frame, modern. 'Vitlr bath, FOR SALB Everbearing and Blaik Cap
125 per month. F. II. Strong or L. C.
fruit
Post
water,
arbor.
trees,
grape
FOIl SAI.K Or trade
for Ihibs. o"4
rmpborry, gooseberry, grape and rhuDennett, phnne 75 nr 145.
barb plants; Hay strain R. I. Reds. Tom office bo 213. city.
work h'irse, weight about 1100; an ba
Barrow Whlta Leghorn ergs, JS for l. $100 DOWN mid t'iO ft month are the seen at C. W, llutiter ranch, north n1
terms on a brand new ahlngle buriga-tow- ; nn Orarnle htrl. Phnne
Cherry Blossom Hanch JOI East Trum-bu- l,
two large rooma and BUep'-it.
porch,
phone 1032-FL'RNIl THE REPAIRING and upholsterI. ONE ttTAU AL IO 1 INK
t'.iT.a,
Phone 4'.0.
price
USB
KFFKCTO
1
AUTO
0P and seat
Phone 471. Hrvln Sertdlng Co.
ing.
Tha orange eolored cars. Kni(ls. Ele
KA Lhl
Vale-paEffecto
Fun
practiAuto
draislng.
Univeralty
Heights,
Enamel,
FOR
h
phsnt Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
SALE
round
cally new Spanish type bungalow,
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
fumed oak dining table and
chairs. Plymouth
fl e rooms,
and M.
two
Homestead
Paint,
Cottage
202 North High.
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and J:30 p. m.
rr prlnrrton. porches
Floor Paint, Roof Pnlni and Cement SatDam drivers, best Dam cart on
Oldest
e
FOR RA I E Dressers. Jll.r.O up: high-grad- isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher l.eath-e- r FOH SALK By owner. 71S Went Onl,
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
used furniture, new mattresses:
Co., 408 West Ontral, phone 10B7-frame stucco, 4 rooma and bath, I
Write fnr reservations at our expensa,
see us before buytrg anything. 325 South GKAPB
VINES AND ltOSM BUSH list large porches, newly decorated, vacant
HEFFERNAN BROS., Props.
First.
One year Muscat and Mission
grape Terms 1f derlred. Phone J803-W- .
Hct Springs, N. II.
FOR SALE Single mattress, double mat- vines, eitra choice stock, 13 fur 12; 110 A
flvp-rootrome In Fourth
BARGAIN,
tress and springs: three-plec- a
100.
g
oak bed a
Best varieties
fire
two
glassed-lporches,
ward;
room set, t j rockers, kitchen table.
rose bushes, all colors. 19 a
$3,!tu0; twelve hundred will
Phone 2 191 J, mornings.
dor.en. Also shrubs and evergreens. Order place, gas,
handle, balance like ront. Phone S48.
Francis
B.
Mesilla
quick.
Leater,
Park,
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices
Six brand new
FOH fiALti OH itE.VT
which makes It ocst less than econd New Mexico.
four-roocorner Ninth and
hvusea,
hand goods. Com and see for yourself.
will sell one or all on reasonable
SALtT
Coal;
American Furniture- Co, 121 Bnuth
terms. Kee F. U. Strons;, or L. C Benfr'OK tiALK
A small rancir, thiea-founnett Phones 75 or 145,
mile weit of bridge; modern house. A, FOH BALK Five-rooFOR PALE Furniture. Including tables.
brick house;
J.
Jamti.
WESVBCL'.N.)
Oallr.
chairs, dressing table, stoves, check
modern; well situated on car Una In Train.
OR
Arrive.
protector, mlrrors.i rugs; going out of FOTt 8AI.ES
Some gaud highlands; house
TRAUB
Peps rt.
has
hut
air heat,
,
I
business.
No.
7:30
Barnum
Tha
West
town
ranch
and
pro 1.10 pm
Scout....
1914
property, in Colorado. glassed fn sapping porch, and la comCentral.
No.
!u:30 am 11:00 am
What have you? Vhon H08-Limited
Caltt
reasonla
Price
furnished.
very
pletely
No. 7 Faign Fast..)0:Mi sin II 2D am
BIO Ot'K.N'lNO of farm ana a
l.
FOR 8A1.E Dreeser, like new, 1;
lands able; Rood term a. Phona 1321-No.
Tha Navaln.. 18:35 am 1:00 urn
In lie beautiful
Clio ma Valley This
like new, 120; sewing machine,
ID
HALK
One
FOH
of
tha
nicest
homus
SOUTHBOUND.
TN'riie K. Heron, Cliama, New
5: chlld'a lied with new mattress, $10; sprUijr.
five-rooHeights;
Spanish
University
10:10 ttu
No.
Kl Paso Esp
Mexico.
bed with springs and mattress.
5: some
tYDti adobe, new and modern throughout:
No. 17 El Paso Kip
11:3) am
new 10 mattresses for $7:50, kitchen FOR SALE Thlr teen-acr- e
on
Old
ranch,
porches, hot water heat, basement.
large
EASTBOUND.
$12.50:
rorkln
cabinet,
chairs. $2 and
Town boulevard; good
house irnrnire. hardwood flnore: hmi- - la wlt
pm
Tha Navajo.. 9: lu pm
$5: dining chairs. $2; phonograph and and out buildlngr; alfalfa; all kinds of furnished. So owner. 117 South Otrard. No.
Nu.
Calif. Limned, b .00 pm i 0 P
records, $5; Incubator. $0; Coleman lamp fruit and berrlea; owner leaving account!.
our new No. 1 ff. F. Elgiil.. 7 26 pm
pm
and other articles. 511 North Third.
of health. Phone 848, or nVi-r- . : it t Rt. A PO INTF.lt, not a toothpick
an
nornin, ior cost, or material. No, H The Rooat.... 7:30 am
HAI.K Ranch, two miles from post- - If Turnianen
i FOH
you have not fiom three to seven
rp.ca
on
main ditch, double thousand, don't worry me; no monthly No.
orflcc, four acres,
Kl Paso g .SS pn,
From
milk bouse, good chicken xkin game payments;
DKESSMAK1NO
snot cash. Do Nn. 10 Prom El I'aso 7:00 am
By the day or at home. h(june, gurago,
blooded
chickens and turkeys; you hear me7 Room just
bouses,
S02 West Iron, phons 13:10..?.
7, First National
No. !0 minnetjta at Telan w'lh No. II
furniture and tools; terms. Phone Hank building;
also
a S3 per cent Investment, fnr Clovia. Ptcea Valtev. Kais- Cite and
WANTED
Sewing.
Mr. Fogtar . 603
Nort h Fourth, pho
J2JI9-a
FOH RALK Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
No. 29 connect, at ::,kn with No. II
bKM3TlTCHlNU, pleating. Wnilama'
ditch, one and one-bamiles wiit of
and polata aai and aniTh
g.lf. Bonth Broadway, ph. T77-adohu MKN A.NU WOMEN
can m.,ke good from riovls
Barelas bridge; new throe-moeiPLKATJNG,
munoy. without Interfering with reguand box, house and garage; quarter mill from
accordion, aid
mall orders.
N. Crane,
15
or post-otti- lar work. In our listing department
North school boil''.
Phone 24Q4-J- ,
box 2l5.
Seventh. Crane Anurtmeotf, nhopa 314,
Joseph Collier, real etiata, Wl West Uold.
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GREAT

We place on sale Pure Fruit Preserves, Jams and
Jelly, well known brands of high quality, at such
low prices that it hardly seems possible it's true.
We were really surprised ourselves at the prices we
were able to secure.

FRESH FISH

esses
P,

TODAY

A NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION

ST.MUUXG

NAZIMOVA

THE GREATEST FILM STAR OF THE PRESENT AGE
Is a picture for every woiiuin. jouny or old for every man,
married or single a eleiir porlrnyal of woman's iluty to herself

The Usual Extra Attraction
TRICES OF ADMISSION

KF.GVLAK

I

LOCAL ITEMS

1

Coal Supply Co. ir'bana 4 and 8.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. McSpad-den- ,
of Topeka, Kansus, Btnpped
over here, on their way to southern
California, to visit his brother, T.
L. llcSpadden, end family, at 102U

South Edith street.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physi-eiaN. T. Arn.ijo Bids., phone 741
C. E. Richardson, of the United
Store, who has been sick at his
home the past two weeks with the
tin, was out yesterday afternoon.
There will he a regular meeting
of Adah chapter. No. 5, O. K. S., at
the Masonic temple at 7:110 tonight.

Initiation.
Factory

wood,

rt.11

trucu

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Craf onolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
'

"rah-rah's,-

Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

ROTflMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 S. First Si

Phone

17--

.i

I

Theaters Today

load,

four dollars. IlahnCoal Company.
Phone 91.
to-

number, sung by yawning and
snoring children in their nighties,
until the Inst stately American
beauty chorus tho show was one
of amusing and Interesting bits of
song, dance and pantorninc.
After the snoring children hnd
mado their exits, preceded by
cossmall
clowns in flopping
tumes, the title and leature act
of the production was presented.
Tho scene was a garden party.
Tho guests were seated In the
garden, and each in his turn contributed an act or dance, applauded by he party and the audience.
Mrs. Walton Snyder, an
actress. of popularity, sang several numbers during the evening,
which were loudly
applauded.
Other features of the scene were
the "Rose of Waikiki," sung by
Miss Bernadine
Lewis and the
chorus; "Just a Little Lovin' "
sung by Miss Ann Conant;" "In
tho Garden of My Heart," sung
and encored by Ivan Meighan; and
the patriotic finale, including the
popular and overworked "Slur
Spangled Banner."
The next part of the show depicted the various scenes in and
about a moving picture theater. A
in
followed,
specialty
wedding
which brides ann
grooms went
difficulties,
through
but finally surmounted the intricacies of the wedding march and
lived themselves happily off the
stage nt the end of the chorus. A
jitney race number followed in
which folding chairs did noble
This in turn
service as flivvers.
gave way to a group of athletes in
basketball garb, who danced ontn
the stagi-l- n a manner right college
"
boyish, giving vent to
led by a winsome chorus of girls
dressed as yell leaders in white
trousers and the rent of it. Leaving
the athletic field, the scene changed
to Tokio, where a bevy of dainty
Jap girls sang to their American
soldier lovers delicate love songs,
with fans in the offing. The fina!
scene of the. rosebuds was introduced by a small cupid, who captured the audience by her lisping
verse. The curtain rose on a garden of human roses, bearing large
flowers which they swayed to the
Music. A determined
graceful
quintette of youths sang love ballads to the buds from the balcony.
The cast seemed well chosen and
There was a
earnestly coached.
hint of first night nervousness, but
the good natured audience overlooked the slight discrepancies and
expressed its unbounded approval
by applauding delightedly at every
point.
The piece itself is entertaining
and amusing, with plenty cf variety
and action. Its main virtue lies in
its huge east, which affords no opDirector
portunity for monotony.
Wellington himself appeared in one
number and was cordially received.
The SPrnnd performance of the
revue will take place tonight at
o clock
The management
a house as well filled as the
one last night. The show warranto

j

Agnes Be.iack is leaving
"IV Theater The Realart Picnight for Memphis, Tenn., to an-bs tures
corporation presents Wanda
present at the golden wedding
as the leading star in "The
Itawley
niversary of her parents.
Charm," by Harvey O'llig-ginsBorn, to Dr. and Mrs. 13.
also presenting Lloyd "Ham"
Luna boulevard, a son.
Hamilton In "The Vagrant," a two-reMermaid comedy.
Lyrics Theater "The Idle Rich."
GOV. STOVER FAVORS
.starring Bert Lytell with an
A WOMAN AS A MEMBER
east, and adapted from
Harris' story. "Junk"; also
OF CITY COMMISSION
Dollars, Please,";
presenting "Two
comedy.
la laughable two-paGovernor E, 8. Stover yesterday
Pastime Theater Repeating to-- !
made a suggestion relative to the ) day the great picture, "A Poll's it.
personnel of the new city commis- Mouse." with the popular Nazi- sion.
mova in the titla role; also showing HARVESTER TRACTOR
"Why not have a woman on the
a Sunshino comedy, "l.usiness lsj
HERE
EXPERT
FOR
commission?"
the governor In- F.UKinest."
quired." 1 suggest the name of Mrs.
BIG
DEMONSTRATION
Meciier.
is
a
She
large
Margaret
property owner, interested in the FRISCH IS INJURED;
progress of the city and is compe': R. Ilornbeck, tractor expert
WILL BE OUT OF THE
tent to handle such an Important
of the International Harvester comarrived in Albuquerque last
post. I have been a student of
pany,
GAME FOR SOME TIME
woman suffrage for fifty years, and
night with a carload of Internawomen
the
0
have
fow that the
tractors
and Than
. tional
(By The Asfinciiitcrl Press.)
which b .ve been placed on the
right to vote and hold public ofKan Antonio. Tex.. March 16.
& Manger's imple
fice. I am in favor of electing somy The New
of
floor
Raabe
York Giants will be with- ment
of them. I think a woman should, out the services
building, 120 West Copper
of Frank Frisch,
These and the two and
by all means, be on the
stellar second baseman for some avenue.
furrow
three
plows which arrived
time. The Kordham flash is out with
them, will be used today and
of the game becauso of injuries rea special demonstraceived in the exhibition
contest Saturday in
OFFICERS ELECTED
arranged by Raabe & Mauger
at Seguin yesterday when Rafferty, tionThese
are
the tractors which
BY A.
CHAPTER a young Chicago outfielder, spiked
recently been reduced $200 to
the second sacker while the latter have
and with which $134
$230 in
The meeting of the executive was sliding into the bag In the and $204price
will bo given freo
board of the Red Cross chapter fourth inning of an exhibition of charge. plows
in the federal game with the White Sox. The
here yesterday
building included the election of spilio cut through Frisch's hoe
We deliver any size any
and tore a hole in his right foot
officers for the year.
It. P. Woodson, Jr., was elected to the bone. He was forcid to where. Henry Transfer Co.,
chairman, succeeding Dr. D. It. leave the game.
Phone 939.
Boyd; Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin was
vice chairman; Dr. J. E. W. V. GAN0 TESTIFIES
A. A. Roberts, decorator, lias reElder was
treasurer and
moved his business to 22 South
Miss Edith Childers was
HERE BEFORE COURT Second
street.
secretary.
Because of illness, W. V. Gano.
C. IT. CONVFn, M. D. D. O.
local accountant, was unable to apUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Osteopathic Sie('Iallst.
2033-pear in Santa Fe before District Stern Bids. Tel. I0I-J- .
DOINGS
Judge Reed Hollomnn to testify
Journal Want Ads bring; result,
regarding the audit ho is said to
The California
poppies are be- have made of the state educational
to
the
of
out
department.
ground
peep
ginning
in many places:
In a few years
Accordingly, Judge Holloman,
trom now the vacant lots will be Assistant District Attorney A. M.
RUTHERFORD & G0EBEL
r.uwaras and tne court stenogracovered with a golden carpet.
The new concrete reservoir has pher came here Tuesday to take
GENERAL
roived the water pressure problem Mr. Gano's testimony.
CONTRACTORS
on the Heights, i
317 S. Broadway. Phone 1505-The county commissioners lost no EVANGELINE BOOTH IS
time in smoothing up East Central
avenue immediately after the snow
EN ROUTE TO DALLAS
thaw.
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10-2-
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(My Tuc AaMH'iatcd l'revn.)

Long Bead), Calif.. March 16.
Evangeline Booth, commander ot
the Salvation
will start to
NAVARETTE Jnanita Navar-ett- day for Dallas,army,
Texas, to resume
24. (laughter of Mr. and Mrs. a tour which was belted here two
Pedro Navarette.
died yesterday weeks ago when she
suddenly bemorning at the family home south came ill with a severe edd which
of the city, after an illness of but affected her vocal organs.
a few days. The funeral will be
held at 2 o'clock: this afternoon.
MAIL TKA1X ROIIHED.
Burial in San Jose cemetery. GarBelfast. March 1(1 (bv the A
cia and Sons will be in charge.
elated Press.) A train proceeding
irom isenasc 10 Dublin was
THOMAS Funeral services for up at Altnavtigh, near Newry, held
toMadeline
died
who
Thomas,
day by an armed gang who carried
Wednesday night at her home on off tho mail. A similar hold-u- p
South Broadway, will be held this occurred
on the southafternoon. Rev. W. A. Guy will of- ern side ofyesterday
the border.
ficiate. C. T. French is in charse.
Believed to he tho oldest
In
HERVET Private funeral ser- the southwest, Mrs. Mary Peoke
were
held at Strong Brothers' and Mrs. Belle Billings,
vices
recently
chapel yesterday afternoon at 2:30 celebrated their eighty-thir- d
birtho'clock for Percy J. Ilervey, who day at their ranch in El Paso coundied here on March 9. Rev. F. C. ty, Texas. They were born in Camofficiated.
McGulre
Interment den, Maine.
was in Falrview cemetery.
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DEATHS
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David Lopes,

died

Let Us Send a Man

two sons, Ambroclo and Charles
Lopes, who were with him at tho
end. The body was taken to
funeral parlors
pending

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 423 North First.

IjOPES

C7,

last night at his residence after n
short illness. He is survived by
Crol-lott-

's

funeral arrangements.
MELISON

S.

C.

Melison,

r.S,

HERE AGAIN

died last night at his apartments.
He is survived by Mrs. Melison. This week only wo will put
who was with him at the end. The on crystals for
body was taken to Crollott's funeral parlors, pending funeral
WISEMAN'S
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1
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15c
H.
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if if
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1
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Catfish
Smoked Bloaters
Herring
Large Fat Mackeral

1

r.v

North First Street.
Phone 190
Fs Your Order We
Will do me Rest.

a

'v

y

i

TE

CH

E

V

Sold at this Store

WeSellioffER'S
the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

'

contract

NEZ PERCES INDIAN,
84, DIES IN IDAHO

Free call and delivery.
tops $15 and up;
work shoes $5.00.
1105 S. Second.
Phone

(ily llio AxsorlitbMl i'rp.g.)
Kooskia, Ida., March IB. John
Botr,
Indian, said to be
one of th Utst surviving leaders of
the Ncz Pcrccs Indian war, is dead

here.
Bog was
Old Joseph
in battles
troops. He
during tho

lip

THE KING ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP.
hand-mad-

fa

Auto

4

fly

lieutenant to
and to Chief Joseph,
with United States
was with Chief Joseph
Finest rooms In the state
memorable 1,200 mile
retreat of the Nez I'crces Indians steam heat, hot and cola
water all outside rooms.
through Montana and Yellowstone
Park, which ended with the battle
Weekly rates, with or withwhich resulted in the capture of
out private bath, $4 to $10 ween
Chief Joseph by Gen. Nelson A.
r,n .tnaln
Transient rntA
Miles at Bear Paw mountain, Oc$2.00 double.
tober 4. 1877.
With bath $2.50 single anu
"I will fight no more forever,"
1
Chief Joseph promised
General jaouoie 53.00.
.Miles.
his chief's
Bog upheld
promise.

WITH JAZZ, OR WITHOUT?

I

IN

a chief

SELMS HOTEL

!

Wanda Hawley

e

981--

'The Ijcrve Ch.ariib
Jazz is a wonderful thing!
Many a girl has jazzed her way into a man's heart.
Here is the story of a girl who jazzed her way out!
It wasn't any fun. It broke her heart to do it.
But there was another girl in the caseft
And, since none of this happened in Salt Lake City,
one had to go. So this girl drove away the man she
loved with jazz.
But, of course, he didn't stay driven.
Here is a story that does things with your heartstrings
Bring the family. It's that kind of a picture!

Mrs. George Ruth with Babe's contract.
Everybody is acquainted with Babe Ruth's smile that he pulls
vhen he slams out n homer or signs a nice fat contract. Here's how his
"better half" looks. Mrs. Babe was as tickled as any wifely person
could be when Babe signed a new contract ior f 50,000 and' $500 per
home run with the Yank owners. It virtually amounts to a $75,000

The Love Charm

Ellas Ireesksn
Russian Violinist
Brunswick Artist

ADDED ATTRACTION

t

1

Tho
"KlXsnirw
nut ill
DAINTY GUT PACKAGES. Machine shelled, Pinmi nuts, rannie
S. Spitz, 32S North Tenth street.
Telephone 802.

THE IMPERIAL
LA I' X DRY
OF QUALITY"

FOR RENT
PKO.MJ

727--

I

A

148

Phone

Two-Pa-

Mermaid Comedy

rt

ADMISSION $2.00

tickets exchanged for
reservations at Matson's.
Records may be heard at

and 449.

-

Johnson Ccal Co.
N. First

A

Albuquerque

Music

Store.

FROM

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

TON

WHY?

IMIO

"THE VAGRANT

All

:r

Gallup Lump Coal
SIMM)

Phones

IN

Last concert of tho series offered by the Fortnightly Music
JClub for the season of 1921-2- 2

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Kiik
cleaned
latest
by
process.

house with glassed- in sleeping porch. Well located
in Fourth Ward; garage.

"HAM" HAMILTON

LLOYD

frlareh 26 at 8:3

LAUNDRY CO.

Five-roo-

HIGH SCHOOL
AUDITORIUM

8

"THE

I

"8

w

1

TO 11 P. M.)

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Are YOU Sorry YOU'RE Rich?

T.HH--

Or sorry you're not? It's one or the other. With 1
Sam Weatherbee it was first one and then the
other. He had a tough time getting happy, and
that makes a good story the story of

WE ARE
Ofeerlng to 10 boys, an opportunity to earn money as well
as valuable and useful prizes
during their spare time. Come
and talk the proposition over
with us today, between the
hours of 4 and 6 p. m.

rilOXE

291.

EAST LEAD

HAGAN FUEL & SUPPLY CO.

"THE IDLE RICH"

804 Park Avenue.

Adapted by June Mathis, from Kennett Harris's
story, "Junk," in the Saturday Evening Post.

And got his suit dirty. We
cleaned and pressed it. Twenty-tw- o
years experience,
BILL'S
W. E. Zelser,

"TWO DOLLARS,

Proprietor.

Two-Pa-

TO TRADE

Browning Automatic
Shotgun, in excellent condition,
d
for good
12, IS or 20 gauge.
F. L., Care Journal.

W A N
We pay good

d

Comedy

rt

TE

D

for fire-- 1
arms such dmprices
Piftoa
Shot I
vuns,
juust lie In
A- -l
condition.
f
213 South First Street
'

v

SEE
one-han-

PLEASE"

s

I.

the

I!

ADDED ATTRACTION

snor.

double-barrele-

1

Starring BERT LYTELL

FELL DOWN

DYERS AND HATTERS
HUG CLEANING
Phone 4.3. Cor. nth and Gold

"

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

clock.

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANING CO.
Suits, Cleaned and Pressed.
Hats, Cleaned find Blocked.

M

Kcleher Avenue,

I Men,

$1
$1

KIHS--

Something New
215

at
WISEM AN'S

S. 2nd

Fine Shoe Repairing

W

H

201

Phone

IPIliE Cleaners

Ladies' Half Soles
75c
Rubbejr Heels, Goodyear 40c
90c
Men's Half Soles
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone 567-Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Salmon, Halibut
English Sole
Red Snapper

The first night of "A Night in
Dreamland," played last night in
the Crystal theater to a packed
house. From tho "Dream Man"

508 West Central Avenue.

D THE

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

TODAY

House Expresses Approval of Winter
Garden Show; Large Cast
Carefully Coached.

Well Filled

Cash Store

LET'S GO

Opposite Postofflcc.
TOUAV IS "GRAB DAY"

Don't fall to try your luck. With
each purchase a free ticket will
be given for a beautiful set of
handwork, as grand prize, to be
drawn Saturday night at S.

SUCCESS

FIRST NIGHT

Now come in and see for yourself. We know
you will tell your friends about the bargains.

lard's

"THE ART SHOP"

MRS. BABE RUTH'S $75,000 SMILE

HAS

March 17, 1922.

FOR SALE
THE ONLY WASHING MACHINE ON THE

Office
chairs,

furniture,
desk and
Iron safe, new Burroughs adding machine, filing
cabinet. Call Friday.
110 WEST GOLD,

Quality First

Service Always

MARKET TESTED AND APPROVED BY
THE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING INSTITUTE

It. is not a new machine or an experiment, but represents
years of development and refinement.
Dozens of homes in Albuquerque are equipped with MOLA
machines, and it has been tested and proven to the eatisfac-;io- n
:en

of these housewives.
We would be pleased to place one of these excellent machines in your home and have you test it without any obligation on your part. Then should you wish to purchase it at
the vety low price for which it sells, we will arrange terms to
suit your convenience without any interest charge on deferred
payments.

Oil LIVIIGSTON & CO.

Floor Surfacing

K. OF C.

Electric machine removes
old varnish and stains
and leaves new surface.
Call us, we will look at
your floors and estimate
cost free.
R. F. HULICK
Office 211 West Gold

Patrick's Entertainment
Friday, March 1 7th.

Phone 945

St.-

-

;

8:30 p. m.
St. Mary's Hall.
4.11

members,

visiting members

and their friends Invited.

guaranteed Uml
Sugnrlte Fancy Chestnut
Swastika Egg
Swastika Lump

,

$11.00

CARS ON TRACK TODAY

Halm Coal Company

OME FURNISHERS

Phone 91

Your Best Guarantee.

213-21- 5

West Gold Ave.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

$0.50

...$10.r0

HEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35

